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Abstract
Molecular dynamics computer simulations of small liquid drops are reported. 

Systems of between 60 and 1300 particles have been studied, each comprising of a 

central drop that is allowed to come to equilibrium with its surrounding vapour. Two 

common potential models have been used for the interactions between particles, the 

Lennard-Jones 12-6 form and the Stockmayer potential (LJ 12-6 plus a point dipole 

moment). Simulations for the Stockmayer fluid have been performed with p^/eo3 = 1 

and p2/€cr3 = 3. For both potentials, relatively long cut-offs have been employed so 

that “ tail” corrections are unnecessary.

Results are given for the size and density profiles of such drops over a range of 

temperatures. The Kelvin equation for the excess vapour pressure outside a curved 

interface is investigated as a means of determining the surface tension, -y, for a given 

fluid. Calculations using simulation results, in conjunction with the known coexistence 

vapour pressure, lead to a value of -y which is consistent with previous measurements 

of this quantity. This technique is seen to work best with large drops near the triple 

point, and though such simulations are currently quite expensive the increasing power 

of computers could make this a viable method for finding the surface tension.

The surface width of the liquid vapour interface in these systems is analysed as a 

function of temperature. Comparisons of the width with theoretical calculations for 

this quantity show that a significant discrepancy exists. This difference can be 

explained in terms of the contribution of surface oscillations (capillary waves) to the 

width.

The dielectric properties of Stockmayer drops have been studied via 

measurements of the mean square moment within spheres about the centre of mass of 

the system. It is found that values of the static dielectric constant, t s , for the “bulk” 

liquid within the drops are consistent with previous results obtained by Adams and 

Adams for homogeneous systems, at least for p/Vecr3 = 1. For the more strongly polar 

fluid, with p2/ecr3 = 3, it may be that systems of more than 450 particles are necessary' 

to determine the liquid value of e , , but more work is required on this point.

l
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In addition to determining within the drops, it is shown that measured data for 

the mean square moment as a function of radius can be explained in terms of a 

(scalar) dielectric constant that depends on r . A dielectric profile of similar width and 

position to the density profile is obtained.

Measurements have also been made of the time dependent correlations of the 

total moment within spherical volumes about the centre of mass. In principle the 

dynamic dielectric constant can be obtained from these functions. However, it has not 

been possible to obtain consistent results for e(io) from the data reported here and 

some of the reasons for this are examined.



Chapter One: Introduction - Computer simulation of liquids

1.1. Introduction

From a theoretical point of view the liquid state represents a very difficult topic to 

treat satisfactorily. Statistical mechanics can provide expressions for many important 

properties of a liquid in terms of the partition function, Z , which is related to the 

interaction potential, $>N, of the N  molecules comprising the sample. However, the 

direct evaluation of these expressions is impossible, due to the vast number of 

integrations that would have to be performed and the complexity of the interaction 

potential for real liquids.

Despite the problems, a great deal of progress has been made in the 

understanding of liquid behaviour through various approximate theories. Perhaps the 

best known, and most useful, are those based on integral equations, such as the 

Percus-Yevick (PY) and hypemetted chain (HNQ approximations. Even these 

methods can become virtually intractable when the actual many-body form of the 

interaction potential in real liquids is considered, and further approximations still have 

to be made.
e

An alternative (though often complimentary) method to relate physical properties 

of a liquid to the molecular interaction potential is that of computer simulation. The 

advent of high speed digital computers has made it possible to take a given form for 

<1>jv and calculate typical configurations for a (very' small) sample of such a 

“theoretical” fluid. Properties of this liquid can be found from averages over these 

configurations.

This thesis is concerned with computer simulations that have been performed on 

small liquid drops in equilibrium with surrounding vapour. These systems allow us to 

study properties of the highly curved liquid vapour interface, and results on the 

stability and structure of the drops are reported, along with calculations of the surface

1
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tension by an unusual route.

One of our prime considerations in choosing to study drops was, however, to yield 

an effectively isolated liquid sample (the coexistence vapour density being very low). 

This has some potential advantages for the calculation of the properties of dielectric 

fluids, which we investigate.

In this introductory chapter a very brief review is given of computer simulation 

methods, and some of the previous work that has been made on the liquid vapour 

interface and free clusters of molecules. This is followed by an outline of the 

organization of the whole thesis. The chapter is concluded by a section on the reduced 

units that have been employed throughout this work.

1.2. Computer simulations of the liquid state 

1.2.1. Molecular dynamics

The molecular dynamics (MD) method that we have used here dates back to the 

work of Alder and Wainwright1 in 1957, and is described in a number of books and 

review' articles2’3. Basically, the positions, and other relevant coordinates, of a small 

number of molecules are set up in some chosen initial configuration by the computer 

programme. Using the given form of the interaction potential, the forces acting 

on each molecule can then be calculated and the equations of motion integrated to 

find the time evolution of the system. Properties of the liquid are then calculated as 

time averages over this system (effectively a micro-canonical ensemble).

The above outline of the method omits the various difficulties involved, not the 

least of w'hich is the form to be used for the molecular interaction potential. It is 

nearly always assumed that this can be expressed as a sum over pair potentials,

* n =  2 > ( r , - r 7 A - n ; ) (1-1)
• <j

where the r, and the il, are respectively the position and orientation of molecule i .
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This ignores the effect of many-body contributions, such as the triple dipole (Axilrod- 

Teller) dispersion potential4, which have been shown to be non-negligjble for real 

liquids. However, the high cost (in computer time) of including such terms has limited 

their use. Instead it is common to use an “effective” pair potential for <t>(r,il). For 

example, the U12-6 potential, 4>(r) = 4t[(a/r)12—(a/r)6], is used as a model for a 

liquid of simple spherical molecules, such as argon. The true potential between two 

argon atoms is, in fact, known to differ significantly from the LJ12-6 form5, but by 

choosing suitable values for the parameters e and a , quite good agreement can be 

achieved between simulation and measured data for the real liquid. The reason for 

this is that the U  potential used happens to approximate the effective interaction that 

is really the sum of the pair interactions plus the contributions of higher order terms. 

For argon the values usually taken for the potential are6 e = 119.8K and 

ct = 0.3405nm, determined from data on the second virial coefficient (other methods 

give slightly different values, with e in the range7 116 - 119.8K).

The most time consuming part of MD simulations is usually the calculation of the 

forces from the potential, so it is advantageous to use as simple a form for <i>N as 

possible, from this point of view. Even using the LJ12-6 potential with the fastest 

computers presently available it is unreasonable to use more than a few thousand 

molecules, and systems sizes of 256 or 512 are more common. To compensate for the 

limited number of particles, periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) are normally applied 

in simulations, whereby the basic cell (e.g. a cube, L XL XL) is replicated to fill all 

space, to give a uniform liquid sample. Of course any correlations beyond half the cell 

length, L , are meaningless, and the interactions between molecules have to be cut-off 

at or before L!2. This causes some unwanted side effects, especially when the 

interactions are of long range, as is the case for dipolar liquids (this is discussed 

further in chapters two and six).

The actual integration of the equations of motions also has to be treated with
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some care, as there is a need to balance the requirements of accurately following the 

system’s evolution against the amount of computer time used. A stepwise algorithm, 

like the Verlet method6, or the so-called “leapfrog” variation, is usually employed.

1.2.2. Monte carlo

Though we have only used MD in this work, another important technique 

frequently used in computer simulations of liquids is the Monte Carlo (MQ method. 

Instead of calculating the time evolution of a set of molecules, new configurations of 

the system are generated by making small random moves of individual particles. The 

key to this method is to accept or reject the new configurations in such a way that the 

likelyhood of it occurring is proportional to the Boltzmann factor for that state. A 

criterion for this was first given by Metropolis et a/8.

This technique has a number of advantages, which partly compensate for the fact 

that it cannot be used to study any time dependent properties of liquids. For example, 

normal MC gives a canonical ensemble system, so that the temperature, rather than 

the total energy, is a fixed quantity (though methods for constant temperature MD 

simulations have recently been developed9 ). Additionally, other ensembles can be 

studied by MC, such as the Grand canonical ensemble (GCMC) where the actual 

number of particles within the system is also allowed to vary. This form has been used 

by Yao et a/10 to examine the thermodynamic properties (including the chemical 

potential) of dipolar fluids, using the same potential (the Stockmayer potential) that is 

employed in some of our simulations. Such measurements are useful in the prediction 

of coexistence densities for the fluid.

1.2.3. Simulation of inhomogeneous systems

In addition to the work on properties of the “bulk” homogeneous liquid, there is 

growing interest in the behaviour of liquids near interfaces and surfaces. For example,
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Chapel a et aln , among others, have performed extensive simulations of tw o phase 

liquid-vapour systems with planar interfaces. They have employed up to 4096 

particles, interacting via the U12-6 potential, using both MD and MC methods. This 

provides information on the structure of the interface and allows calculation of various 

important surface properties, such as the surface tension.

Small clusters of molecules have been studied by a number of workers, often to 

determine data concerning the nucleation of liquid drops from the vapour. McGinty12 

has investigated the stability of groups of up to 100 LJ particles, using the MD 

technique. Rao et a/13 have examined the formation of liquid drops from an “over- 

expanded” liquid and also from the super-saturated vapour. Systems were of 108 or 

256 molecules, again with the LJ interaction.

Drops of liquid in equilibrium with their own vapour have been simulated by 

Rusanov and Brodskaya14, though again only for very limited systems of up to 256 

particles. Their results cover a number of aspects of the behaviour of such microscopic 

drops, but their runs were quite short and this leads to large uncertainties in the 

conclusions. This paper only came to our attention after much of our work on the LJ 

potential had been completed, and does examine a similar technique to that used in 

chapter four (for the surface tension). However, our work uses larger samples, with 

better statistics, to provide more comprehensive data.

It is worth noting here that a great deal of theoretical work has been performed 

on liquid interfaces. Many calculations exist for the structure and surface tension of 

planar interfaces, but of particular relevance to the data presented in this work are the 

results of Falls et al15. They have used a gradient-theory approach to predict the 

structure and stress within small drops in equilibrium with surrounding vapour. An 

interaction potential similar to the U 12-6 form was used.
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1.3. Organisation of this thesis

In this work we report a range of results for the simulation of drops in equilibrium 

with their own vapour. The first studies that were made used the simple LJ form for 

the interaction potential. This has the advantages of being relatively straightforward to 

deal with and fairly fast to compute. There is also a large amount of data in existence 

for this particular model, with which comparisons can be made. In fact an empirical 

equation of state has been derived for this fluid from simulation data, by McDonald 

and Singer7. A more comprehensive equation has since been given by Nicolas et a/16.

Our later drop studies were extended to use the Stockmayer potential, as a simple 

model of a dipolar fluid. As well as examining the thermodynamics of these systems 

we attempt to calculate dielectric properties of both the bulk liquid within the drop and 

of the surface region.

In chapter two the technical details of the MD simulations employed in this work 

are discussed. The chosen boundary conditions are explained and the effects of 

truncation of the interaction potential considered in inhomogeneous systems.

The states that have been studied are summarised in chapter three. Results for 

the temperature, size and stability of the drops are given and some conclusions drawn.

Chapter four examines the calculation of the surface tension from the data of the 

preceding chapter. The Kelvin equation for the excess vapour pressure outside a drop 

is used as an alternative to the more complex and time consuming process of 

evaluating the pressure tensor.

The surface width of liquid drops, and also planar interfaces, is known to rise 

rapidly with the temperature. Chapter five is devoted to this topic, and the effect that 

surface oscillations (capillary waves) have on the observed width in drops.

The final three chapters of the thesis are concerned with the dielectric properties 

of the Stockmayer drops. Chapter six is simply a review' of some relevant background
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theory of dielectrics. Results for the static dielectric constant within the bulk liquid 

are presented in chapter seven, and an effective dielectric profile for the interface 

region calculated.

Some efforts have been made to find the dynamic dielectric constant from 

measurements on these Stockmayer drops, but with unsatisfactory results. The 

methods used and the problems that were encountered are discussed in chapter eight.

1.4. Units used in this thesis

We conclude this introductory chapter with a note on the reduced units which are 

used throughout this thesis. In common with many simulators we use dimensionless 

units and these are defined by r* = r/a  and <J>* = 4>/e for the lengths and energies, 

respectively, a  and e are the parameters in the LJ potential, which becomes 

<}>* — 4(r* ~12—r* ~6). Similar reductions are made for other units, but some

ambiguity arises in the choice of the units of mass and time. We follow Verlet in
. w

taking the unit of time to
- f é ) -

and hence the reduced mass of each molecule

is 48. A number of other workers use a time unit without the factor of 48, so that 

conversions have to be made in comparisons with their results.

While it is usual to distinguish these reduced units with the superscript “* ” , this 

is not done in the remainder of this work since all our results are expressed in this 

form.

In the treatment of the dielectric properties of polar fluids we make use of 

Gaussian units, in that the constant eD = 1/4tt. This results in slightly simpler 

equations.
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Chapter Two: Simulation methods for liquid drops

2.1. Introduction

The technique of molecular dynamics has been in use for many years now and the 

basic principles of the method are reviewed in a number of articles1’2. In this chapter 

we shall discuss the particular MD methods that have been employed in our work, but 

with more emphasis on any differences between these methods and the “standard” 

homogeneous simulations.

Our initial work on drops was performed with the simple Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 

potential, and the techniques used for these systems are described first, and an outline 

given of the computer programmes that were employed.

The modifications necessary to study non-spherically symmetric molecules are 

then considered, using the quaternion representation of orientation. This algorithm is 

used with the Stockmayer potential as a simple model for linear polar molecules, and 

the technical details of these simulations are given.

2.2. Simulations of LJ12-6 systems

2.2.1. Boundary conditions to contain the system

In the simulation of homogeneous liquids the use of periodic boundary conditions 

is accepted as being the best way of containing the system, and avoiding surface 

effects. For inhomogeneous systems, such as liquid-vapour interfaces, the situation is 

not so clear, and there are various ways in which boundary conditions can be applied.

Studies of the planar liquid-vapour interface usually employ a rectangular cell 

that is periodic in at least the x and y directions, the plane in which the surface lies. If 

the system is also made periodic in the z direction, then two interfaces are obtained, on 

either side of a thin liquid film. Alternatively, hard or soft wall potentials may be 

used at the z boundaries, to give just one interface, as was done by Chapel a et aP .

9
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With spherical liquid-vapour interfaces, different boundary conditions again are 

required. At very low temperatures it would be possible to simulate a totally free 

system; the lack of any boundary constraints allowing particles to escape from the 

cluster, and not return. However this would be a rare occurrence if the system were 

cool enough, and so the clusters could be stable over long periods. Obviously, this 

method is not suitable for our study, where we are interested in the higher 

temperatures of the liquid state, as the drops would then evaporate too rapidly.

Let us consider three other possibilities to contain a liquid drop:

(i) Place the system in the usual type of cubic periodic boundary conditions, but simply 

make the cell size much larger than the diameter of the cluster so that it is possible to 

form a vapour region that separates the cluster from its periodic images.

(ii) Surround the system with a spherical wall of some nature, with the volume of this 

container being much greater than that of the cluster. Thus particles may freely 

evaporate from the cluster to form a vapour region between it and the wall.

(iii) Use a constraining potential (or wall) that tightly confines the system within a 

spherical region. The volume of the container would be the same as that of the cluster, 

so that no significant vapour phase can exist.

Initially we employed boundary conditions of type (ii), with a simple spherical 

hard wall with a radius of about two or three times that of the cluster. However, it 

was found that clusters would drift away from the center of the system at such a rate 

that very long simulations of small systems could run into the problem of the drop 

reaching the walL. To avoid this, the radius of the wall could be increased, but this 

increases the amount of vapour that has to be simulated, and also the time for the 

system to reach equilibrium.

t  To minimize the drift, the linear momentum of each system was set to zero at the start of 
any simulation, as was the angular momentum. This was the case with the hard wall containment, 
as well as^tfie periodic boundary conditions. Thus any drift was due to Brownian motion, rather 
than the initial configuration.
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A wall closely confining the system, as in (iii), was not investigated as it prevents 

any study of the liquid-gas interface, and may also introduce density oscillations near 

the surface of the cluster4’5 (it would, however, have the advantage of reducing the 

equilibration needed for the system). Instead, almost all the cluster simulations 

reported in this work have been conducted in large periodic systems, as in (i). As long 

as the cluster does not split into two, there is no problem with drift since it can not get 

any closer to its periodic images. In such a system it is important that the cell size is 

large enough to prevent significant interaction between the cluster and its images, so 

the cell size must still be quite large.

Variations on the methods mentioned above have been used by some workers in 

this field. Thompson et afi, use a soft wall spherical container, as in (ii), though in 

some runs they move the wall so as to keep the cluster at the center. Hesse-Brot et a f , 

have recently published results for a Stockmayer system constrained by a soft wall, as 

in (iii).

2.2.2. Cut-off in the LJ12-6 potential

As was explained in chapter one, it is common to truncate the usual U12-6 

potential, <\>u  ( r ), at some separation rc , partly because the periodic boundary 

conditions limit the meaningful range of forces, and partly to save computer time. To 

avoid a discontinuity in 4>(r) at rc , a constant is added to give the so-called shifted 

potential (sp),

<K0  = r<rc
— 0 r> rc (2.1)

The value of rc is usually 2.5 or 3.0cr, and these forms of the LJ potential will be

referred to as sp2.5 and sp3 respectively.

This still leaves a discontinuity in the force, /  (r) = dcfj/dr at r — rc, and this 

may effect the accuracy' of the dynamics8. A constant term may be added to the force 

for r <rc , to eliminate this, and this is known as the shifted force potential. Typically
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the cut-off is set to 3 .Oct in this case, and this potential will be denoted sf3.

Though these modified forms of the potential may be considered as defining new 

fluids in their own right, it is usual to correct the results back to the full U 12-6, at 

least for homogeneous simulations. Even in simulations of non-homogeneous systems 

attempts have been made to correct for the truncation, as for example with the surface 

tension calculation of Chapela et aP. Correction terms in the case of homogeneous 

liquids are usually calculated on the assumption that the radial distribution function, 

g (r) , is unaffected by the truncation of the potential and that g ( r ) = 1 beyond rc . 

Thus the correction to internal energy for an sp{rc} fluid is9,

At/ = TP 5 ^ u ir )A v r26r (2.2)

A similar expression is obtained for the pressure correction. In the case of the sf3 

fonn of the potential a slightly more complex correction is required10.

However it is only possible to make such corrections to these simulation results 

because the average force on a given particle, due to the fluid beyond rc , is zero and 

the most important source of fluctuating force comes from particles within rc. In the 

case of a liquid-gas interface the contribution to the force on a molecule near the 

surface, due to particles at distances greater than rc, is clearly non-zero. The 

magnitude of the long range part of the force may be estimated from a similar analysis 

used to find AU, and at typical liquid densities A /—0.8 for rc = 2.5. Such a force 

will be directed into the liquid and must affect the resulting density profile obtained. 

Work on the equations of state for these modified potentials has shown that there are 

significant differences in the coexistence curves11.

Due to these considerations, we chose to use an unusually long cut-off, with 

rc — 9 or 10ct . This is feasible since the periodic cell size is very large, but it will of 

course, increase the computer time required. In fact, due to numerical accuracy (most 

calculations are in single precision — 7 decimal digits), the effective cut-off, at least in
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the liquid, may be more like 8a. The importance of the long range corrections (such 

as eqn. (2 .2)) vary as ~  l/rc3, so that our corrections will be abouts thirty times 

smaller than those needed for the sp2.5 potential. Thus our results are effectively for 

the full U  potential, without making any corrections.

2.2.3. Integration Method

Various algorithms have been used to integrate the N coupled equations of 

motion that arise in MD simulations,

r /2> = (l/m )2 ty (r« ) (¡= 1 A ) (2.3)
j*i

where r/ 21 is the acceleration, m the mass, and f\j the force between particles i and j. 

They all depend on a stepwise integration, advancing the system by a time At over

each cycle. The well known method of Verlet12, for example, calculates the next

positions of the particles from their current positions and forces, along with previous 

positions,

r,(f +A/) = —rJ(f-A /)+2r,(/)+(A r)22 V m (2.4)
¡*j

which is correct to order (A/)3, so it is a third order method.

The particle velocities, r /1) are obtained from the equation,

rPHf) = r' (,+A,)2̂ ( ,~A/) (2.5)
which is correct to order (A/)2 .

Though this method is well established, we chose to use a more recent method 

employing a Gear13 predictor-corrector algorithm. This numerical scheme has been 

used in a large number of simulations, though it has by no means replaced other 

methods, such as Verlet’s, and the relative merits of each technique are still the subject 

of debate.

In the prediction step of the Gear method a Taylor series is used to estimate the 

new position and higher derivatives at the time (/ +A/), from the values at time t only.
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For the fifth order Gear algorithm that we use, this is simply,

rp(°)(r+A/) = r(°)(/)+A/r(1)(i)+^r(2)(/)+^-r(3)(r)+^-r(4)(/)+-^r(5)(r) 

r f ( i+ A r )  = r(% )+ A /r(2) ( / ) + ^ r ( 3) ( r ) + ^ - r ( 4) ( r ) + ^ - r ( 5)(r)

rp(5)(r+Ar) = r(5)(r) (2.6)

The subscript p is used here to indicate the predicted values and the label for the ith 

particle has been dropped. For the correction step of the Gear method, the actual 

values of the second derivatives, which we denote as r j2)(r+Ar), are evaluated from 

the predicted positions, using eqn. (2.3). From these results we obtain the vector AA, 

defined by,

AA = ~[rf)(< + A /)-r« (l+ A < )] (2.7)

If the prediction step had given the exact solution then this term would vanish. This 

will not usually be the case, and so the size of this term is a measure of the error 

incurred in the step. The Gear corrector is of the following form,

Tc " \ t +At) = rp(")(r+A /)+a„A A -^r  (2.8)

where we have used the subscript c to denote the corrected value. The terms a„ 

(n=0,5) are the Gear coefficients which depend on the orders of the differentia! 

equation and the method being used. For a second order equation and a fifth order 

algorithm these are,

3 251 11 1 1
20 ’ 360 ’ ’ 18 ’ 6 ’ 60IS

(2.9)

The detailed determination of these values is given in Gear’s book13, where it is shown 

that the requirements of a solution that will be both stable and accurate are fulfilled by 

these values. Note that the particular coefficients given above are for a general second 

order equation in which the first derivative may also appear explicitly. If, as is the 

case with the U  potential, js not present then it is possible achieve higher accuracy
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by changing the value of a 0 from 3/20 to 3/Ki14. While this could be done for the LJ
16  2  0

simulations, the equations of angular re-orientation for Stockmayer molecules require 

the more general coefficients. Due to the numerical accuracy of the computations, the 

advantage of such an increase in the order of the method will be very slight.

The Gear method has a number of potential advantages over other integration 

schemes, such as that of Verlet. Firstly, it allows a higher order method to be used 

and hence a more accurate solution should be obtained, at least when a sufficiently 

small time step is used. The fact that we only require the derivatives at one point in 

time (a multivalue method) means that a simple scaling operation is all that is required 

to change the time step (a leapfrog algorithm usually requires interpolation when the 

step is altered). Furthermore, the method is ‘self-starting’, in that it is not necessary to 

calculate all the higher derivatives for the initial configuration; they may be set to zero 

and a small value of At used for the first few steps. The time step can then be 

increased when the higher derivatives have stabilized.

On the negative side, a fifth order Gear method requires significantly more 

computer memory than Verlet’s scheme. This is not usually a problem with machines 

that have large virtual memories, such as the ones used for this work.

Possibly more worrying is the fact that Verlet’s method is found to give smaller 

energy fluctuations than higher order methods15, at least for very long time steps e.g. 

At ~  0.1 (approximately 3 x l0 -14 sec. for argon). A time step of about half this 

length was used in the LJ simulations.

It has been pointed out by Janzen and Leech16 that certain methods, such as that 

of Verlet, have the property of conserving energy to very high accuracy, at least when 

the time step is less than a certain critical value. In particular these methods give 

energy conserv ation that is only limited by numerical round-off errors, when applied to 

simple oscillator problems. The fifth order Gear method is not of this type, so it might 

be expected that the energy' conservation will be inferior to the Verlet method, for
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large At .  Even when smaller time steps are used it is common to ‘renormalise’ the 

velocities such that the total energy is kept constant. This is done every ten steps in 

our simulations. The factor by which the velocities have to be scaled is, of course, 

very close to unity, but this procedure prevents any net drift building up during the 

run. It may be shown in simple systems, such as the Morse oscillator problem used by 

Janzen and Leech, that rescaling to keep the total energy constant gives a more 

accurate solution, in addition to improving the energy conservation.

The conclusions of the two papers mentioned above suggest that fifth order 

methods may not offer much advantage over third order ones, such as that of Verlet, 

in MD simulations. However, many questions are still unanswered, such as just how 

accurate trajectories need to be to measure a given property. This topic is of 

fundamental significance to simulators, and undoubtably warrants much more 

research.

2.2.4. The initial configuration

To generate an initial configuration for our system, we first performed a normal 

homogeneous simulation, with the molecules starting from a face-centred cubic lattice. 

Each particle was given a random velocity, chosen from a Boltzmann distribution. A 

very short run was then performed on the system, at a high temperature, to ensure that 

the structure was melted. A spherical region was then excised from the centre of this 

sample, containing the number of molecules required for the drop simulation. The 

density of the liquid was chosen to be close to the coexistence value for the desired 

temperature of the drop, so that the sample would not be under excessive pressure 

when placed on its own at the centre of the large periodic cell.

Both the linear and angular momentum of the newly formed cluster were set to 

zero by making small changes in the velocity of each particle (however, the angular 

momentum, at least within a given periodic cell, is not conserved with these boundary 

conditions).
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2.2.5. Programming details

A complete listing of the programming used for simulating LJ drops is given in 

the appendices. The language used is Fortran-77. Most of the coding is fairly 

standard, and is based on an earlier version used by Dr. W. A.B.Evans for simulations 

of homogeneous liquid systems.

The Gear method is implemented by three subroutines, with reasonably self- 

explanatory names; PREDIC, to predict the values at the next step, FORCES, which 

calculates the actual forces and CORREC, which applies the correction. By far the 

most time consuming of these is the forces calculation, which has a loop over all pairs 

of particles, giving Np (Np —1)/2 separate terms. Due to the very long cut-off employed 

here and the inhomogeneous nature of the system, almost all of these pair interactions 

must be evaluated explicitly at each step. This is why truncated forms of the potential 

(e.g. sp2.5) can offer significant computational time savings in large systems, since 

neighbour lists12 may be utilised to vastly decrease the number of interactions that 

have to be calculated.

The multiple time step technique of Street et a/17 could well have offered 

significant time savings in the particular U  simulations performed in this work. 

However, this was not noted until most of the LJ simulations had been completed, at 

which point the necessary modifications and testing to use it would not have been 

economic. Furthermore, the multiple time step algorithm appears to be unsuitable for 

use with angular dependent potentials such as the Stockmayer one.

Due to the very limited disk and tape storage space, all measurements were 

performed during the course of the simulations, rather than saving velocity and 

trajectory data for later analysis. The various averages are calculated in the subroutine 

called DATA. The basic quantities calculated are the temperature of the system and 

the distribution of particles within the periodic cell. The first of these is obtained 

directly from the mean kinetic energy^.

t  Note that due to the constraints on the linear and angular momentum in such a system, the
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The most convenient way of measuring the density distribution is via the density 

profile, p(r), about the center of the drop. The assumption we make in this work is 

that the drop is on average spherically symmetrical. The only checks that were made 

for this involved visual inspection of the clusters on a graphics terminal. This serves 

only as a very crude test, but it showed that no gross distortions were present. As long 

as there is a reasonable separation between the periodic images, there is no reason to 

expect a non-spherical average distribution of particles.

We measure p(r) by counting the number of particles within shells from radius r, 

to rI+1, about the center of the drop. For simplicity, the shells are taken to be of 

equal width, even though this gives a wide variation in the volume and expected 

number of particles for each one. The ‘comers’ of the periodic box, the region 

between the largest inscribed sphere and the boundaries, are treated as a whole and the 

mean density within it measured.

2.2.6. Definition for the location of the cluster

It is important that the location of the center of the drop is known accurately 

during the course of a simulation, if quantities such as p(r) are to be measured. Even 

though the total linear momentum is set to zero at the start of each simulation, the 

drop may drift by several molecular diameters during the course of a ran.

The center of mass of all particles is a fair guide to the location of the cluster 

center, but it is sensitive to the distribution of particles in the vapour. To avoid this, a 

definition is required to decide which particles are actually in the cluster and which are 

in the vapour. Then density profiles, etc., may be measured about the center of mass 

of the cluster only. The definition of the cluster we use may be stated as follows: Any 

two particles whose center-to-center separation is less than some value, Rn, are said to

mean temperature, T, is related to the mean kinetic energy, < K E > , by the equation 
T = (2/3) [ 3 Ay, / ( 3 Ay, — 6 ) ] <  AT >  . This is only important for very small drops.
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be neighbours. All particles that may be connected by an unbroken chain of such 

neighbours are said to be in the same cluster. A similar method was used by 

Sioddard18. While micro-clusters of two or three atoms may exist in the vapour there 

should be only one large cluster, which is the liquid drop.

Appendix C gives details of the particular computational method used to 

implement this definition in an economic manner during the course of the simulations. 

The best value of Rn is found to be about 1.9a. This value proved adequate over the 

range of temperatures studied in this work, but it is likely that a smaller value would 

be necessary if states much closer to the critical point are simulated. This is due to the 

increasing density of the vapour, which approaches that of the liquid.

2.3. Stockmayer systems

2.3.1. The Stockmayer potential

The Stockmayer potential is simply an LJ 12-6 potential with the addition of an 

(ideal) dipole, located at the centre. On physical grounds this is a less realistic model 

than the basic LJ one, which has proved a fair approximation for the heavier inert 

gases. Permanent dipole moments are only found in molecules composed of two or 

more non-identical atoms, and higher order moments (quadrupole, octapole etc.) are 

usually quite significant. Hence the use of just one LJ site, coincident with the dipole, 

is unrealistic. Additionally, the Stockmayer form ignores the polarizability of 

molecules. Nevertheless, this is a relatively simple potential that offers a good ‘first 

approximation’ to a real dielectric liquid, with long range dipolar interactions.

The reduced dipole moment is given by,

p.* = p/(ea3)1/2 (2.10)
where reduction is w.r.t. the parameters used for the LJ part of the potential. As with

other reduced quantities, we shall drop the superscript, and use p for the reduced

moment.
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The interaction energy of two dipoles, p } and P2, is,

MTM-2 „ (M-1T1KM2T2)
r  3
r  12

-  3 - 5r 12
(2.11)

using an obvious notation. The strength of the interaction varies as p2, rather than as 

|x, and the properties of the fluid will, of course, depend on the value chosen. Most of 

our Stockmayer simulations were performed with p2 = 1, and we refer to this as the SI 

potential. Rowlinson19 has calculated the effective Stockmayer parameters for a 

number of organic polar molecules, using data on the second virial coefficients. A 

value of p2 = 1 lies between that of chloromethane (C//3C/, p2 ~  1.7) and tri- 

chloromethane (C//C/3, p2 ~  0.3), according to his data. These values must be 

treated with caution, since they derive from vapour phase results. For example, 

Rowlinson found a  = 0.336nm for CH^F, where as the best value for liquid 

simulations of methane (a smaller molecule) is found to be20 <r = 0.388nm . The 

reduced dipole moment is very sensitive to the reduction parameter a.

A few simulations have been made with p2 — 3, which represents a very strongly 

polar fluid, which we denote as the S3 potential. Rowlinson’s parameters give 

fluoromethane a reduced moment of p2 ~  3. The SI and S3 potentials have been 

widely used by other workers.

The force between two dipoles can be expressed in vector notation as,

fi2 = 3
(h-i-Mg) c (M'i-r)(p2r) , (P2r) , (Pi-r)r ----- 7------ 5r------ — ------ + p i----- —  + P2----— (2 .12)

r r r r
where F12 is the force on 2 due to 1, and r = r 12 = r2—ri . The torque is given by,

(M'lr )(M'2Xr)
l 21 (2.13)

r r

Tne Stockmayer potential is considered to represent a linear molecule, in so far as 

it has non-zero moments of inertia about its x and y axes only, with the dipole 

moment, p, along the z axis, so that,

h  0 0
0 Iy 0
0 0 0

(2.14)
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where Ix — Iy = /  . Hence each molecule has only two degrees of rotational freedom.

Using the same reduced units as for the LJ simulations (in particular, m = 48), 

we chose the moment of inertia to be /  = 1 . Again it is difficult to compare this 

value with the moments of real molecules due to the ambiguity in the choice of 

reduction parameters. Nevertheless, this value is greater than that of a molecule such 

as H Q , with any reasonable choice of e and a. Hesse-Bezot et aP  used a value of 

7—1.56 in a recent Stockmayer simulation. The static properties of Stockmayer fluids 

are, however, independent of the actual value of 7 used. Only dynamical properties 

should be effected by the chosen value of inertia. It is desirable to avoid an 

excessively small value of 7, since this increases the mean angular velocity at a given 

temperature, so that smaller time steps are required.

2.3.2. Integration method for the Stockmayer potential

The translational forces due to the dipole moment can be treated by the same 

algorithm used in the U  simulations, just by adding the additional terms from 

equation (2.12).

To include the orientations and torques that arise with the Stockmayer potential 

requires the use of additional coordinates. Due to the symmetry of this molecule, it is 

in fact only necessary to use a further two coordinates (such as the spherical polar 

angles 0 and <f>) to fully specify the position and orientation of the dipole. For more 

complex molecules that are not linear, at least three additional coordinates are needed 

to completely define the orientation, such as the Euler angles (0,iJ<,4>), as described by 

Goldstein21. In practice it is found to be convenient to use more coordinates than are 

strictly necessary', for reasons discussed below.

Though Qieung and Powles9 have given a method for simulating linear 

molecules, such as wre have here, it wras decided that a more recent generalization of 

this technique (due to Evans22 ) should be used. This would allow the code to be
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easily adapted for non-linear molecules, if required.

While it is perfectly possible to accurately represent the orientation of a body in 

terms of the three Euler angles it is found that numerical integration schemes

based these angles are not satisfactory. These difficulties are due to singularities that 

arise when one or more of the angles are undefined (see Evans, reference[22] ). The 

alternative method given by Evans, actually uses a set of four coordinates, known as 

quaternions, to describe the orientation of each molecule. In terms of the Euler angles 

these four parameters are,

X =  cos0/2 cos((iji+ <f>)/2)
•p =  sin0/2 cos( ( i|j—4»)/2)
4 = sin0/2 sin((4»—<t>)/2)
l  = cos0/2 sm((iJ»+<J>)/2) (2.15)

The fact that these are not independent is illustrated by the relation,

x2w + ¥ n 2 = i (2 . i6)
Thus the quaternions allow any given orientation of a solid body to be represented by 

a vector in four-dimensional space, with unit magnitude.

Evans shows that these new coordinates avoid the singularities that are inherent in 

the Euler angle representation, and that they may be simply related to physical 

quantities. For example, the angular velocity vector ((op) in the principal coordinate 

system (i.e. the coordinate system of the molecule, as opposed to the fixed laboratory 

frame) is related to the quaternion derivatives by the equation,

T
T| 1
t

U J
2

~l ~X T0 l  
X ~ l  f]
l  h x l  

l  ~ l x

\<v
co,py
<v-
0

(2.17a)

which may be written in the more compact form,

Q = j B ìùp (2.17b)

with (op made into a four component vector. It is also easy to obtain the rotation 

matrix to transform from the laboratory frame to the principal coordinate system.
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Within the laboratory frame we have the basic equation of angular motion,

T “  i , (L) = (2-18)
where L is the angular momentum. This equation can be transformed into the 

principal set of coordinates, but it must be remembered that the transformation matrix 

is time dependent. This leads to the appearance of additional terms when the time 

derivative of the angular momentum is taken. Thus the torque about the principal x 

axis is,

do)„r
Tn  = (219)

with similar expressions for the y and z torques. In the case of linear molecules with 

Ipx = Ipy we can set a>pz = 0 so that the second order terms in gj can be ignored. This 

is not the case for more general polyatomic molecules, as was highlighted recently23. 

Hence, for the Stockmayer molecules we may write the equations of motion as,

d(jL>„r
= Tpx/Ipx (2.20)

with a similar expression for the y component and da)pz/dt = 0.

The two coupled first order differential equations, (2.17) and (2.20), may be 

integrated directly, but it is more convenient to combine them into a single second 

order equation, as was done by Powles et aP:4. The result of doing this is,

T n1 px1‘px
T //py’ py

0

where \Q \ 2 — x2+£2+ ti2+£2.

(2.21)

This second order differential equation may be solved by the same type of Gear 

algorithm that is used for the translational motion, but it is now necessary' to choose 

coefficients that cater for the appearance of Q in the expression for Q . As was 

pointed out earlier, this is easily allowed for in the choice of Gear coefficients.
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A more detailed discussion of the use of quaternions with a second order equation 

is given by Allen25.

2.3.3. Cut-off for the Stockmayer potential

In the case of the Stockmayer potentials we have again employed a simple cut-off 

at rc ~  10a. For the LJ part of the interaction this may be justified, as before, by the 

fact that $u  ( r ) is almost negligible at the radius of rc , since it varies as r -6 at large r . 

The dipolar part of the interaction potential, on the other hand, only decreases as ~  

r -3. Thus there will be a more significant jump in the potential for two atoms at this 

separation, though it is still quite small for rc — 10 (and dependent on orientation).

As the drop diameter is generally less than 10a, the vast majority of liquid-liquid 

interactions will be fully accounted for. Hie main effect of the cut-off is on the forces 

between the particles in the vapour and others in the drop or the vapour. Since the 

vapour density is always quite low, the numbers involved will be small. Furthermore, 

the dielectric constant of the vapour is, in any case, very close to unity, so there is no 

need for special treatment of the interactions with dipoles beyond the cut-off length, as 

is the case for homogeneous simulations, i.e. despite the periodic boundary' conditions, 

the drop appears to be surrounded by a vapour region with a dielectric constant e ~  1, 

beyond which is an effective vacuum.

2.3.4. Programming details

The programme used for the Stockmayer drops is a modified version of the LJ 

programme, and a listing is given in the appendices. While the prediction and 

correction steps use the quaternions, plus their derivatives, to represent dipole 

orientation and motion, the more comprehensible direction cosines and angular 

velocities are also calculated from these, for use in the FORTOR and DATA

subroutines.
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The initial configurations were generated in the same way as the LJ ones, except 

that random orientations and angular velocities have to be generated at the start. The 

total linear and angular momentum of the initial configuration was set to zero before 

each run. Though the angular momentum is not conserved, at least within a given 

periodic cell, it was thought best to ensure there was no net rotation to start with.

In most of the Stockmayer simulations a timestep of At = 0.05 has been used, 

which is the same as the value used for the LJ runs. This is quite large considering the 

moment of inertia of the particles. From equipartition, the RMS rotational velocity is 

given by ~kT  = | 7 < | gj|2> , with k and I both unity in this case. A typical

temperature of T ~  0.8 then gives <  | « | 2> V2 = 1.5, which corresponds to a 

reorientation of about 0.06 radians, or 3.5 degrees, per integration step with 

At = 0.05.

As a check on the adequacy of our value of A/, a few runs were performed with a 

step length of At = 0.025 instead. No significant difference was observed in the data 

obtained with the shorter step length. Since these simulations are very time 

consuming, and require quite long equilibration periods, it was felt that a reasonably 

large step size should be employed. Our value of At is about 50% greater than the 

value used by Hesse-Bezot et a f  in a recently published study of Stockmayer systems. 

They also had a slightly larger moment of inertia, but their state points were at higher 

temperatures. A few of the Stockmayer runs in this work have been performed with 

At = 0.04 instead of 0.05, when higher temperatures were required.

As with the LJ simulations, the total energy was kept constant by rescaling the 

total kinetic energy every ten steps. The values were again very close to unity, and 

indicated a drift of the order of 2% per 10000 steps.
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Chapter Three: Stability and structure of LJ and Stockmayer drops

3.1. Introduction

This chapter presents the results obtained for the size, shape and stability of the 

series of LJ and Stockmayer drops that have been studied. The approach of these 

systems to liquid-vapour equilibrium is first discussed (section (3.2)), since an 

adequate portion of each run must first be discarded before meaningful averages can 

be obtained. We then describe the range of drop size and temperature over which 

simulations have been performed, and present the basic data obtained, i.e. density 

profiles, pressures etc. In the final section some discussion of these results is given 

along with an estimate of the uncertainty in the data.

3.2. Equilibration

The equilibration period required in these simulations is clearly greater than that 

needed in more usual ones (e.g. of homogeneous liquid), due to the larger size of the 

periodic cell. For example, assuming a reduced temperature of unity, a particle with 

the RMS velocity would take —1500 time steps to travel from one drop to its nearest 

neighbour image (assuming no other interactions occur). This is a lower bound on the 

initialization period, and it is likely that a rather longer time will be necessary in 

practice.

To study the evolution from a cluster in vacuum to one in equilibrium with its 

vapour we can observe the cluster size as a function of time. The definition used for 

Nc has been discussed in the previous chapter. In figure (3.1a) the variation of the 

cluster size with time is shown for a typical system. These results are for an SI 

simulation with Np — 260, a total energy per particle of E = —2.0 and a cell size of 

S = 20a, state (Dl)^. The run extends over almost 25000 time steps of A/ = 0.05,

t  This is just a reference number to help identify the particular run in the tables that are 
presented later. The letter ‘D’ indicates dipolar systems, while LJ states will be labelled L I, L2.. 
etc.
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F ig u re  3 1: ( a )  T h e  n u m b e r o f p a r t ic le s  w ith in  the  c lu s te r  a g a in s t tim e  
( in  un its  o f th e  s im u la t io n  In te g ra tio n  t im e  s te p . i l ^ O  O i ) .  T hese  
re s u lts  a re  to r s ta te  ( D l ) .  a S to c k m a y e r S t d ro p , w ith  N p = 2 6 0  and 
T - 0  79

(b )  The m e an  te m p e ra tu re  o f the  above  sys te m  as a fu n c tio n  o f tim e , 
g iven  b y  su b a ve ra g e s  o f the  to ta l k in e t ic  e n e rg y  o ve r In te rva ls  o f 1000 
tim e  steps
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starting from an initial configuration obtained from an homogeneous simulation (see 

chapter two).

The mean temperature of the system may also be used as a guide to the approach 

to equilibrium. However, in MD simulations the temperature can only be obtained 

from the time average of the kinetic energy, the instantaneous value of which is 

subject to large fluctuations. Nevertheless, subaverages can be made to estimate the 

temperature over small portions of the run. Values of T obtained by averaging over 

periods of 1000 steps are plotted in figure (3.1b), again for state (Dl).

Comparing figures (3.1a) and (3.1b) it can be seen that there is some correlation 

between them, as might be expected since evaporation of particles from the cluster 

leads to a reduction in the kinetic energy of the system. It can be seen that the 

greatest part of the change in Nc occurs in the first —2000 steps of the run, in 

agreement with the rough estimate made above. After about 3000 steps the cluster 

size is within the band 216 <  Nc <230, and it fluctuates within these approximate 

limits for the remainder of the run.

The behaviour of the temperature during the run also suggests that a minimum of 

—3000 equilibration steps are required for this system. Similar results to these are 

observed in the other simulations, for both Stockmayer and LJ drops. In very large 

systems the cluster size takes slightly longer to ‘level-out’, but the increased number of 

particles within the drop means that variations in quantities, such as the sub-averages 

of the temperature, are much less. In such cases it is likely that the central cluster is 

very close to its equilibrium state after a few thousand time steps, but that the gas 

density in the furthest comers of the periodic cell may take longer to reach its true 

equilibrium value.

In view of the above observations a minimum equilibration period of 3000 steps 

was generally adopted for these simulations. However, the results of each run were 

inspected individually and, if it was felt that the initialization period was inadequate,
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sufficient data was recorded to allow averages to be made over smaller parts of the 

run. For example, the averages could be calculated from only the last 6000 steps of a 

run of, say, 13000 steps, if required.

After equilibration, systems were usually run for at least 10000 further integration 

steps to obtain data. As is apparent in figures (3.1a,b) the fluctuations in 7 , Nc etc. 

take place over long periods, and hence we need to average over many steps. With 

very big drops (Np ~1000), it was not usually possible to use 10000 steps due to the 

high cost in computing time, and shorter runs were sometimes made. Thompson et all , 

in their recent study of LJ (sp2.5) drops, have used extremely long MD simulations of 

between 16000 and 350000 time steps. However their main concern is the calculation 

of the pressure tensor, and this appears to require such enormous runs.

To test the adequacy of using 10000 steps, the measured properties obtained from 

two consecutive runs of this length can be compared. This has been done for the data 

for the run shown in figures (3.1a,b) and the findings are given in table (3.1).

Table 3.1

Run T Nc Pi Pg Rh D

First 0.793 222.5 0.855 0.0052 3.83 1.62

Second 0.785 222.8 0.849 0.0050 3.83 1.71

Table 3.1: A comparison of averages over the first and second 10000 step 
periods of run (Dl).

The temperatures measured in the two segments differ by about 1%, which is 

acceptable, considering the small number of particles and inhomogeneous nature of the 

system. The mean cluster sizes are almost identical, while the densities and vinai 

pressure values are not in quite such good agreement, but they have larger 

uncertainties (which we estimate later).
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3.3. States studied and their properties.

3.3.1. Range of state points

The upper bound on temperatures at which free drops may be observed is Tc , the 

critical temperature of the fluid. For the full LJ 12-6 potential it is found that Tc lies 

within the range 1.30 - 1.35 (e.g. see Nicolas2 or Adams3 ). Hence, with the almost 

complete U  interaction used in our simulations, we must have T < —1.3 . In practice 

it was found to be difficult to obtain drops at temperatures above T —1.0, and the most 

energetic U  state we ran had T=1.05. This significantly lower limitation is imposed 

by the finite number of particles that can be used and the requirement that the cell 

size, S, remains ‘sufficiently large’. As the temperature of a drop is increased the 

density in the surrounding gas also increases very rapidly. Due to the very large 

volume of the cell, the proportion of particles within the gas phase rises sharply, so 

that the drop can evaporate well before Tc is reached. To obtain states at higher 

temperature it would be necessary to either reduce the size of the periodic cell (but this 

may lead to interactions between images, which is very undesirable), or increase the 

number of particles in the simulation (which requires more computing time).

The Stockmayer fluids (SI and S3) have not been studied in as great a detail as 

has the LJ fluid. However, some data is available and Powles4 has analysed this, in 

conjunction with some basic perturbation theory, to allow the coexistence curve to be 

predicted for the SI fluid, and estimates made of its critical parameters. He finds that 

7;»1.45 in this case. The highest temperature SI system we have used is at T —0.95, 

despite the increase in Tc over the LJ value. This is partly due to the fact that slightly 

larger periodic cells were used to ensure the isolation of images in the presence of 

long-ranged dipole-dipole interactions.

We are not aware of any estimates of the critical parameters for the S3 fluid, but 

the value of Tc will be greater than 1.45. The S3 drops used in this work were
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simulated at temperatures of T — 1.2 -1.25 .

At the other extreme of very low temperatures, there is no real difficulty in 

obtaining clusters in equilibrium with surrounding gas. However we are mainly 

interested in the properties of liquid systems and the liquid-vapour interface, rather 

than solids and the solid-vapour interface, so that most state points simulated had 

temperatures above the triple point value, T, , for the fluid. For the LJ potential it is 

known that5, T, —0.68, while the value for SI and S3 fluids is less well known. 

Powles6 suggests the value of T, — 0.77 for the SI fluid. Nevertheless, we have 

performed some runs for T < T „  but they are not very far below it, and are mainly 

small clusters. It has been shown by McGinty7 that a sharp liquid-solid phase 

transition does not occur in very small clusters. His work was performed with LJ 

clusters of between 30 and 100 particles. By measuring the diffusion constant in the 

center of these clusters the transition from liquid to solid state can be detected. It is 

found that drops of —100 particles remain essentially fluid down to 7 —0.6 or so. 

When the transition does occur it is a gradual one. In their work on drops of —256 

particles, Rusanov and Brodskaya8 find that the solid liquid transition may not occur 

until T ~0.32 (sp3 potential).

The diffusion constant was not calculated in our simulations, though it is observed 

that the central densities obtained are generally closer to the coexisting liquid values 

than to the density of the solid phase. It seems unlikely that any of the drops we 

simulated would have had a solid core, though further investigation of the melting 

transition in large clusters may be warranted

Within the above temperature ranges a series of states have been studied for the 

LJ and SI potentials, along with two S3 states. Tables (3.2a) and (3.2b) give details 

of the important parameters used for each system; the total energy, cell size, number 

of particles and the length of the run. The majority of runs are of 260 or 450 

particles, larger systems proving to be very expensive in computer time. The few very
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small systems studied (Np = 60 - 100) were only stable at low temperatures.

Table 3.2a

Run Run parameters Length of run

no.
n p

S E Init. Prod.

(LI) 60 17.0 -1.0 10000 40000

0 2 ) 100 17.0 -1.0 10000 40000

(L3) 100 17.0 -0.5 10000 40000

(L4) 260 18.0 -2.0 3000 20000

(L5) 260 18.0 -1.1 3000 20000

(L6) 260 24.0 -2.0 20000 12000

(L7) 260 24.0 -1.3 15000 20000

(L8) 260 24.0 -1.0 10000 10000

(L9) 260 24.0 -0.6 10000 25000

(L10) 320 18.0 -2.4 3000 20000

(L ll) 320 18.0 -2.0 3000 10000

(LI 2) 320 18.0 -1.2 3000 10000

(L13) 320 18.0 -1.0 3000 10000

Table 3.2a: The details of the U  systems that have been studied with 
between 60 and 320 molecules. Np is the number of molecules, S is the side 
length for the periodic cell and E is the set total energy per particle. The 
final two entries are the run lengths, in time steps of 0.05.

A range of cell sizes have been used in the search for a satisfactory compromise 

between ensuring that periodic images are isolated from each other and keeping the 

equilibration time down. The results are discussed later.

3.3.2. Properties of LJ drops

A typical LJ drop density profile, p(r), is shown in fig. (3.2a) for the state (L21). 

This is a 450 particle system with E = —1.0, and a periodic cell size of 5 /ct = 20 .
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Figure 3 2: ( a )  The d e n s ity  p ro f i le .  p ( r )  . (d a ta  sho w n as ( x ) )
m e asu re d  fo r the  l_J s ta te  ( L 2 I )  . w ith  N p  - 4 5 0  a n d  T - 0  . 86 The s o lid  

cu rve  show s th e  ta n h  fu n c tio n  (d e s c r ib e d  In th e  te x t) th a t has been 
-o b ta in e d  by a ' le a s t  s q u a re s ”  fit to  th e  s im u la t io n  d a ta

(b )  As a b o ve , bu t on an e n la rg e d  s c a le  to  sho w  th e  d e n s ity  p ro file  
w ith in  the  v a p o u r re g io n
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Table 3.2a (continued)

Run Run parameters Length of run

no.
N p

S E Init. Prod.

(LI 4) 450 16.0 -0.2 6000 8000

(L15) 450 18.0 -2.8 3000 10000

(L16) 450 18.0 § tv) b 4000 18000

(L17) 450 18.0 -1.0 4000 10000

(L18) 450 20.0 -3.1 3000 12000

(L19) 450 20.0 -2.8 3000 10000

(L20) 450 20.0 -2.0 4000 12000

(L21) 450 20.0 -1.0 3000 10000

(L22) 450 20.0 -0.5 2000 10000

(L23) 450 20.0 -0.3 2500 10000

(L24) 450 20.0 0.0 3000 5000

(L25) 800 17.5 -0.8 2000 8000

(L26) 1300 25.0 -3.7 4000 5000

(L27) 1300 25.0 -2.5 2000 5000

(L28) 1300 23.0 -0.8 2000 4000

Table 3.2a (Cont.): Data on the LJ states that used between 450 and 1300 
particles. Column entries as before.

The temperature of this system was found to be T = 0 .86  with the average number of 

particles within the cluster Nc = 303 . The general appearance of the liquid-vapour 

interface is qualitatively similar to that obtained in other studies, such as that for the 

planar interface9. The increasing fluctuations in p(r) as r-0  are due to the decrease in 

shell volumes (the width of shells is kept constant). For a planar interface the 

coexisting liquid density at this temperature is4 p, = 0.78 and p(r) is very close to this
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Table 3.2b

Run Run parameters Length of run

no. % 5 E At H2 Init. prod.

(Dl) 260 20.0 -2.0 0.050 1 4000 20000

(D2) 260 20.0 -1.0 0.050 1 2000 5000

(D3) 260 24.0 -2.0 0.025 1 10000 16640

(D4) 260 24.0 -1.0 0.025 1 7000 6400

(D5) 450 18.0 -1.0 0.050 1 2000 10000

(D6) 450 24.0 -3.0 0.050 1 2500 15000

(D7) 450 24.0 -2.0 0.050 1 10000 20500

(D8) 450 24.0 -1.5 0.040 1 2500 5000

(D9) 450 24.0 -0.4 0.050 1 2000 10000

(D10) 800 27.0 -3.1 0.050 1 2000 5000

(D ll) 900 27.0 -3.0 0.050 1 3000 3000

(D12) 900 27.0 -1.5 0.040 1 3000 11900

(D13) 450 24.0 -2.6 0.040 3 5000 20000

(D14) 450 24.0 -1.6 0.040 3 10000 22000

Table 3.2b: Details of all the Stockmayer states simulated in this work. 
Parameters are as for table (3.2a), plus the time step, At, and the squared 
dipole moment, p,2.

value for r <  2.5a. A more complete analysis of the liquid densities obtained will be 

made in chapter four.

The surface region, where p changes rapidly with r, has a width of ~2-3a . Due

to the spherical geometry a large proportion of the particles lie within this region of

varying density. Beyond the surface region the density profile levels off to a gas

density' of pg ~  0.022 for r greater than ~  7a. This compares with a coexistence

vapour density of pv = 0.0086 for planar surfaces. This discrepancy is due to the
oU f f  e r e f t t e
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surface tension and will also be treated in more detail in chapter four.

Also shown in fig. (3.2a) is a hyperbolic tangent of the form,

p(r) = A - B tanh(2(r-R h )/D) (3.1)
This curve has been fitted to the data by a least squares method. Each data point was

given a weight proportional to the square root of the number of particles found within

that shell. This gives a good fit in the surface and dense liquid regions, where there

are many particles. Such a choice of weights is quite arbitrary, and may not be the

best choice. The use of equal width shells leads to great variations in the mean

number of particles within each one, so it is clearly unsatisfactory to give all the p

values the same weight.

Due to the large fluctuations in the density at small r, the estimate of the liquid 

density^, p; = A + B , is adopted as the most convenient way of obtaining p/. The 

estimate of the gas density, pg — A —B , on the other hand, is not very reliable with 

the given weighting, particularly when p̂  is very small. Rather than use another set of 

weights, ps was measured directly from the p(r) data. Figure (3.2b) shows the same 

data as (3.2a), but on a larger scale to show the profile within the gas. It can be seen 

that the tanh curve slightly under estimates the gas density in this case.

Table (3.3a) presents a summary of the temperature and cluster size data for all 

the LJ simulations. The virial pressure, as measured over the entire periodic cell, is 

also given for some of the states, along with the Rh and D parameters for the fitted 

tanh curves. In addition, the best estimates of p, and p̂  are included.

Graphs of the density profiles, and the corresponding tanh fits, are shown for a 

selection of states in figs. (3.3) to (3.8). The first of these represents a drop of only 

—42 particles (state LI) and it can be seen that is virtually no ‘bulk’ liquid inside the 

surface region. At the other extreme is the drop in fig. (3.8) (state L26), with

t  At r=0 the tanh(..) term in (3.1) is virtually -1.
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Ffgure 3. 3: The measured density profile (x )  and the fitted tanh curve 
for state (LT) . Np =60 and 7 =0.  626.
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7 =0. 643.
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Figure 3 . 5 :  As for fig. ( 3 . 3 ) .  but for state ( L 1 0 ) . = 320 and
T - 0 .  717.
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( 3 . 3 ) .  but for state (L26) . Np = 1300 andFigure 3 .8:  As for fig.
T - 0. 69.
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Table 3.3a

Run T K P Pg Pi Rh D

(L I ) 0 .625 42 - 0.0037 0 .832 2 .14 1.18

(L 2 ) 0 .654 67 - 0.0072 0 .834 2.49 1.53

(L 3 ) 0.713 56 - 0.0094 0 .847 2.29 1.56

(L 4 ) 0 .726 219 - 0.0080 0 .834 3.80 1.77

(L 5 ) 0 .805 183 - 0.0150 0.801 3 .54 1.99

(L 6 ) 0.643 197 - 0.0047 0 .860 3.68 1.57

(L 7 ) 0 .694 168 - 0.0068 0 .838 3.48 1.64

(L 8 ) 0 .760 158 - 0.0077 0.831 3.47 1.86

(L 9 ) 0 .715 132 - 0.0091 0 .818 3.19 1.80

(L 10) 0 .717 286 - 0.0085 0.841 4.19 1.72

( L l l ) 0 .747 268 - 0.0110 0 .839 4 .04 2 .00

(L 12 ) 0 .802 238 - 0.0170 0 .796 3.88 2.35

(L 13 ) 0.813 222 - 0.0200 0 .787 3.76 2.15

Table 3.3a: Results for the LJ systems of between 60 and 320 particles. T is 
the temperature and is the mean number of particles within the cluster.
Pi and pg are the liquid and vapour densities respectively, D is the surface 
width ana Rh the half radius of the drop.

Nc = 1250 and a radius in excess of 7a. There is a substantial central region of liquid 

at close to the coexistence density for this temperature. The other figures show a range 

of drops of various temperatures and sizes between these extremes. Most work has 

been performed with 450 particle simulations which have a significant central region at 

liquid densities, while not being too expensive in terms of computer time.

The relationship between the final temperature and the preset total energy, E , 

was found to be approximately linear for a given number of particles and periodic cell 

size. This is illustrated in fig. (3.9) for Np -  450, S/a = 20 states. Deviations from
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Figure 3 . 9 :  The mean tem perature, as measured for the LJ drops with 
Wp = 450 and periodic cell side S = 2 0 .  as a function of the set total 
energy per particle, E . The line Is a least squares fit to the data.
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Figure 3. 10: The mean number of particles within the cluster as a 
function of the total energy per particle of the system. The data is again 
for the series of LJ drops with Np =450 and S =20.  The method used in 
this work to define the cluster size gives the results marked as N , while 
an alternative method (described In the text) gives the values marked 
as Nh .
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Tabic 3.3a (continued)

Run T K P Ps P/ Rh D

(LI 4) 0.989 325 .039 0.0630 0.664 3.80 3.44

(L15) 0.721 422 - 0.0065 0.840 4.80 1.79

(L16) 0.811 392 - 0.0140 0.812 4.62 2.16

(L17) 0.888 329 - 0.0280 0.762 4.29 2.45

(L18) 0.676 425 .0023 0.0034 0.860 4.82 1.68

(L19) 0.706 414 - 0.0050 0.840 4.79 1.65

(L20) 0.788 377 - 0.0110 0.814 4.62 2.06

(L21) 0.856 303 - 0.0220 0.782 4.21 2.24

(L22) 0.908 278 - 0.0250 0.741 4.03 2.25

(L23) 0.949 252 .0247 0.0300 0.749 3.84 2.55

(L24) 0.900 215 .023 0.0350 0.764 3.25 3.07

(L25) 1.056 690 .042 0.0600 0.679 5.30 4.10

(L26) 0.688 1265 - 0.0028 0.856 7.02 1.74

(L27) 0.838 1162 - 0.0140 0.796 6.86 2.26

(L28) 1.033 1063 - 0.0340 0.700 6.57 3.49

Table 3.3a (Cont.): Results for U  systems of 450 to 1300 particles. Column 
entries as before.

linearity occur as 0, and it was generally found that clusters become unstable for 

E ~  0. Systems run with E=  0 were found to slowly evaporate, without any sign of 

reaching equilibrium and the results of one such state, (L24), are included in the 

tables, though the values obtained are not expected to be dependable.

Fig. (3.10) shows how the cluster size, Nc , depends on E for the same series of 

Np — 450, S/cr = 20 systems. As £ -  0 it can be seen that Nc begins to decline quite 

rapidly as more and more particles are lost to the vapour. Also shown in the figure are
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values of an alternative cluster size definition, which we call Nh. This is just the 

number of particles that lie within the radius Rh , and it can be seen that Nh declines 

faster than Nc as E^O. In fact both Nh and Nc are fairly arbitrary definitions, but the 

latter is more useful to locate the drop during computations. Nh has the advantage 

that it is clearly defined even when the density of surrounding vapour is approaching 

that of the liquid (T -Tc). The definition of Nc will fail in such cases, unless the 

nearest neighbour criteria, Rn (see chap, two), is chosen very carefully. Nc declines 

less rapidly than Nh because some ‘vapour particles’ are included in the former 

method. It must be said though, that the number of ‘vapour’ particles counted as 

belonging to the cluster is quite small for all our simulations (since pz » p g) and the 

location of the center of the cluster is not impaired.

3.3.3. Properties of Stockmayer drops.

The density profiles obtained for SI and S3 systems are very similar to the U  

ones, with the density decreasing monotonically from the liquid to the vapour. 

However, with similar temperature and size of cluster the Stockmayer potentials give 

lower pg and higher pz than observed with the U  potential. This is as would be 

expected from the shifts in Tc and T, .

Density' profiles for a few typical SI drops are shown in figures (3.11) - (3.14), 

and an S3 result is given in (3.15), along with the fitted hyperbolic tangents. The 

measured parameters of these states and others are listed in tables (3.3b) and (3.3c).

In addition to the average temperature of the whole system, the separate 

rotational (Tr ) and translational (T,) contributions are listed. It can be seen that the 

two components differ by up to 2% in some cases. This is believed to be due to the 

random fluctuations within the system, and it is independent of the time step used to 

integrate the equations of motion.
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Figure 3. 11: The measured density profile (x )  for a Stockmayer drop. 
This data Is for state CD1) . an SI  system with Np = 260 and T = 0. 79. 
The solid curve shows the fitted tanh profile.
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Figure 3. 12: As for fig. (3 . I I ) .  but for the state ( D 6 ) .  with N =450
and T = 0. 734.
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Figure 3. 14: As for fig. ( 3 . 1 1 ) .  but for the state ( D l 2) . with Np  = 900
and 7 =0 . 913.
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Figure 3. 15: As for fig. (3 . 11),  but for the S3 potential. This data 
data refers to state ( D14) , with Np =450 and T = 1.25.
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Table 3.3b

Run T T, Tr Nc P Uu udip

(Dl) 0.790 0.797 0.781 223 0.0037 -0.74 -3.23

(D2) 0.839 0.836 0.842 189 0.0078 -0.57 -2.52

(D3) 0.751 0.749 0.754 210 0.0029 -0.72 -3.15

(D4) 0.835 0.825 0.850 177 0.0058 -0.57 -2.51

(D5) 0.948 0.946 0.950 366 0.0160 -0.59 -2.79

(D6) 0.734 0.729 0.742 407 0.0025 -0.88 -3.96

(D?) 0.809 0.807 0.812 367 0.0048 -0.70 -3.30

(D8) 0.869 0.876 0.858 359 0.0060 -0.65 -3.03

(D9) 0.944 0.933 0.959 288 0.0119 -0.49 -2.28

(DIO) 0.744 0.740 0.749 715 0.0024 -0.88 -4.08

(Dl l ) 0.820 0.818 0.823 872 0.0028 -0.89 -4.24

(D12) 0.913 0.906 0.925 710 0.0105 -0.65 -3.16

(D13) 1.203 1.195 1.214 348 0.0094 -2.97 -2.63

(D14) 1.251 1.252 1.249 312 0.0117 -2.54 -2.18

Table 3.3b: Thermodynamic results for the Stockmayer drops. T , T, and Tr 
are the mean, translational and rotational temperatures respectively. Nc is 
the cluster size and P is the virial pressure of the whole system. Uu  and 
Udip are the potential energy contributions due to the U  and dipole-dipole 
interactions.

To observe the fluctuations in the two components of T, the subaverages of Tr 

and T, can be calculated and this has been done for state (D7), see fig. (3.16). The 

subaverages are over intervals of 500 time steps, so there is a large amount of noise. 

No particular bias in the distribution of kinetic energy between modes can be observed. 

The statistical uncertainties in the averages are dealt with in section (3.4.1).

The tables of results also give the separate contributions to the internal energy 

due to dipolar (Udip) and LJ (Uu ) interactions. For the SI potential ULJ is the larger
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0.70
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time steps

Figure 3 .1 6 : The separate rotational ( TrQf. dashed line) and the 
translational (T^rflns. solid line) temperatures, as measured for a 
Stockmayer drop, state (D 7 ) . Np = 450 and T  = 0 .8 I .  The values 
shown are averages over periods of 500 time steps during the course of 
the simulation.
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Table 3.3c

Run Ps Pi D

(Dl) 0.0053 0.855 3.83 1.62

(D2) 0.0100 0.838 3.60 1.81

(D3) 0.0036 0.875 3.76 1.46

(D4) 0.0060 0.845 3.57 1.54

(D5) 0.0180 0.808 4.49 2.36

(D6) 0.0037 0.879 4.72 1.52

m 0.0062 0.850 4.57 1.76

(D8) 0.0083 0.825 4.55 1.96

(D9) 0.0125 0.819 4.15 1.99

(DIO) 0.0048 0.866 5.74 1.62

(D ll) 0.0026 0.847 6.13 1.81

(D12) 0.0110 0.812 5.77 2.10

(D13) 0.0083 0.828 4.48 2.05

(D14) 0.0101 0.797 4.30 2.24

Table 3.3c: Results for the density profiles of the Stockmayer drops. 
Columns as in table (3.3a).

term, and Udip represents only ~18% of the total internal energy. A similar ratio is 

found in homogeneous liquid results10. For the S3 states the Udip contribution 

accounts for ~55% of the total, which underlines the fact that the S3 fluid is much 

more polar than the SI fluid.

As for the U  states, an approximately linear relationship is found between the 

total energy E and T , as is shown in fig. (3.17) for a series of states (Np = 450, 

S = 24 ).



1.0

E

Figure 3. 17: The mean temperature of the S I systems, with Wp = 450 
and S = 24, as a function of the set total energy per molecule.
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3.4. Accuracy of results

The usual method of estimating the statistical uncertainty in computer simulations

system temperature, for example, the standard deviation (s.d.) of the mean can be 

estimated from the equation,

where {Ts} are the subaverages of the temperature, each measured over a fixed period 

of Lk steps (as in fig. (3.16), where Lk = 500 ). An important condition on this is 

that the subaverages must be independent, i.e. Lk is large enough to ensure that there 

is no correlation between values of Ts12. As is indicated by figures (3.1a) and (3.1b), 

the fluctuations in T can occur over long periods of time due to the large cell size. To 

investigate the dependence of (AT) on the length of subaverages, eqn. (3.2) was used 

with a range of Lk values. Taking, for example, data from state (D14) it was found 

that the s.d. of the mean increased with Lk, up until Lk —2000 steps. Above this (AT) 

is insensitive to Lk, and hence Lk >2000 should give a fair estimate of the statistical 

error. For this particular run (Np = 450, 22000 steps) it was found that (AT) — 

±0.005 . Similar values were found for other systems of comparable size and length 

of run. With N  = 260 the uncertainty was estimated as (AT) =  ±0.01, again for a 

run of —20000 steps. For the larger systems the increased number of particles is off

set by rather shorter runs, so that (AT) — ±0.01 for state (D12) (Np = 900, 11900 

steps) for example.

Thus statistical fluctuations give rise to uncertainties of the order of ±0.01 in the 

temperature for the longer simulations. Since the s.d. of the mean is roughly inversely 

proportional to the square root of the length of the run, the errors may be of the order 

of ±0.02 for the temperature, when less than —10000 steps have been used. If the 

rotational and translational components of the temperature in the dipolar simulations

is from the inspection of subaverages calculated within a given run11. Taking the

1/2

(3.2)
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are assumed to fluctuate in the same way, then the uncertainty in each one will be 

greater than that in the mean T by factors of ~  1.6 and ~1.3 respectively.

The above estimates are, of course, only based on the statistical fluctuations 

observed during the simulations. There may also be non-random sources of error. 

The most obvious possibility is that a system has not reached complete equilibrium in 

the allotted initialization time. Due to limitations in the computer time available, 

some of the larger drops were run for fewer steps than would have been used 

otherwise.

In addition to the uncertainty in the temperature of each system, all the other 

quantities that are obtained as time averages are subject to some statistical error. The 

virial pressures that are calculated in many simulations appear accurate to within ±5% 

in longer runs, and perhaps ±10% in the others.

It was noted in fitting the p (r )  curve that the uncertainty in each value of the 

density profile is proportional to the square root of the number of particles counted. 

However, since p (r )  is computed at each step in the simulation, the samples are not 

independent and we have the same difficulty in estimating (A p (r)) as for (A T ). 

Instead of trying to estimate the error for each value of p (r )  it is more useful and 

convenient to estimate the uncertainties in the fitted parameters pt , pg , Rh and D. By 

observing the variations in these parameters that are obtained during the course of a 

run, and the quality' of the fit, an idea of the reliability may be found. In very small 

systems at low temperatures, like state (LI) with Nc = 42, the value of p(r) is very 

poorly defined in the liquid and the error in the fitted value may be ±10%. In more 

realistically sized systems (Np >260), the increased liquid region allows more 

confidence to be placed in the fitted value of p ,, and the uncertainty is of the order 

±1% - ±2%, depending on the length of run and number of particles used.

The gas density estimate obtained from the tanh fit is not reliable, for reasons 

that have already been elaborated, and this value was taken directly from p(r) at large
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r. Due to the low number of particles in this region the values of are not much 

better than ±10% in general.

The radius of the drops, Rh, can be obtained to within ±1%, since it is 

determined by the surface region of the drop, where the statistics are good. By 

contrast the surface width, D, is not so well defined. The reason for this may be that 

small changes in the parameter D can be partly compensated for by variations in pl 

and pg such that the tanh curve still fits the (more heavily weighted) central portion of 

the data quite well. The estimated uncertainty is typically ±5% for values of D.

In summary, it appears that the fluctuations inherent in these inhomogeneous 

drop-vapour systems leads to greater uncertainties than would be found in the more 

usual homogeneous simulations. It would have been desirable to have made longer 

runs on some of our drops to improve the accuracy of the data, had the extra computer 

time been available.

3 .5 . D iscussion

Falls et a/13 have calculated the density profile of drops of varying size by means 

of density gradient theory. The model used is based on the U  fluid, but a number of 

approximations are made, such as replacing the 12-6 form of the potential by a 

Gaussian expression and using the van der Waals equation of state. This prevents any 

quantitative comparison being made with our simulation results. Qualitatively, their 

results are similar to ours, with p(r) profiles that appear to be of tanh form. Further 

comparisons of our results with this paper will be made in chapters four and five.

Several references have already been made to the simulations of Thompson et afi 

who have also studied liquid drops. Again it is not possible to directly compare our 

results because Thompson et al have used the LJ sp2.5 model, while we chose to use 

the virtually complete LJ potential. Nevertheless, their profile results are qualitatively 

similar to ours.
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One way to make a more quantitative comparison between these results is to use 

the theory of corresponding states, whereby all quantities are reduced with respect to 

the critical parameters (thus we use p' = p/pc , T ' = T/Tc and P ' = P/Pc where 

Tc = 1.35 for full LJ and 1.119 for sp2.5, etc.). However, if the corresponding states 

principle is valid, the coexistence curves of the two fluids should be very similar to 

each other when plotted in these units. This can be checked quite easily, using the 

data of Powles4 and doing so reveals that the agreement is not very good, especially in 

the liquid region well below Tc , where the reduced densities differ by —16%.

Table (3.4) compares the data obtained for one of our simulations with that of a 

similarly sized state from Thompson et a l ’s paper. Both runs have the same value of 

T  = T/Tc , and the enclosing volumes are very nearly identical, though the shape of 

the containers differs. The agreement is not very good, as would be expected from the 

difference between the equations of state. This emphasizes the fact that using a 

truncated potential in an inhomogeneous system alters the state in a way that makes it 

very difficult, if not impossible, to ‘correct’ results back to those for the full potential.

Table 3.4

R u n T T FTC Nc Rh D P / Pg P//Pc Pg/pc

(L 2 1 ) .856 .6 3 4 303 4 .2 2 2 .2 4 .856 .022 2 .4 5 .063

T h . .71 .634 321 4 .4 3 2 .5 0 .764 .024 1 .87 .059

T ab le  3 .4 : A  co m p ariso n  o f d a ta  fro m  s ta te  (L 2 1 ) w ith  re su lts  d u e  to  
T h o m p so n  et al (d e n o te d  as “ T h .” ).

W e n o te  th a t  th e  a d d itio n  o f d ip o la r  in te ra c tio n s  d o es  n o t c h a n g e  th e  g en e ra l 

fo rm  o f  th e  d ro p  p ro file s , th o u g h  th e  ac tu a l d en s itie s  an d  w id th s  a re  d if fe re n t d u e  to  

th e  d iffe re n t e q u a tio n s  o f  s ta te .

T h e  v iria l p re ssu re  h a s  a lso  b een  e v a lu a te d  in  a  n u m b e r  o f th e  d ro p s  s tu d ie d . 

T h e  m e a n in g  o f th is  q u a n tity  in  an  in h o m o g e n e o u s  system  is fa r  fro m  c le a r . F o r
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example, Powles et a/14 have shown that it is not possible to find the pressure within a 

drop by measurements of the virial for just molecules within the central (liquid) 

region. It is thought that the virial for the whole periodic cell, which we have 

measured here, may give the vapour pressure outside the drop. A simple comparison 

of pT with P (i.e. assuming perfect gas behaviour) gives a ratio that is usually within 

20 or 30% of unity, though rather worse in a few cases. This is reasonable agreement, 

considering the uncertainty in both quantities and the fact that the perfect gas 

assumption is not exact. However, we shall take the measured vapour density as being 

the more reliable indicator of the state of the coexisting gas.
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Chapter Four: Surface tension in microscopic drops

4.1. Introduction

In this chapter we examine some of the effects of surface tension (which we 

denote by y) on the LJ drops that have been simulated. Due to the very small size of 

these systems, the surface tension might be expected to make a considerable 

contribution to the pressure within the drops (Ap = 2y/R , the Laplace eq.). Other 

effects, particularly the enhancement of the vapour pressure predicted by the Kelvin 

equation, may also be present, but both these results depend on macroscopic 

thermodynamics and must eventually fail as the size of a drop approaches that of a 

single molecule. We shall compare our results with some of the predictions of the 

Kelvin and Laplace equations.

The thermodynamic and mechanical methods of treating surface tension are 

briefly discussed for planar and spherical interfaces in §4.2 and §4.3 . In section 4.4 

we look at methods of calculating y  by computer simulation, and how the excess 

pressure outside small drops may be useful in this respect. Finally, some observations 

are made on the effect of the Laplace equation on the liquid densities inside drops.

4.2. The thermodynamic treatment of surface tension

4.2.1. The planar liquid gas interface

Surface tension is treated in many books on thermodynamics, to varying degrees. 

A particularly detailed and up to date review of surface phenomenon is given in a 

book by Rowlinson and Widom1 and we have made frequent references to this work in 

the following discussion of surface tension.

We first consider the case of a planar liquid-gas interface of area A . The 

temperature, volume and total number of particles (T,V,n) are all held constant, so we 

have a canonical ensemble. The change in the Helmholtz free energy' of the system is

65
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given in general by the equation,

dF = -SdT  -PdV  +7 dA + jjidn (4.1)
for a system of only one species of molecule, where S is the entropy, P the pressure

and p, the chemical potential (as n is constant for the whole system the last term is

normally omitted, but it is useful to retain it here to treat the separate liquid and

vapour phases later).

Hence a thermodynamic expression for the surface tension is,

the rate of change of free energy with surface area. Due to the extensive nature of 

F ,V yA and n , we may integrate (4.1) to give,

F = —PV +yA +n p, (4.2)

To allow properties of the surface to be calculated, it is usual to introduce a Gibbs 

dividing surface, which is simply any surface such that its normal (at all points) lies in 

the direction of Vp(r). For the flat interface these are just planes of constant z, 

assuming that the density varies only in the z direction. The particular dividing 

surface chosen is quite arbitrary, since no measurable property should depend on it. It 

is often found to be most convenient to use the so-called equimolar dividing surface, 

which is located at a height ze such that,

z, oo

J*[p/-p(2)]dz = J [p (z ) -p jd z  (4.3)

where p, and are the limiting values of the density in the liquid and vapour regions 

respectively. This surface divides the system into liquid and gas regions with volumes 

of Vj and V„. It is then possible to define the surface value of an extensive 

thermodynamic quantity as the difference between the actual value for the whole 

system and the total value expected for two homogeneous regions of (p/,V/) and 

(Pg,Vg). For example, the surface number of molecules for a given dividing surface
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ns = n - n t - n g
= n • - P/ V/ —pg Vg (4.4)

(=0 for the equimolar surface), and the surface free energy which is,

Fs = -P V  + pji A -{-PV i+ pM ^-^-P Vg +yjig )
= ’lA+ \w s (4.5)

(note that this only reduces to Fs = -yA for the equimolar dividing surface). Thus

quantities such as Fs are dependent on the dividing surface chosen, but measurable

values, such as y, should be invariant to this. The thermodynamic definition of y

avoids any consideration of the structure within the interface.

4.2.2. The spherical liquid gas interface

The surface tension in a spherical interface can also be treated 

thermodynamically, though it turns out to be rather more complicated than the 

previous case. The original theory of this (as well as of the planar surface) is due to 

Gibbs, but with further development by other workers, most notably Tolman2.

It is convenient to consider a small section of a liquid drop in equilibrium with its 

vapour, as illustrated in figure (4.1). The section is defined by a solid angle, ft, and 

the two spherical surfaces at Rg and Rt . As before, we can define a series of dividing 

surfaces that are eveiywhere normal to Vp(r) (i.e. concentric spheres about the origin), 

and the radius of the equimolar surface, Re, is given by,

Note that, unlike the planar case, an antisymmetric profile for p(r) does not have 

Re — Rh , where Rk is the radius such that p ^ ) = (p/ +pg)/2. It is also assumed that 

Ri and Rg are far enough from the interface that p(Rg ) — pg and p(Rt) = p/.

The general form for the change in free energy of this system is,

R, R.
(4.6)



Figure 4.1: Diagram of a spherical interface. The centre of the drop is 
located at ‘O’ and the equimolar surface is at Re . The subsystem defined by 
the solid angle ft and the surfaces Rg and R{ is considered in the text.
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dF = -SdT-PtdVi-PgdVg+ydA+CdR+yudn  , (4.7)
where this equation is taken as the definition of the surface tension, -y, and of the

curvature dependence, given by the term CdR.

The total free energy of the system must be invariant to the choice of dividing 

surface so that, on changing this from R to R +dR , we require that,

dF =  - ^ ¡ - P g ^ + y d A + C d R
= -(P t —Pg )ClR2dR +y2CLR dR +CdR = 0 (4.8)

Keeping R and T fixed, the first of these equations can be integrated with respect to Cl

to give the expression for the free energy,

F = -P t Vt -P g Vg +yA + \xn (4.9)
If the condition that this free energy should be invariant to the choice of R is then

used, as in ref. [3], it can be shown that the curvature term is given by C = Ady/dR .

Using this in (4.8) gives the result that,

AP = Pi—Pe = h + ^ L  
1 * R dR (4.10)

Hence the surface tension is, in general, dependent on the dividing surface at 

which it is measured. In the limit of large drops, where the surface width and 

curvature effects may be neglected, we obtain the well known Laplace equation,

(4.11)

For any drop we can define a dividing surface of radius R = Rs , such that,

dy
dR R = K

— 0 ,

and this is referred to as the surface of tension. 

for this choice of dividing surface,

Thus, Laplaces equation holds exactly

AP =
Rs

It is possible to integrate equation (4.10) by putting it in the form,

(4.12)

^ ( / ? 27[^]) = R 2AP (4.13)
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to give variation of y with the choice of dividing surface as

2 | Ks + IKjM L
y [ R s ]

= 1+ R - R s R S + 2 R )  

3 R ,
(4.14)

It is thought that the fact that the surface tension is not invariant to the choice of 

dividing surface implies that y  is not physically meaningful in very small drops1.

We now consider the dependence of -y ( = ]) on the drop size, i.e. how the

surface tension varies with R s . The equimolar surface and the surface of tension are 

not in general equal even in the case of a planar interface. The difference between 

these two surfaces is important in Tolman’s treatment of the curvature dependence of 

surface tension. This separation is denoted by 8,

8 =  Re - R s

=  z<- - z *  (as  R  -«>)

Tolman2 has shown that the surface tension in a drop ( y R 

the planar value ( y x )  by the equation,

(4.15)

y [ R s ]) is related to

7/? = 28
7a. RC

(4.16)

to first order in (8/R s) .  To this accuracy we may take 8 = R e —R s ~  ze—zs . Tolman 

was able to calculate the higher order terms in (4.16), but it is thought that these are 

not useful, due to the ambiguity in y R at small R  mentioned above1’3.

While the Laplace equation gives the difference in pressure between the liquid 

and vapour phases of a drop, the actual vapour pressure outside the drop also differs 

from the coexistence value that is found for the planar case. The relationship between 

the drop vapour pressure, P g ( R ) ,  and the planar value, P g (°°), is usually known as the 

Kelvin equation. This equation may be derived (again, after Rowlinson and Widom) 

as follow's: Since the chemical potential is the same in both phases for the drop and for 

the planar interface, we have ^/(R) = txg (R) and = M-/(°°) so that,

M tf )~ M ° ° )  = ^ /(R ) M-/(°°)
This may be rewritten as,

(4.17)
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f dp. = / dji
M°°) Ml(*)

and since dP = pdp,+4dT = pdp,, at constant T,
A

Pt (R) P, (R )
f  dP _  r dP

Pt (=°) P* ) p , (°°) P/ )

(4.18)

(4.19)

To obtain the usual form of the Kelvin equation it is necessary to make three 

approximations, as follows:

(i) The liquid phase is effectively incompressible, so that the RHS of (4.19) becomes,

f  = 1 f d p  = 1 (/»,(*) P,(«o) 
pfco) P/(^) Pl J Pi K >

(4.20)

using the Laplace equation.

(ii) The vapour is assumed to behave as a perfect gas, so that P = pkT, and the LHS 

of (4.19) becomes,

p,(R)
dP

pj(x>) P« )
= k r j ~ -  = kTln

J p  K ( » )
(4.21)

(iii) If » P g (R)—Pg (°°) then (4.20) and (4.21) may be combined to give the

Kelvin formula,

PAR) 
pA “ )

= exp 27
RplkT (4.22)

Since y only varies slowly with R , at least for /?» & , the equilibrium vapour 

pressure outside a drop increases as the size is reduced (this makes small drops 

unstable w'.r.t. larger ones in a condensing vapour).

The excess vapour pressure outside some of the drops simulated in this work will 

be used to obtain an estimate of y, using the Kelvin equation. The effects of the 

above approximations are discussed later. Before this method is employed, we shall
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briefly review the mechanical definition of surface tension, and the other methods by 

which y may be obtained in a simulation.

4.3. The mechanical definition of surface tension

4.3.1. The planar interface

The thermodynamic treatment of 7 can be made without having to define the 

“ local” values of the pressure, temperature or chemical potential within the surface 

region. The mechanical definition of 7 on the other hand requires knowledge of the 

pressure through the surface. For the planar case, the pressure is a tensor of the form,

PO) = M z )k k + F r (z)(u+]J) (4.23)
where PT(z) and PN(z) are the tangential and normal components of the pressure,

assuming an interface in the x —y plane. The mechanical condition for equilibrium,

that V.P = 0, leads to the result that PN is constant, and hence equal to the bulk

pressure, P .

By considering the work done at constant T and V, when the surface area is 

increased by cL4 , the surface tension can be written as,

00

7 = f  (P -P r(z ))d z  (4.24)
—oo

The surface of tension, zs , can then be defined by,

oc

z* = i z [ p - P T{z))dz (4.25)
— 00

Thus 7 and zs can be obtained if Pt (z ) is known. Unfortunately it is found that 

PT is not uniquely defined within the surface4’5. This occurs because the non-kinetic 

part of the stress on a given surface arises from the forces that act between the particles 

on opposite sides. The ambiguity is in deciding on the path along which the force acts. 

The two most common definitions for the pressure tensor are the Irving-Kirkwood6 and 

the Kirkwood-Buff/Harasima7 formulas, which have been shown to give measurably
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different results for PT in the planar interface8.

It is found that, though PT is not unique, the value of -y given by (4.24) is 

invariant to the choice of pressure tensor. However, the surface of tension, given by 

(4.25), is not invariant to this, so that it can not be precisely defined by mechanical 

arguments, even in the planar case.

4.3.2. The spherical interface

For a spherical drop in equilibrium with its vapour the pressure tensor within the 

surface is of the form,

P(r) = /,w(r)erer + /,7.(/-)(e0e0+e(()e(|)) (4.26)
The condition that V.P = 0 now leads to a set of differential equations relating PT and

PN, and both of these components vary through the interface. To calculate -y it is

again necessary to define a dividing surface and the surface of tension, Rs , is the usual

choice. Considering the forces across a strip of width d8 leads to,

-y ^ d e  = d0 J r  àrPi + JràrPg -  JrdVPT(r)
R , R t R ,

‘ r l
*Ys*x =  J r  dr  ̂(r ^  (r ) I

Rl
where Plg (r ,RS) = Pt if r<Rs and Pg otherwise and ys = y [/?,].

(4.27)

Using the condition that V.P = 0 allows several different versions of the equation 

for ys to be obtained, such as that due to Buff9,

K, '
y* = I

R,
(4.28)

It is found that Rs depends on the choice of the pressure tensor, as it does for a

plane surface. However, the expressions for ys are not now invariant to the choice of 

P, so that there is no unique mechanical definition for the surface tension of a drop.
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4.4. Calculation of y by computer simulation

4.4.1. Calculations for the plane surface

The surface tension in the planar liquid-gas interface has been evaluated by a 

number of techniques, both in MC and MD simulations. Most of this work has been 

based on the LJ12-6 potential. A few of these methods, and the results, are discussed 

here.

The direct simulations of the planar interface have already been mentioned in 

chapter two. The most convenient method of calculating y  in such a system is from 

the expression,

interaction potential (this expression may be obtained starting from either the 

thermodynamic or pressure tensor forms of y, with the use of some statistical 

mechanics1 ).

In terms of a simulation average, this is evaluated as,

and this has been used several workers10’11.

An alternative is to actually evaluate the tangential pressure, 7Y(Z), through the 

surface, and then to use equation (4.24). Such a calculation is much more time- 

consuming than use of (4.30), and the result for PT is dependent on the definition 

used for the pressure tensor. Rao and Berne12, for example, have performed MC 

simulations in which PT and PN are obtained for a 2048 particle planar system (sp2.5 

interaction). A total of over 3 million moves were made, which is only about 1400 per 

particle. Their results for these components are quite ragged, and it appears to be very 

expensive to find the presure tensor accurately. In addition to finding y  it is also

where p^1(r1,r2) is the pair density distribution function and <}>' is the derivative of the

"Y = 7 < X ( ry -3z,y/Ty )<!>' (rij ) >
A ¡>j

(4.30)
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possible to calculate the location of the surface of tension, using (4.25), though this is 

not uniquely defined. The Harasima form of P was used in this case. While the 

surface tension result of y = 0.42 at T — 0.92 is invariant to the form of P, it is not 

expected to be highly accurate.

Chapela et aln  use equation (4.30) to calculate y for a range of states using MD 

and MC for the sp2.5 fluid with planar systems of 255 to 4048 particles. In addition, 

correction terms are derived so that the surface tension for the complete LJ potential 

can be obtained. This process is rather suspect though, since the use of the sp2.5 

potential gives different coexisting densities and surface widths to those of the full 

potential, and the coexistence curves can not be simply scaled onto each other, as was 

noted in chapter three. This was one of the main reasons for our decision to use the 

virtually full LJ interaction in our simulations. The accuracy of the values of y 

obtained in this way for the full potential is estimated as ±10%, or worse.

Possibly the most accurate simulation results for y are those due to Miyazaki et 

a/13. They use MC with the full LJ potential to calculate the total change in free 

energy of a homogeneous liquid that is cut in two. This forms two surfaces which are 

allowed to relax to equilibrium. The surface tension is then given from equation 

(4.1'). In this method an estimated accuracy of ~  ±2% is achieved.

4.4.2. Calculating y in liquid drops

It has been seen that the definitions of surface tension in a spherical system are 

more complex than for the planar case, and it appears that there is no direct analogue 

of equation (4.30) for curved interfaces. The alternative method of direct evaluation 

of the pressure tensor during the simulation can, however, still be employed. We 

made investigations of this possibility, using the Irving-Kirkwood definition to find 

PN(r) through the surface. This calculation is very time consuming as it necessary' to 

resolve all the force components acting across each shell at which PN (r ) is required 

(PT (r) can be obtained by differentiation of this result, since the condition that
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V.P = 0 leads to f r ( r ) = PN (r)+(r/2)(dPN (r )/dr)). The very long cut-off that we 

use with the U  potential makes this much slower than, for example, if the sp2.5 model 

had been used.

The results obtained were not very encouraging, particularly for the pressure 

towards the centre of the drop, where the shell areas become very small, due to poor 

statistics. Because of the very long and time consuming runs that would be necessary, 

and since other workers14 were already exploring the possibility of calculating P, we 

chose instead to investigate the use of the Kelvin equation to measure 7. The 

expression in equation (4.22) can be written as,

In M i
PA °°)

2y_ (4.31)
RpiT  ’

since k = 1 in our reduced units. If 7 is assumed to be independent of drop size, then 

at fixed temperature, a plot of ln/^ (R ) against 7 ? 1 should give a straight line, the 

gradient of which would allow the determination of 7. This, of course, ignores the 

variation of 7 with R , predicted by equation (4.16), and the approximations in the 

derivation of the Kelvin equation. The importance of these effects can also be 

investigated.

The only remaining problem with using the Kelvin equation in this way, is what 

value to use for the drop radius, R , in (4.31). From the derivation, it appears that the 

appropriate value is Rs , the radius of the surface of tension. However the calculation 

of this quantity is not easy, and to do so from the mechanical definition would require 

P, which is unknown in our simulations. Instead, the equimolar radius Re will be 

used, which is a quantity that may easily be obtained from the simulations. This is 

equivalent to assuming 8 = 0 (8 is dependent on the choice of pressure tensor anyway, 

at least from mechanical definitions).

Figure (4.2) shows a graph a graph of ln[P^ (/?,)] against Re l for a series of states 

at T = 0.69. This temperature is very close to the triple point and the assumptions of
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Figure 4.2: Logarithm of the reduced vapour pressure against the
reciprocal of the drop equimolar radius, at 7 = 0.69. The points, from right 
to left, correspond to systems of 100, 260, 450 and 1300 LJ particles. The 
latter is state (L26), while some interpolation has been used for the other 
results. The solid line corresponds to the Kelvin equation with the planar 
value of y , and the two dashed lines estimate the possible variation due to 
the uncertainty in 7 , etc. Assuming 6 = 0.5 in Tolman’s equation gives the 
curvature shown by die chained line.
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the Kelvin equation (incompressibility, “perfect gas” vapour and

2y/R >>Pg (R)—Pg (°°)) are expected to be more accurate here than at higher 

temperatures.

The straight line shows the result that is predicted by the Kelvin equation. The 

Re = 0  intercept is the coexistence pressure for the planar fluid that is given by 

Powles15 (from the Nicholas equation of state). This gives Pg(°°) = 0.00105±.00005 

at this temperature. The gradient is given by 2y/piT ~  4.47, where the value of 

y = 1.31 (±0.02) has been obtained from the data of Miyazaki et a/13 for the planar 

surface, and p/ = 0.85 at T = 0.69.

Due to the uncertainty in the temperature of the simulations, and also in the 

values of y, Pg (<») and p/, two other lines have been marked around the Kelvin result, 

as an indication of the possible error. The four data points shown correspond to 

systems of the following sizes; (i) Np = 1300 (run L26), (ii) Np = 450 (runs L18/L19), 

(iii) Np — 260 (L7) and (iv) Np = 100 (L2/L3). It is difficult to achieve a given 

temperature in constant energy molecular dynamics, so some interpolation of the data 

was necessary in cases (ii) and (iv).

The agreement of the simulation data with the Kelvin line is very good for the 

largest drop, (i). In fact this must be fortuitously so, considering the uncertainty in the 

measured vapour density'. For drops with fewer particles the vapour pressure tends to 

rise faster than that predicted by the Kelvin equation, until we get to the 100 particle 

systems. Qearly, Pg (Re) cannot increase indefinitely as Re-&, and there must be some 

critical size at which Pg reaches a maximum. The 100 particle systems may be close to 

this point.

In figure (4.3) a similar analysis has been performed for systems with a 

temperatures of T ~  0.84, but only for sizes of Np = 1300 and Np — 450. In this case 

the divergence from the Kelvin result is much more marked, even for the 1300 particle 

system. The planar value for the surface tension that has been used in this case is
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figure 4.3; As for figure (4.2), except at the temperature of T  =  0.838.
note that results are only available for the two larger system (AL = 1300 and
Np =  450) at this particular state. p
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y = 0.95, which is based on the Miyazaki et al value at 7  — 0.7, and using the 

empirical relation1 y(7) « (Tc —T )126. Hence it is not as reliable as before. However, 

the Np = 1300 drop gives a gradient corresponding to -y = 1.2 which is rather high, 

considering the result at 7  =0 .69 . Thus the Kelvin equation seems to over-estimate 

the value of y at this higher temperature, though the uncertainty in y obtained in this 

way is still quite large (— 15%) and longer simulations would be helpful.

Figure (4.4) shows the variation of the measured vapour densities with 

temperature, for systems of varying size. The plane surface (coexistence) values are 

plotted for comparison. It can be seen that the vapour density is generally greater in 

the smaller drops, as predicted by the Kelvin equation^. However, the vapour 

densities of the 320 particle simulations (L10-L13) lie above some of the 260 particle 

results (periodic box side, S =18). This anomaly may be due to a fall in the surface 

tension of small drops.

4.4.3. The accuracy of the Kelvin equation

Due to the approximations needed to obtain the kelvin equation, there is some 

doubt about its usefulness at any temperature significantly above 7,. This problem has 

recently been analysed by Powles16. He has shown that the three approximations 

involved in the derivation of (4.22) are still quite good for higher temperatures. Using 

the Nicolas equation of state and planar values of y, the vapour pressure outside an LJ 

drop is calculated without using these approximations. The accuracy of lnP^ (R ) from 

the Kelvin equation is found to be quite good, even for temperatures well above 7,, 

though it tends to overestimate this quantity more for smaller drops. However, even at 

7 = 1.0 and for drops as small as R = 3 ,  the error is still only —15%, so the accuracy 

is rather better than might be expected at higher temperatures. It should be noted 

though that this analysis is in terms of the surface of tension, Rs , and that any

t Note that vapour density is proportional to vapour pressure in the Kelvin approximation.
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Figure 4.4: Vapour densities for the LJ drops as a function of temperature.
The solid line represents the coexistence values predicted by the Nicolas
equation of state, while the dashed line is due to Adams.
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variation of y with radius is ignored.

Thompson et al have reported results for the vapour pressure outside sp2.5 drops. 

They have used constant temperature MD (as described by Haile and Gupta17 ) to 

study several drops at T — 0.71, which conresponds to T/Tc =0.634. This compares 

with T/Tc = 0.838/1.35 = 0.62 for the higher temperature state used here (fig. 4.3), so 

the Kelvin equation will not be so accurate for their state. Their MD results appear 

rather scattered considering the lengths of the runs employed.

4.4.4. Predictions of the Tolman equation

The Tolman equation, (4.16), gives the first order variation of 7 with radius, but 

knowledge of 8 = Re —Rs is poor, particularly for drops. In their plane surface 

simulation, Rao and Berne12 found a value of 8 = 0.96±0.12 (sp2.5, T =  0.92), using 

the Harasima form for P.

Thompson et a/14 have calculated 8 for a range of sp2.5 drops, using a 

thermodynamic route, and also via the two common forms for the pressure tensor. For 

larger drops (Np —1000) they find 8 to be in the range 0.05 - 0.4, rising to the order of 

unity for smaller systems.

If a value of 8 = 0.5 is assumed, then equation (4.16) can be used with 7«, in the 

Kelvin equation to find ln[Pg(R)/Pg(»)]. This has been done for T =  0.69, and the 

resulting curve is also shown in figure (4.2). The agreement with the simulated values 

is worse than without this correction which may indicate that the drops are too small 

for (4.16) to be useful, or that the value of 8 used is not appropriate for the full LJ 

potential. A negative value of 8 would be required to explain the rise above the 

Kelvin line, while most calculations suggest a positive value for this quantity. 

However, the uncertainty in our data is quite significant, and if the value of 7^ was in 

fact slightly higher, the results could be consistent with a small positive 8.
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4.5. Liquid densities within small drops

Finally in this chapter on surface tension, the central liquid densities of the 

simulated drops are examined. This section is included here because the Laplace 

equation predicts increased pressure within the drops that should lead to densities 

above the coexistence values expected for a planar system.

Figures (4.5) and (4.6) show the measured values of p/ as a function of 

temperature for the LJ and SI drops respectively. The coexistence values of p/, from 

ref.[15], are also shown, as continuous lines.

The results for LJ drops are scattered about the coexistence line, with the majority 

lying above it. Since an equation of state is available for this fluid and the surface 

tension, -ŷ , is known, we may calculate the expected liquid density under a pressure 

of P = Pg(R)+2y/R. This has been done for R = 7  and the resulting curve is also 

marked in figure (4.3). The value of R = 7 corresponds roughly to the size of the 

1300 particle systems, assuming that Re ~  Rs . While all three such results fall below 

this line, the uncertainty in these p/ values (~±3% ) is such that they could still be 

consistent with the Laplace equation. However, as the drop radius is decreased further 

there is no evidence of a general rise in the liquid densities, and indeed the very small 

drops have rather lower values of p/.

Falls et al18 find a qualitatively similar behaviour in their gradient theory 

treatment of drops. The central density of their drops increases with Re 1 at first, and 

then decreases for very' small drops.

4.6. Conclusions

The results presented here indicate that moderately accurate values of y can be 

obtained by use of the Kelvin equation for drops of the order of ~1000 particles. This 

avoids the calculation of the pressure tensor through the surface, which would slow the 

simulation be a factor of ar least two, even when only evaluated at every tenth time
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Figure 4.5: Liquid densities inside the LJ drops as a function of temperature. 
The solid line shows the liquid coexistence densities given by the Nicolas 
equation of state. The dashed line shows the density that would be found 
inside a drop of Rs = 7 ,  using the planar surface tension, along with the 
Laplace equation for the pressure difference, and the equation of state.



Figure 4.6: liouid  densities of the SI Stockmayer drops. The expected
planar values (shown as a solid line) are those due to Powles (see text).
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step14. However it is necessary to know the density of the coexisting vapour for the 

potential. The method is also restricted to temperatures near T, , though corrections 

using the second virial coefficients, as in reference[16], might extend this range.

This method has not been applied to find -y for the SI data since the coexisting 

vapour curve is less well known for this potential, and fewer large systems were 

simulated. Quite long runs are required to get sufficiently accurate values of the 

vapour density, and the Stockmayer simulations are much more expensive (in 

computer time) than the LJ ones.
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Chapter Five: Surface width of microscopic drops

5.1. Introduction

The behaviour of liquid-vapour systems as the critical temperature is approached, 

has been extensively studied, by both experimental and theoretical methods. Of 

particular interest is the manner in which certain physical properties either diverge or 

vanish as T -*TC . This is usually characterised by a so-called critical exponent for the 

given property1’2. In the preceding chapter it was noted that the surface tension near 

the critical point is known to be proportional to (Tc—T)v, and that the critical 

exponent, v, in this case is v~1.26.

In this chapter the surface width of the simulated drops is considered, and an 

estimate of the critical exponent for this property obtained, albeit for data well below 

Tc . This is compared with the predicted value of this exponent, and with actual 

theoretical calculations of the surface width, in the temperature range used in the 

simulations. The contribution of surface oscillations (capillary waves) to the surface 

width is evaluated to enable a better comparison to be made between theory and 

simulation. This analysis is due to Powles (private communication).

5.2. Critical exponents and the surface width

A critical exponent describes the behaviour of a given thermodynamic property in 

the limit as the system approaches the critical point, (Tc ,PC ,pf ). A typical example is 

the isothermal compressibility, xt , which diverges at the critical point. It is found that 

its behaviour may be represented by the equation,

Xt = c \Tc- T \ ^  (as T - T c) (5.1)
where c is a constant and y is the appropriate critical exponent (it is conventional to

use y, which is not to be confused with the surface tension). It is found from

experiment that the same exponent is obtained if Tc is approached from above (along

p = pc) or below (along the coexistence curve). Moreover the same value of y

88
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(experimentally2, y = 1.2±.04) is obtained independent of the liquid been studied, so 

it is a ‘universal’ constant.

Other important critical exponents govern the heat capacity, (Cv« \TC— T | - “ , 

a~0 .1), the difference between liquid and vapour densities 

(p/ a  I Tc —T | p , (3—0.355) and the pressure along the isotherm T = Tc 

(P — Pc’* |p—Pc |8-1(p—Pc) , 8—4.35). The values quoted here are derived from 

experiments on real liquids or advanced theoretical methods, such as renormalization 

theory2’3.

The surface width of both drops and planar interfaces is expected to diverge, as 

the critical point is approached along the coexistence curve. A value for the critical 

exponent in this case may be derived from, for example, the van der Waals equation 

of state. Using such an equation, in conjunction with a Taylor expansion about the 

critical point leads, to the ‘mean field’ results for the exponents4. In fact these values 

are only approximations of the experimental results, for reasons discussed below. 

Nevertheless, within this approximate treatment it is possible to show that the density 

profile of a planar interface takes on a hyperbolic tangent form as the critical 

temperature is approached, such that,

P0)-P c = y(P/-p*)tanh(z/2D) (5.2)

The parameter D is immediately identifiable with the width parameter that was fitted 

to the simulation profiles in chapter three. In the mean-field theories it is found that 

the width diverges as D « j Tc —T | ~v, with v = 1/2. In fact the parameter D is thought 

to be equivalent to the coherence length of density fluctuations in the bulk phases of 

the fluid, so that these two properties have the same exponent.

The mean-field calculations may also be used to derive values for other critical 

exponents, and these results are referred to as the classical values of the exponents. In 

general, these classical values are not in good agreement with experimental values for 

real liquids. For example, mean-field theory predicts the value of y = 1 for the
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compressibility, instead of -y = 1.2±0.04 as is actually found. The failure of mean- 

field theory' is believed to be due to the non-analytic behaviour of the equation of state 

at the critical point, related to the long range density fluctuations that are possible in 

the thermodynamic limit. To obtain more accurate values of the critical exponents 

from theory requires a more sophisticated treatment, such as scaling theory or 

renormalization theory (see e.g. Hansen and Mcdonald2 and references therein).

Computer simulations are necessarily performed with no more than a few 

thousand particles at most. Such systems cannot realistically reproduce the behaviour 

at the critical point because the long range fluctuations are suppressed. Hansen and 

Verlet5 and Alder et afi have calculated various critical exponents from MD 

simulations close to the critical point. They find results that are consistent with the 

classical mean-field values for the exponents (3, y and 8 (defined above), but the 

exponent for the specific heat at constant volume, a , is close to the ‘real-liquid’ value. 

The exponent v was not calculated in these simulations. Alder et al used homogeneous 

systems of (mainly) 108 particles and with temperatures above T = 0.9TC.

5.3. Temperature dependence of the surface width

Using the data for al! the LJ states that have been studied, a graph of the surface 

width, D , as a function of the temperature has been drawn. This is shown in figure 

(5.1). It can be seen that D rises from approximately 1.5a near the triple point, to 

over 4a at the highest temperature used, which was T = 1.06. The width is clearly 

rising rapidly as the temperature approaches Tc , but the limited size of the drops 

prevents states much closer to the critical point being studied (see chapter three). As it 

is, the highest temperature simulation that was performed (state L25) had a cell size 

that was rather small considering the number of particles and the spread of the surface 

region involved. Even for this state, T/Tc ~0.79, so w'e are still well below' the critical 

point.
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Figure 5.1: The surface widths (D) for the U  and SI (Stockmayer) drops, as 
otemPer?ture- The «PPer curve is the result 

, _  L )  ’ wuJĈ  was obtained by a least squares to the LJ data
>_c ~ , “ ie ôwer curve is a similar fit for the Stockmayer data
\*c 1.45).
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The results for D(T) show a fair amount of scatter, perhaps in part due to the 

relative insensitivity of the fitting process to the value of D (see chapter three). 

Despite this scatter, and the fact that all the data lie well below Tc , we shall least- 

squares fit these results to a expression of the form,

D (T) = A(TC-T ) ~ V (5.3)
An equal weighting was given to all the data points in this fit, and the value of

Tc = 1.35 used, though this is subject to some uncertainty. However the results of the

fit are not very sensitive to Tc , and we obtain the expression,

D ~  1.06(rc—r ) “10 (5.4)
Thus our estimate of the critical exponent in this case is v~1.0±0.1, though only from

data well below Tc . This is significantly greater than either the mean field value or the

prediction of the more sophisticated theory, v = 1/2 and v~0.63 respectively. If the

exponent in equation (5.3) is constrained to be either of these values, then a very poor

fit is obtained. Hence it appears that the simulated surface width is diverging more

rapidly than would be expected from either value of the critical exponent, assuming

that they are still meaningful this far from Tc ^.

. . . . PIt is difficult to discern any clear tend in the surface width of drops as a function 

of the number of particles. There is some indication that small drops have thinner 

surfaces than larger drops at the same temperature. This is not as noticeable as the 

size dependence observed by Chapel a et a f  in their simulations of planar interfaces, 

using the sp2.5 potential. Thompson et afi have given surface width results for sp2.5 

drops, and they also indicate a rather faster divergence of the width of Np = 256 

particle systems compared with Np = 2048 particle ones. However this is most notable 

at higher temperatures, and most of our smaller simulations have been made at low T . 

It might also be noted that there is some inconsistency between the surface widths

t  Experimental data6 for ¡3 (the exponent for the density difference) indicates a slow rise in the 
apparent exponent as the temperature falls below Tc. For T/Tc =  0.8 the increase is ~  10%.
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obtained from the two different simulation methods used by Thompsom et al (the 

Oxford (O) and Cornell (Q  results in their paper). If the appropriate value of Tc is 

used in equation (5.3), a least squares fit to their 2048 particle data yields a critical 

exponent of v ~ l . l ,  that is in reasonable agreement with our results.

Proceeding to the Stockmayer results reported in chapter three, we have also 

plotted the surface width values for these states in figure (5.1). It can be seen that 

these values lie below the LJ results, but they diverge in a similar maimer as the 

Stockmayer critical temperature is approached. This is as might be expected from the 

upwards shift in temperature of the SI coexistence curve compared to that of the LJ 

fluid. An exponent of v~1.0 is again obtained from a least squares fit. The SI data 

are relatively further from Tc{ ~1.45 ) than the LJ results.

5.4. Theoretical calculations of the LJ surface width

A number of theoretical calculations of the liquid-vapour surface width have been 

performed for the LJ fluid. Some recent values will be compared with our simulation 

results. Henderson and Lekner9 have obtained a value of D at one temperature (85K 

in argon units) using surface tension and energy data due to Shih and Urrag. In fact 

their calculation is based on the BFW potential for argon, rather than the LJ one, but 

it is not expected that the width should be very sensitive to this.

A range of values have been obtained by Fisher and Methfessel10 who used the 

BGY approximation (along with the U  interaction) and calculate D for several 

temperatures up to T = 1 .1 . In another calculation, due to Ebner et a/11, the surface 

width is obtained using a density functional formalism, with an approximation for the 

direct correlation function.

In figure (5.2) these theoretical values of the surface width have been plotted as a 

function of temperature. There is reasonable agreement between the various values, 

even though they are based on different approximations. Also shown in the figure is



Figure 5.2: Comparison of calculated surface widths with the LJ simulation 
results. The upper curve again show's the fit to the simulation data. 
Calculations of the intrinsic surface width (U, ) due to Henderson and Lekner 
(•), Ebner et al (□) and Fisher and Methfessel (®) are shown. The value for 
D, due to Falls et al (<S>) is seen to lie well below these results. The curve 
marked Dc is the calculated capillary contribution to the surface width and 
Dh is that due to the “breathing” mode of oscillation. The estimates of the 
total width due to capillary plus intrinsic parts are marked as (+ ) and (x).
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the curve that was fitted to the U  simulation data, equation (5.4). Clearly there is a 

large discrepancy between these two sets of data. A fit to the theoretical values gives a 

critical exponent of v—0.7, which is much closer to the expected value of —0.63 (or 

perhaps 0.5), than the simulation results.

The theories referred to above are all applied to planar liquid-vapour surfaces, 

but it is likely that similar widths should be observed in our case, at least in the larger 

simulated drops. Some theoretical predictions of the surface width in drops can be 

obtained from the data of Falls et al12. One such point is included in the figure (5.2) 

and it is very much lower than the other theoretical values. However, the 

approximations used by Falls et al are such as to make their results only qualitatively 

comparable to the actual U  fluid, and we shall not use this value.

In the next section we examine surface oscillations in drops as a possible 

explanation of the difference between the simulated and theoretical widths.

5.5. The effects of capillary waves on surface width

Ideally, a liquid drop at equilibrium may be considered as having a ‘step 

function’ profile, so that the density changes from p¿ to pg discontinuously at the 

radius R . The spherical shape of the well defined interface is maintained by the 

surface tension forces. Such a surface can support oscillations and these are generally 

referred to as capillary waves (they also exist in the planar interface). At any finite 

temperature each independent mode of the surface will be subject to thermal 

excitations and, by equipartition (in the classical limit), will have a mean energy' of 

kT¡2 (k =1 in reduced units, but we retain it here). We wish to investigate what 

contribution such oscillations make to the surface width. This problem has been 

analysed by Henderson and Lekner9, who give a detailed description that includes 

quantum effects. Here we shall give a simpler classical treatment of the problem.

An analysis of capillary' wave modes is given in several text books, such as that by
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Landau and Lifshitz13. It is usual to make the assumption that the liquid is 

incompressible, in addition to the idealised profile mentioned above. This allows 

solutions to be obtained in terms of the velocity potential, vj», which obeys the equation 

V2̂  = 0 for an incompressible fluid. With the further assumption that the oscillations 

are of small amplitude it can be shown the solutions are spherical harmonics which we 

write in the form,

^bn =Abne~iu,rlPr( cose)*’™* (5.5)
where oo is the angular frequency and P/"(cos0) are associated Legendre functions.

The boundary conditions for the system lead to the condition that,

<o2 = y /( /- l) ( /+ 2 ) /p M/?3 (/>  2) (5.6)
where pM is the mass density and y the surface tension. The requirement that / >2

arises since the / = 1 mode corresponds to translation of the whole drop and / = 0 to

a ‘breathing’ mode that is impossible for an incompressible liquid.

Since both our simulations and the theoretical predictions of surface width, shown 

in figure (5.2), ignore any quantum effects there should not be any inconsistency on 

these grounds. To check if such capillary waves in real argon drops of this size can 

still be treated classically, we calculate the ratio Hoi/kT. It is found that this quantity 

is much less than unity for argon, at most reasonable values of /, e.g. for a radius of 

Rm = 4cr~1.36nm and a temperature of TM = 0.7e/Jt~84K, even a large value of 

/ = 12 only gives HoofkT—0.2 . It is shown below' that higher frequency modes are 

unimportant, so that it is reasonable to treat argon drops classically. Quantum 

corrections only become significant for drops of liquids such as neon and helium which 

are already known to be poorly described by classical calculations.

From equipartition, each such capillary mode will have a mean kinetic energy of 

VAT . If the displacement of the surface from its mean value in the mode (/ ,m ) is 

denoted as (£>,<}>)=£/,m > then the form of this function can be obtained from the

velocity potential, (5.5), since the radial velocity satisfies = vr = Hence we
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obtain,

ii,m = co$jn<b sinco/ (5.7)
where al m is the ampliiude of oscillation. It was originally noted by Rayleigh14 that

the mean radius of such an oscillating drop is increased from its value when free of

disturbances, R, to a value Rs , (not to be confused with the surface of tension in chap.

4) such that the volume is conserved. This gives the condition,

sine do dcj> =  fr r R 3 (5 .8 )

To order (,2„ we get,

a 2
R2—R 2 = ~2^ ~ j / 7T(c°s0)2 cos2m<f> sin2 to/ d8 dcfi (5.9)

The increase in surface area of the drop is (see Landau and Lifshitz, § 61),

^ = f f (R sH l,m )2 +
Kl.n

80
1 1
2 sin20 8<{) d0 d<J> (5.10)

Substituting (5.7) and using (5.9) in (5.10) leads to the equation,

AA — a 2m 7rsin2(Di 2 l [ dP/”(cos0)f  - P / m(cOS0)2 +  y  dQ

+ — —-y—P/”(cos 0)2m 2 
2 sin20

sin0 d0 (5.11)

This allow's the determination of ai m, since the mean energy' of a mode is just the 

average of AA times the surface tension y, i.e kT/2 = y<AA > . Using this in 

equation (5.7), w>e can then find the mean square amplitude of the thermal capillary' 

waves by taking the average over time and (8,<j)) . This eventually yields,

4Try (/ —1)(/+2) ^ ~ 2  ̂ ^5' 12^
This equation is also obtained by Henderson and Lekner when they treat drops in the

classical limit.

Due to the incoherence of the vibrations, the total mean square amplitude is
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simply the summation of (5.12) from / = 2 to / = L,

7i = kT V (21+1)t A-2 j  f t  -I^ 7  A  ( '- ! ) (< + 2 ) (5' 13)
The high frequency cut-off arises, in this case, as the wavelength, X, approaches the 

value of the mean separation between particles. We shall take the lowest wavelength 

as Xmin~2a. For the typical sizes of the simulated drops (R ~  4 - 5 ct) this 

corresponds to L rsax~  12 - 16 .

In the limit as R -*oo, we go over to a planar interface and the upper limit of the 

summation in (5.13), L m The resulting series is proportional to ^ / _1 for large / , 

and this is known to diverge as lo g ^n ^ ). Thus we obtain the usual result that 

capillary' waves lead to an infinite width for an interface of infinite area.

For a drop radius of R = 4 it is found that L ^ —12, for which the summation in

(5.13) is ]£(..)~4.44 and so the RMS amplitude is,

1/2

(5.14)(V iŸ 2 -, 1
(

kT
( n  = 21 4 TryK 1 /

The leading coefficient is only weakly dependent on the values taken for the cut-off 

and the drop radius, e.g. for R — 7, we get 2.35 instead of 2.1 . Using values of 

surface tension for the planar interface (see chapter four), we have plotted equation

(5.14) in figure (5.2) (the curved marked Dc).

Before the above analysis is compared with the actual surface widths of U  drops, 

it must be noted that the assumptions of a sharp interface and of incompressible liquid 

are only approximately satisfied. Also, the effect of the vapour pressure outside the 

drops is ignored, and this may be significant at high temperatures.

A check may be made on the importance of the finite compressibility, x- of the 

LJ fluid by calculating the amplitude of the ‘breathing’ mode of oscillation, when the 

surface may be described by the expression, r ( t) = R+l,h(t), where l h is independent 

of the angles 0 and 4>- For a given small amplitude ab, the work performed against
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the pressure may be calculated from the compressibility at the liquid density, which

such oscillations, either the adiabatic (x.,) or isothermal (¿T) value may be more 

appropriate, but for a rough estimate of the amplitude it is more convenient to 

calculate the isothermal value. Using this value, and equating the total work for the 

maximum displacement to kT , the result is,

Taking a radius of R = 4, this yields the curve shown in figure (5.2) (labelled Dh). 

This is very much smaller in amplitude than the capillary oscillations so it appears that 

incompressibility is a reasonable approximation.

The assumption of a sharp interface is clearly not very realistic, especially for the 

smaller drops and at higher temperatures. Nevertheless, the RMS amplitude of 

thermal capillary waves is only weakly dependent on the actual radius of the system, 

and the equimolar radius Re will be taken as the ‘mean’ value. Since a significant 

proportion of all the molecules in a given drop he in the interface region, where the 

density is less than the liquid value, this may lead to an increased value of the 

compressibility. This in turn could enhance the contribution of the breathing mode to 

the surface width.

Considering the accuracy of the simulation data for D , the treatment of capillary' 

waves given above is probably adequate. The values shown in figure (5.2) indicate 

that these oscillations have a significant amplitude in comparison to the total width of 

the simulated drops.

Now’, it is claimed by Lekner and Henderson9, and others, that the theoretical 

widths such as those discussed above are actually for the ‘bare’ (or intrinsic) profiles, 

in that they do not contain any contribution due to capillary waves. Thus w'e need to 

combine the two effects to find the surface width of real drops. However some doubt

can be obtained since the equation of state is known. Depending on the time period of

(5.15)
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has been cast on this by Evans15 who has shown that some capillary-like effects may 

already be included in a van der Waals model of the interface, so that the simple 

addition of the two effects could be incorrect. Despite this, we shall proceed to 

calculate the total width due to the intrinsic (theoretical) profiles plus the capillary 

contribution. As a rough approximation we could simple add the two widths to give a 

total width of D ~Dl +DC. A more correct analysis is to use the central limits theorem 

to replace the sum over the capillary waves by a gaussian distribution. This can then 

be convoluted with the intrinsic profile, which may be represented by a hyperbolic 

tangent, and the width of the resulting curve obtained. In fact this process yields 

values veiy close to the original result of D —D, +DC for the values of D, and Dc that 

we have. These values are also shown in figure (5.2). They are in quite good 

agreement with the simulation results, except, perhaps, at temperatures above 7 —1.0.

5 .6 . D iscussion

The surface width results reported here, and the particular theoretical predictions 

looked at above, are consistent with the assumption of capillary wave broadening of 

the intrinsic profile. The scatter in the simulation values and the approximations of 

the capillary theory make it difficult to determine if the discrepancy that occurs at 

higher temperatures is significant or not.

Further studies of liquid drops would be desirable to get more accurate values of 

the surface width, and also to obtain data closer to the critical point. This requires 

more computer time and probably larger systems to achieve the higher temperatures. 

It w'ould be interesting to see if the predicted weak dependence of Dc on the radius (— 

10% increase from R — 4 to R = 7 )  could be observed for a series of drops at constant 

temperature.

It might also be useful to study the actual modes of oscillation of the simulated 

drops. For example, the method of perturbation-difference (w'hich is mentioned in a 

later chapter) might be used for this. However the period of the lowest mode of



oscillation is rather long (T = 2ir/o)~ 100=2000 integration steps), and problems with 

noise usually arise after about 100 steps.
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Chapter Six: Dielectric theory and computer simulation

6.1. Introduction

The remainder of this thesis is concerned with the calculation of dielectric 

properties of the Stockmayer fluid from the data obtained in the simulation of the SI 

and S3 drops. In this chapter a brief review is made of some of the basic dielectric 

theory that is relevant to the interpretation of our results. The static dielectric 

constant, is discussed in 6.2 for polar (non-polarizable) fluids, and the frequency 

dependence of this quantity, e(o)), is considered in 6 .3 .

A number of techniques have previously been employed to study the dielectric 

properties of polar fluids, and some of these are briefly reviewed in the final section of 

this chapter.

6.2. The Static dielectric constant

6.2.1. Polarization and the dielectric constant

When a fluid (or any other material) is placed in an electric field a net dipole 

moment is induced in it. For a homogeneous and isotropic sample in a field E, the 

dipole moment per unit volume (polarization) is found to be given by,

P = XE (6.1)
where the constant x is the dielectric susceptibility (this relation breaks down in very

intense fields, but is usually adequate).

From basic electrostatics the electric displacement vector D is related to E and P 

by the equations,

D = E+4ttP = E(1+4ttx) = e,E (6.2)
where es = 1 +4ttx is the dielectric constant (we shall use the subscript 5 to help

distinguish this from the LJ energy parameter).

While it is reasonably straightforward in principle to measure t s in a given

102
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macroscopic sample, it is rather more difficult to calculate the dielectric constant from 

the microscopic properties of matter, such as the interaction potential between 

molecules. This is due to the long range correlations that exist in dipolar fluids, which 

are sensitive to the (macroscopic) shape of the sample and its surroundings. 

Nevertheless, it has been shown that the dielectric constant can still be expressed in 

terms of local correlations, and is independent of the macroscopic shape and 

surroundings of the system1.

There are two main sources of the polarization that is induced in the fluid. The 

first is due to the redistribution of electronic charge within a molecule. In the presence 

of an electric field the distortion of this charge distribution produces a dipole moment 

within each molecule. Also, atoms, or groups of atoms, within a molecule can change 

their relative positions so as to produce a net dipole moment. Secondly, for a dipolar 

liquid the molecules themselves can reorientate so that the permanent dipoles tend to 

he in the direction of the applied field.

The total polarization of a given sample can be expressed as P = Pa+P^., where 

Pa is the contribution due to the electronic distortion, and P^ is the part due to 

reorientation of permanent dipoles.

The degree of electronic polarization is dependent not on the mean field within 

the liquid (the Maxwell field), but on the mean field that each molecule actually 

experiences, known as the internal field, E ,. It is found that PQ = N aE ,, where N  is 

the total number of molecules and a  is a constant, the molecular polarizability (in 

general the molecular polarizability is a tensor, a , but it is usually adequate to use the 

scalar value tr a /3).

The reorientational polarization is given by P^ = N<pi>, where < p >  is the 

expectation value of one molecule’s permanent dipole moment in the applied field. 

The mean electric field acting on such a molecule to produce this alignment is Ed , the 

directing field. This is not the same as either the Maxwell or the internal field^

t  The fact that the directing field is not equal to the internal field was first noted by Onsager,
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Using basic statistical mechanics2 it can be shown that < |t>  is related to Ed by the 

equation < p >  = (y?/3kT)Ed , and hence, = N\i?Ed/3kT.

Thus if the internal and directing fields can be calculated from the microscopic 

structure of the fluid, the polarization can be determined for a given applied field. 

Once this is known the dielectric constant can be obtained. However, such 

calculations are difficult, and usually require drastic approximations, some of which 

will be discussed later.

There are some important differences between the two main sources of 

polarization. Most significantly, the response time of the electronic contribution is 

very much shorter than that of the reorientational part. Thus takes very much 

longer to reach its equilibrium value then does Pa, when a static field is applied. 

Additionally, the electronic polarization, being an intramolecular effect, is only 

weakly dependent on the density and temperature of the fluid, whereas the 

reorientational part is extremely sensitive to these parameters. The alignments of 

molecules that give rise to P^ are subject to greater disruption as the temperature of 

the system is increased.

The Stockmayer potential that is used in this work is essentially a model of a 

polar fluid, the molecules of which are non-polarizable, i.e. a  = 0. Hence we shall 

neglect Pa and confine our attention to the reorientational contribution only.

6.2.2. Simple theories of the dielectric constant

The long range nature of the dipolar interaction, and the fact that the 

macroscopic sample shape influences the behaviour of molecular correlations makes it 

difficult to treat e, by theoretical means. One of the first approaches to have some 

success is the treatment due to Onsager3. In this model only one central dipolar

who pointed out that the part of E, that is due to the reaction field of the permanent dipole 
should not be included in E^.
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molecule is considered explicitly, and the surrounding fluid is assumed to behave as a 

macroscopic dielectric continuum. This drastic approximation ignores all the effects of 

the short range structure of the fluid. Nevertheless, with these assumptions it is 

possible to obtain a simple relation between the size of the permanent dipole moment, 

p, and the dielectric constant, which is the well known Onsager equation (e.g. see 

reference^] ),

4 tt \ i 2 ~ Q (2 e , -Heap)

where is the dielectric constant measured at high frequencies. This represents the 

electronic contribution to e ,, and so for the Stockmayer model we have put = 1 in 

the above expression.

The Onsager equation is found to be a moderately successful approximation for 

the behaviour of various real dipolar liquids. However it is particular poor for highly 

polar liquids, such as water, where hydrogen bonding can occur.

For polar gases at low' density, a virial expansion (analogous to that employed for 

the pressure) can be used for the dielectric constant. This equation is based on the 

Qausius-Mossotti (CM) formula, but the expansion is made in terms of the density, 

rather than the polarizability, which appears in the CM expression. This allows the 

virial form to be used with polar fluids, even when a = 0. The virial equation in this 

case can be written as2,

where a t(T ) = 4tt̂ 2/(9A:7 ), and the higher order coefficients can be expressed as 

integrals over pairs, triplets, etc. of molecules. While this expression is limited to 

densities much less than that of the liquid state, it is interesting to note the important 

effect of molecular shape on the second dielectric virial coefficient, b j j ) .  For 

example, b t(T ) is found to be strictly positive for gas phase measurements on CHF3,

F P 3kT ~  6,(600+2)
= ( e ,~ l ) ( 2 6 ,+ l )  

3 e,
(6.3)

(6.4)
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while similar data for a molecule such as CH3F always gives a negative value for this 

coefficient. This difference is due to the shape of the molecules, which effects the 

relative stability of the parallel and anti-parallel alignments that can occur between 

pairs of molecules. It can be shown that the spherical symmetry of the LJ part of the 

Stockmayer potential will always lead to a positive value for bf(T).

6.2.3. The Kirkwood g factor and the mean square moment

In dense polar liquids it is necessary to treat the interactions of the fluid by more 

general statistical mechanics. It is desirable to relate the dielectric constant of a 

macroscopic sample to the molecular correlation functions within the fluid. Some of 

the most important pioneering work in this area was performed by Kirkwood4 with 

further developments due to Frohlich5.

The treatment given in Frdhlich’s book is based on the consideration of the 

spontaneous polarization fluctuations within a small volume, V, containing N 

molecules, of the total sample. The remainder of the sample is then treated as a 

continuous dielectric, so that the only molecular interactions that are explicitly treated 

are those within V . It is usually stated that V should be sufficiently large to make this a 

good approximation, without actually specifying the minimum volume. We shall give 

some of the details of the derivation of the Kirkwood formula here because the method 

is similar to that used in later calculations.

From equation (6.2) we can write,

, x 4it<M >£
(e, —1)E = 4rrP = ------y - Z -  (6.5)

where <M >£ = < V p  > £ is the mean moment of the sample of N  particles in the
i

applied field. Introducing a unit vector in the direction of E, we can write E = £e, 

and the vector <M >£ will be parallel to e. Thus we can take the dot product of (6.5) 

with e, and then expand the RHS in a Taylor series about E = 0, which can be 

truncated at the first term since we are only interested in the linear response, so that
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we get,

( € , - l ) £  = ^ < M i > £ =

where the omission of the subscript E on the angle brackets indicates the average with 

no applied field. Hence,

4ir d 
V dE <M.e> 4rr

V
'dE0 d 

dE dE0 <M.e> (6.6)

The field within the dielectric is the Maxwell field E, but it is more convenient to 

introduce the actual field that acts upon the volume under consideration. This value is 

denoted here as Ea , and this is the applied, or cavity, field which would exist if all the 

molecules were removed from V . Simple electrostatics gives the relation between E

and E„ as E„ = —— —E , where e, is the static dielectric constant of the fluid.2es+ l

Applying classical statistical mechanics to the system of N  particles in the applied 

field, a formal expression can be obtained for the expectation value <M.e>. If the 

integral over all positions and orientations is denoted as f  dX and the energy- of the 

configuration X in the applied field Ea by U{X,Ea), then

Ea
<M .e> = f  dX(M.e) exp 

with Z — fd X  exp(—U (X ,K)/kT). Thus we can write,

(6.7)

d<M.e>
dEn = | / d X - J - ( M . ; ) e x p ( - t / ( X ,0 ) / f f ) - i i / d X M i- ^ - e x p ( - i ; ( X ,0 ) )

+

= <

J __ I
Z2 kT 

d

dEn

dU~  f  dX (M.e)exp(-£/ (X ,0)/kT ) J* d X j^ e x p ( -U (X  ,0)/kT)

(M .ê)>--Î-<M .ê^> + -Îr<M .ê><-^>
dEn kT dEn kT dEn

= - ^ < ( m .^)2>

= w < m 2> • _ _ <6'8)
since we have dU/dEa — —M.e and also <M.e> = 0. In the final equation we have 

used the fact that <cos20> = 1/3. Thus the final relation obtained is,
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( e * - l ) ( 2 e , + l )  4tt <M2> „  ^
3 i  V ~ m ~  (69)

It can be seen that the mean square fluctuations of the total moment within a sphere 

immersed in its own medium are directly related to the dielectric constant.

The expectation value <M2> can be expressed as,

< M 2>  = <M .M > = < Q > ,) .Q > ,) >
• i

= ^2 < 2 2 cos% >  (6-10)
‘ j

where QtJ is the angle between dipoles |t, and p.; . For a sufficiently large volume V , 

the value of ^£cos0y should be virtually independent of the position of the j 'h
i

molecule and so we can write <M2> = p2A2<cos0y > (for a more complete
i

discussion of this point, see e.g. ref. [2] ). Using this, equation (6.9) can be 

rearranged as,

(e,-l)(2e, + l)
12776,

3 k T ^ 8 (611)

where g is known as the Kirkwood correlation factor. For g = 1 the Onsager

equation is recovered, and so (6.11) can be seen as a generalization of this result.

The Kirkwood g factor is of course related to the more general pair correlation 

function for the molecular liquid which is A(r1,il1,r2,il2) = h( 12). Rather than deal 

with the whole of this function, it is more convenient to expand it in a series of terms, 

the coefficients of which are rotationally invariant (i.e. angle independent). This 

procedure is described in ref. [6], for example, and leads to 

^ (12) = /jv(r)+ /iA(r)A(12)+/2Z)(r)D(12) + ... , where the angle dependence is in the 

functions such as A(12) = fa . fa  and .0(12) = 3(fa.r)(fa .r)—(fa .fa). We are mainly 

interested in the function hA(r ) here because it is this term that determines the value 

of the Kirkwood g factor. hA(r ) is related to the h (12) by the equation,
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M O  = 3J * (12̂ ( 12) dn 1d n 2 (6.12)

From the above definitions g may be expressed as,

oo
g = f h A(r)4Trr2dr (6.13)

0
Thus the dielectric constant can be directly related to part of the pair correlation 

function, but calculation of h (12) is of course very difficult. Some progress has 

nevertheless been made in the theoretical treatment polar fluids, such as the important 

work of Nienhuis and Deutch1. More recently Patey et a f  >8 have used a quadratic 

HNC approximation to find es for a fluid of hard spheres with variable dipole and 

quadrupole moments at the centre. Some calculations have also been made for the 

Stockmayer potential.

6.3. The frequency dependent dielectric constant 

D
6.3.1. The debye equation

Since the permanent dipoles within a liquid take a finite time to reorientate when 

an electric field is applied, the dielectric constant measured in an alternating field, of 

angular frequency to, is different to that found in the static case. The frequency 

dependent form of es is represented as a complex quantity, e(<o) = e'(o))—ie"(co), 

where e'(0) = es and e"(0) = 0

One of the simplest (and often quite adequate) models for understanding e(oj) is 

that given by Debye10. The Debye equation can be derived starting from the 

assumption that the rate of change of the polarization at any time (P {t)) is simply 

proportional to the difference between the equilibrium value (Peqm) and the current

t  Note that we assume e(cu) to be independent of the spatial variation of the electric field, i.e. 
e(k,o>) =  e(co), at least in the low wave vector (k) limit. This point is discussed in detail by, for 
example. Madden and Kivelson9. At extremely high frequencies the electric field can vary over 
lengths that are shorter than the range of the correlation functions which are important in the 
determination of the dielectric constant. It may then be necessary to treat e(to) as been dependent 
on k, as well as frequency, but we are not interested in this limit.
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dp
value, — * P { t)—Peqm. The resulting differential equation gives an exponential

solution for the polarization, such as P{t) = Peqm{ \—exp(—th )), in the case of a 

constant field applied at t — 0 (we ignore the polarizability which leads to a small, 

virtually instantaneous, response since this is absent in the Stockmayer model). The 

time constant t is the macroscopic relaxation time of the system.

The solution for P{t) in an alternating field, £ e e 1“',  allows the calculation of 

e(o>), via the use of equation (6.2). It is found that,

e(o)) = e'(o>)—ie''(o>) = 1+
1 + iarT^

and hence the two components are,

« "(“ ) =
ev- l

-an (6.14)
l + u V

These equations give the simple Debye behaviour of the dielectric constant, with e'(ai) 

falling monotonically from es to unity at very high frequency, while e"(oj) has its peak 

value at a) = t 1, and disappears at low and high a>. It is sometimes more convenient 

to display both parts of e(a)) on the same graph, in a so-called ‘Cole-Cole’ plot. This is 

just a graph of e'(o)) against e"(o)), and for the Debye model this just gives a semi

circle, radius (ê  — 1 )/2 centred at e' = (es + l)/2, e" = 0. Such a plot is convenient 

for comparing experimental data with theoretical curves like the Debye result.

While the Debye resuit is a good approximation to the behaviour of a many 

simple dielectrics, it has a number of limitations. In particular, at very short times the 

response of the dipoles to the applied field is limited by their inertia, which is not 

allowed for in the Debye treatment. More complex materials can also have a range of 

different relaxation times. Various empirical modifications to the Debye theory have 

been proposed (e.g. see refs. [11] and [5] ) with varying degrees of success, but we 

shall not discuss these here.
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6.3.2. Relation of e(o)) to the CF <M(0).M(r)>

It has already been seen that the static dielectric constant can be related to the 

mean square fluctuations of the total moment within a spherical sub-volume of the 

fluid. An analogous relation can be derived for the dynamic dielectric constant in 

terms of the time-dependent extension of <M2>, the normalized auto-correlation 

function of the moment,

_  <M(0).M(«)>
< m2>

The derivation of such a relation can be made using the linear response theory of 

Kubo12. Applying this to the total dipole moment of our spherical sample yields13 the 

following expression for < M (i)> ^  in an applied field Ea ( t) ,

< M (0 > e. = - ~ i } d / 'E „ ( ,’)^ r< M (0 ).M (,' )>  (6.16)

which is just an “after-effect” expression for the moment, except that the response 

kernel is given. For the case of an immersed sphere the applied field E0(r) is just the 

cavity field, as used in the static formula, (6.9).

Within a homogeneous system the static formula for , (6.2), can be extended to 

express e(oo) as,

(a))> p
£(<•0-1 = 4ttF (o))/E(o)) = 4tt J V .  £ (6.17)

Vt (to)

where we assume a homogeneous applied field of the form Ea e1 and have taken the 

frequency transform of the various terms involved.

The susceptibility of the dielectric to the applied field (rather than the Maxwell

field, as in (6.2)) can be defined as,

t \ _  -P(aQ _  1 (w)>£
Xo(o3) ~ E0{o>) “  V Ea(co)

Combining this equation with the linear response result, (6.16), eventually gives,

(6.18)

XD (<*>)
< m 2>
3kTV 1 —  /  o ) J ' i > ( / ) e  ' “ “ d / (6.19)
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Thus e(a)) may be expressed as,

(6 .20)

Ignoring retardation effects (the “quasi-dielectric” limit) the ratio of the applied field

to the Maxwell field at the frequency a) is just given by the same formula as for the 

static case, with e(oj) replacing es . For a spherical volume immersed in its own 

medium we get Ea(o))/£(a)) = 3e(co)/(2e(aj)+l). Using this in (6.20), with the static 

result from (6.9) yields,

This equation was first obtained by Fatuzzo and Mason14.

While the functions e(co) and x(w) are shape independent, the other functions 

such as <M2>, <Î>(î ) and x0 (w) vary according to the boundary7 conditions of the 

sample. For example, in the case of a dielectric sphere in vacuo, the above type of 

analysis gives the result,

so that the correlation function <!>(;) must be different from that obtained for the 

immersed sphere. This topic has been discussed in relation to the computer simulation 

of homogeneous systems by Neumann and Steinhauser in a recent paper15.

6.4. Computer simulation of dipolar fluids

The method that we have used for simulating the Stockmayer fluid (described in 

chapter two) is based on a simple spherical truncation of the interaction potential, 

though with a much greater cut-off than usual. Due to the long range nature of the 

dipolar force, various schemes have been employed in homogeneous simulations to 

account for the significant interaction that w’ould, in a macroscopic liquid, occur

(6 .21)

oo

(6 .22)
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between an individual dipole and the fluid beyond the cut-off, rc . These methods 

have been reviewed by several authors16’15 and we shall just mention some of the 

basic details for comparison. The two most commonly used methods are:

(1) Reaction field techniques, in which a simple spherical truncation of the interaction 

is used, but it is also assumed that a continuous dielectric exists beyond the cut-off 

sphere, with a dielectric constant . This continuum produces a reaction field on 

each dipole, like that used in Onsager’s calculation of , which is proportional to the

total moment within rc , M = jjl, . Since the response of this reaction field is
r<r.

instantaneous, it corresponds to a frequency independent dielectric constant beyond 

the cut-off15. The value of e/y. is usually chosen to be as close as possible to the 

expected value of t s for the fluid. It is also possible to use =  », which 

corresponds to “conducting boundary conditions” . The reaction field method was first 

used by Barker and Watts17

(2) The Ewald-Komfeld18’19 summation technique, where by interactions with all 

dipoles beyond rc (i.e. including all the periodic images) are expressed as two rapidly 

convergent series which can then be evaluated. This is a more time consuming 

procedure than the reaction field method, and it is necessary to exercise great care in 

the accurate evaluation of these series20. It has been shown that this method gives 

similar results to (1), and also effectively corresponds to a frequency independent 

dielectric constant beyond rc .

Other methods used include that due to Ladd21 who approximated the effect of 

each image cell by a number of point multipole moments at its centre. These can then 

be summed over relatively quickly, though the result is effectively similar to that of the 

Ewald method.

It is known that the use of a simple spherical truncation of the dipolar potential 

leads to a significantly different form of the function hA(r) near r = rc , compared to
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that obtained with any of the above methods22. This is for homogeneous simulations 

with rc~4o\ However, both lattice summation (e.g. Ewald) and reaction field 

methods are to some degree artificial and some differences still exist between the 

results of these methods. The system that has been studied in this work does still 

involve a simple spherical truncation, but with a value of rc several times greater than 

that possible in more conventional simulations. In addition, the cut-off mainly effects 

the much less numerous liquid-gas interactions, while most liquid-liquid interactions 

are completely accounted for within the drop. The use of lattice summation or 

reaction field corrections is not useful or desirable for our system, since we are 

interested in a microscopic drop surrounded by low density vapour, and do not wish to 

include the image effects.

In the following chapters we investigate the feasibility of using these effectively 

isolated drops to measure the static and dynamic dielectric constant. We shall 

compare our results with some of those obtained by other authors, using the more 

conventional techniques.
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Chapter Seven: Results for the static dielectric constant

7.1. Introduction

In this chapter we report results for the mean square moment, <M2(r)> , within 

the series of Stockmayer drops that have been studied. It is shown how these 

measurements can be used to obtain the static dielectric constant of the bulk liquid, 

using a generalization of the Fröhlich result, equation (6.9). The results will be 

compared with data due to Adams and Adams1, and others, who have performed 

homogeneous simulations, using Ewald-Komfeld summations, at similar state points.

The analysis of <M2(r)>  is also extended to treat the drop surface in more 

detail. While the true form of t s in the liquid vapour interface must strictly require a 

tensorial representation, it is shown that a simple scalar function for ei (r) can give a 

satisfactory explanation of most of the observed <M2(r)>  data.

7.2. Measuring <Af2(r)>  within the drops

During most of the longer Stockmayer simulations, detailed in chapter three, the 

mean square moment, <M 2(r)> , was measured. This quantity was obtained for a 

number of different sphere radii, each such notional sphere being centred on the centre 

of mass of the drop. Following the approach used to sample the density profile we 

chose to use a set of N  sphere sizes, with the radius of the ith sphere being 

r, = i(L/2N) where L is the length of the periodic cell and we took TV = 50 (as for 

p(r)). To efficiently sample the values of M2(rJ), the vector moment within each 

shell, M(r,—r1+1), is first computed (see listing in appendix for details). Then the total 

moment of each sphere, and hence A/2(r,), can be obtained by a summation over the 

appropriate set of shells.

Thus for each drop we have data for the function <M2(r)> . For comparison 

with theory it is more convenient here to present values of <M2(r)>/(3k7r3) rather 

than just <M2(r)> , and we shall refer to this “normalized” quantity as the mean

116
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square moment, or MSM.

Figure (7.1) shows a typical plot of the MSM against r for the 450 particle SI 

system, state (D7). Also shown for comparison on the same figure is file density 

profile of this drop. It can be seen that the MSM has a relatively low value in the 

vapour, but that this rises rapidly through the interface region and begins to reach a 

plateau inside the drop, where the density is approximately constant. However, at 

very small r the MSM again decreases quite sharply. A qualitatively similar behaviour 

was observed in the other drops for which the MSM was measured. Before examining 

these results in detail it is necessary to discuss the interpretation of this data, which is 

given in the following sections.

7.3. The generalized MSM for a macroscopic dielectric sphere

7.3.1. Derivation of the formula

It was shown in chapter six that the MSM of a sphere immersed in its own 

medium is directly related to the dielectric constant by the equation (6.9). A similar 

equation can be derived in the case of an isolated sphere in vacuum2 which is that,

4tt <M2> <M2> , «*-1( =  MSM ) = (7.1)
3 3VkT 3R3kT v 7 *s +2

Thus for all e5> l  the vacuum value of the MSM (equation (7.1)) is always less than

the immersed value, (6.9). The data shown in figure (7.1) is at least in qualitative

agreement with this observation, ignoring the interface region and the data at small r .

A quantitative comparison can be made by calculating the generalization of equations

(6.9) and (7.1) to find the MSM of any given sphere of radius r ' ,  centred within a

homogeneous dielectric sphere of radius R , in vacuum (corrections due to the vapour

are considered latter). It is assumed that all parts of the system can be treated

macroscopically and that t  = for r <R with e = 1 for r > R .

Combining equations (6.6) and (6.8) from chapter six gives,
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Figure 7.1: The measured MSM ( = < M \r)> fhkTr3) as a function of sphere 
radius, r . The data shown (A ) is for state (D7), an SI drop with Np = 450, 
at a temperature of T = 0.809. The equimolar radius is Re = 4.7 in this 
case. For comparison, the density profile of the drop (the tanh fit to p(r)) is 
also shown, on the same scale.
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<M2(r)>  _  f e - 1 )  
3kTr3 3

- l
(7.2)

The Maxwell field within the whole sphere (radius R) is simply related to the field at
3

infinity (AT) by E = — —r-AT. To find the cavity field, Ea , that acts on the spherical

region of radius r ' requires the solution of the Laplace equation for the uniform field 

inside a dielectric shell (i.e. e = 1 for r< r ')  subject to £  = AT at infinity. This can 

be done using a simple extension of the analysis to find the Maxwell field within a 

sphere that is given in many texts on dielectrics, e.g. see appendix 2 of reference^]. 

The actual calculation is relatively straight forward and yields the result 

Ea = £ z9e5/[(e5 +2)(2e, + 1)—2(e, — l)2(r//?)3]. This allows the determination of

and so the more general expression for the MSM is found to be,

«*“ 1<M2(r)> _
3 kTr3 96,(6,+2) (e,+2)(2e, + l ) - 2 ( e , - l ) 2^

R :
(7.3)

The limits of (r//? )-0  and (r//?)-l give the original equations (6.9) and (7.1) 

respectively, as required.

Equation (7.3) was in fact first obtained by Berendsen3. It has also been used by 

Adams and McDonald4 in a study of polar lattices and the two dimensional analogue 

was used by Bossis5’6 in studies of a 2D Stockmayer system.

In figure (7.2) we plot the MSM as a function of (r/R ), as given by equation

(7.3), for a range of e, values. Beyond r — R the curves have been extended by 

plotting <M2{R)>/3kTr2.

An important fact that is illustrated by these curves is that the values of the MSM 

near r — R all lie very7 close together. This effect is most pronounced for the larger 

values of e ,. At the r - 0  limit on the other hand, the MSM curves show a much 

greater separation even for very large values of e , . Thus it is much easier, and more 

accurate, to calculate e, from measurements of the MSM for an “immersed” system 

rather than using the “sphere in vacuo” results. This is another argument that has
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Figure 7.2: The MSM within a macroscopic sphere (sharp surface at R  ) as a
function of r / R , for a range of values of .
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recently been put forward against using a simple spherical truncation in homogeneous 

simulations of dipolar fluids7.

7.3.2. Comparison with simulation data

In this section we shall assume that the dielectric profile of a Stockmayer drop can 

be adequately approximated by the result obtained above for a macroscopic system 

with a sharp interface. Simulation data is compared with equation (7.3) by setting the 

radius R equal to Re , the equimolar radius of the drop, and ignoring the fact that the 

vapour has a dielectric constant greater than unity.

In figure (7.3) we have again plotted the MSM data of state (D7) but also 

included is the curve obtained from equation (7.3) for a dielectric constant of 

e5 = 10.3. This particular value was chosen to give a best fit to the data in the 

approximate range 2.4<r <4 . It is clear that the macroscopic theory breaks down at 

small r (we discuss this in more detail latter) and this becomes most notable for r 

below —2.4 . Also the fact that the interface region is, in reality, quite diffuse means 

that (7.3) cannot be expected to hold well for r — Re, and so data above r — 4 was 

ignored in selecting the best fit for es .

Within the limited r region used the agreement between the data and equation

(7.3) is quite good. Through the surface of the drop, and also in the vapour, the data 

indicates rather higher values of the MSM than are predicted by the theory'. This is as 

might be expected since we have ignored the significant number of molecules that lie 

above Re, and the contribution of the vapour region.

7.3.3. Importance of surface width

As a first attempt to treat the interface region in a more realistic way, the sharp 

dielectric profile that was assumed above can be replaced with a “stepped” surface 

defined by,
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Figure 7.3: A comparison of the simulation data for state (D7) (A ) with the 
calculated MSM (solid line) of a macroscopic sphere with a dielectric 
constant of = 10.3 and a radius R — Re = 4.7 in this case. With the 
“stepped” dielectric profile described in the text (e5 = (10.3+1)/2 between
0.97?, and 1.1/?,) the dashed curve is obtained. The short chained line 
indicates the “microscopic” limiting value for this particular system, as r - 0 .
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*Ar) =
e , + l

= 1 if r> /?(l+ 8 ) (7.4)

where the step has a width of 28 (here 8 is an arbitrary parameter, not to be confused 

with Tolman’s 8 in chapter four).

The treatment of <M2> for such a system is similar to that used for equation

(7.3), though slightly more complex because of the extra layer. For any chosen radius 

r the cavity field that acts on the particles within the given sphere will be 

homogeneous as before, so that equation (6.8) is still applicable. For r < ( r —8) the 

problem is just one of determining the ratio of the cavity field to the Maxwell field,

as before. While it is feasible to solve the Laplace equation analytically for

systems of a few shells, to give expressions like equation (7.3), it is easier to 

implement a numerical solution which can be extended to treat more complex systems 

later. The general form of the potential within each shell is 

<£>, (r ) = —(y4,/r2+fi,r)cos0 and this can be combined with the boundary conditions at

r = R ±  8 and r = 0 and r = » to  find The details of this method are given

in appendix D.

For the case of r >(R —8) we need to find the total MSM due to two regions with 

different values of e and E . The Maxwell field in the outer shell will in fact have a 

dipolar component in addition to the homogeneous part (i.e. the A, term in the 

solution for O, ( r ) is non-zero). However this will produce no net moment, by 

symmetry , and it can be ignored. The total moment in the applied field E0 is then 

given by,

<M (r )> £ = “ I) VjEj
4tt

(7.5)

where the sum is over the two separate regions within r , each of volume V, and mean
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Maxwell field E, (the subscript E indicates that (7.5) is the mean response in an 

applied field, as opposed to functions such as <M2(r)> , which are measured in the 

absence of any field). The method of solution for the various fields in this case is also 

given in appendix D.

The resulting MSM that is obtained with such a ‘stepped profile’ is also shown in 

figure (7.3). The value of 8 was chosen to be h/Re = 0.1 to give an interface width of 

similar magnitude to that found for the density profile.

As can be seen, the agreement between this modified theoretical curve and the 

MSM data is rather better, at large r (>/? — 8), than was obtained with the simple 

sharp interface. However the agreement is still not completely satisfactory. More 

significantly, we note that the values of the MSM for r< R — 8 are in fact very little 

different to those obtained without the surface step. Hence it appears that the exact 

details of the interface region only have a very marginal effect on the MSM well within 

the drop. Thus it is not necessary to accurately treat the behaviour of the dielectric 

constant in the surface to measure the dielectric constant of the bulk liquid.

Considering the above, it seems that the original estimate of e5 = 10.3 that was 

found for the dielectric constant of the bulk fluid may, therefore, be a reasonably 

accurate one. From the spread of the data and the uncertainty in the exact range of r 

values that should be included in the fit, the error in this result may be of the order of 

± 10%, i.e. = 10.3±1 at T = 0.81 and a density of p = 0.85.

While it is possible to estimate the bulk liquid dielectric constant for all the 

studied Stockmayer states by this technique, we chose to first implement a more 

general treatment of the surface region. The details of this are given in the next 

section and it is hoped that the ambiguity' in deciding which data to omit from the 

fitting process will be reduced by this more realistic model.
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7.4. The MSM for a continuous dielectric profile

7.4.1. <A/2(r)>  within the surface

It has been seen, as in figure (7.3), that the plot of the function < M \r)> fhkTr3 

against r is relatively insensitive to the dielectric constant in the surface. However, 

the r 3 term that is included in this expression emphasizes the data in the bulk (at 

small r )  while suppressing the data in the surface and vapour regions. For a better 

comparison of these results with the macroscopic curves, a graph of just <M 2(r)>  

against r can be more useful. Using the same data as before (i.e. state (D7)), such a 

plot has been drawn in figure (7.4). Also included in this figure are the <M 2(r)>  

results, as calculated for the sharp interface and the stepped interface. It is clear that 

the behaviour of these latter curves in the surface and vapour regions is substantially 

different to that of the simulation data. The stepped profile only makes a marginal 

improvement to the fit in this figure.

The assumption that zs = 1 in the vapour region necessarily leads to the constant 

values of <Af2(r)>  that are shown in (7.4) at large r. The actual value of €s well 

outside the drop can be calculated from the known vapour density, using the Onsager 

equation, (6.3), which is a good approximation at low density. This yields a value of 

= 1.032 for this particular state, (D7). It is relatively straightforward to modify the 

macroscopic theory of the sharp interface to allow for ev >1 outside the drop, and the 

new' curve that is obtained in this way is also shown in figure (7.4). We note that the 

increase of <M 2(r)>  at large r given by this result is very similar to that of the 

simulation data, but with the former curve shifted down by a constant amount.

The obvious conclusion from these results is that a better description of the 

behaviour of the MSM in the surface is required to explain the data. The simplest way 

to extend this analysis is to increase the number of dielectric shells until we have a 

virtually continuous profile, the shape of which can be adjusted to fit the observed
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Figure 7.4: The actual function <M2(r)>  as a function of r for state (D7) 
( ^ ) -  The result corresponding to a macroscopic dielectric sphere with a 
sharp surface is given by the solid curve, while that for a stepped surface is 
shown as a dashed curve. If the vapour dielectric constant is included in the 
calculations for the stepped surface, the chained curve is obtained.
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simulation data. The validity of such an approach, and the methods by which it can 

be implemented are discussed below.

7.4.2. The general form of the dielectric constant

The most general expression for the dielectric constant is as a tensor8,

e(k ,w ) =  | l+ 4 u x (k ,a ) )  j (7 .6 )

and it is only in the low k limit for homogeneous isotropic systems that we can write,

e(k,co) -  e(a>) =  e(o))I (7 .7 )

In the interface region the density is changing very substantially over lengths of the

order of a molecular diameter, which is, of course, less than the range of the

correlation functions that determine es (e.g. see values of h^(r) given by Neumann et

aV ). Hence, within the surface the dielectric constant is; (i) likely to require a non-

isotropic tensor for its representation, and (ii) the value at a given point within the

surface will depend not just on the density, p(r), but also on the distribution and

density of the surrounding fluid. This means that the dielectric constant at any given

point in the surface is not necessarily even close to that which would be found for a

homogeneous sample at the same density and temperature.

While it would obviously be more correct to treat the dielectric constant as a 

tensor, in the following analysis we shall just use a scalar function to represent this 

quantity. This simplifies the necessary calculations significantly, and the methods 

described in appendix D can be used to find <M2(r)> . Thus we wish to find the 

single function e, ( r ) that will correspond to the measured data from the simulation. If 

such a scalar function can be found which adequately fits the experimental data then it 

is probably not worthwhile trying to find the more general tensor expression.

7 .4 .3 . Fitting ev ( r ) to the < M 2( r ) >  data

It would be most desirable to directly calculate the function e5(r) from the
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simulation data for <M2(r)> . However the particular numerical method outlined in 

appendix D only allows the calculation of the <M2(r)>  from a given dielectric 

profile^.

As far as we know it is not possible to invert the equations to find e5(r) directly, 

so a fitting process was adopted. Using some functional form for (r), a non-linear 

least squares fit was performed to find the best parameters for the given function. 

Since we expect es(r) to be constant well outside the drop, and also to be tending to a 

(different) constant value within the drop (we again have to ignore the data at very 

small r) , the most obvious choice for this function is a tanh form, analogous to that 

used for the density profile, i.e.,

*s(r) = A .-fl.tanh  ^  j (7.7)

where A t = (es t +es v)/2 and Bt = (e5 v)/2. The notation es / and v has been

used for the limiting values of the dielectric constant in the liquid and vapour 

respectively.

Figure (7.5) shows the resultant <M2(r)>  curve that was obtained by fitting such 

a function for to the same data that was used in the previous sections (state (D7)). 

All data points for r >2.4 were given an equal weight in the fit, while the results for 

r< 2 .4  were excluded as before. The choice of weights is rather arbitrary and to 

emphasize the data well within the drop, as the method of §7.3 does, one could use 

weights proportional to r~3. This might be preferred if the aim is just to maximise the 

accuracy of the value of es j .

During the fit V was held constant at the value found from the limiting vapour 

density, eJ>v = 1.032. The remaining three parameters, t s l , R f and Dt were then

t  The particular method we have employed is to treat the drop as a system of N shells, each of 
the same width, and having a dielectric constant equal to the value of the continuous function 
t i (r )  at the mid-point of the given shell. For large enough N  (we used 50 divisions), the 
<M~( r ) >  profile is independent of N .
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Figure 7.5: The function <M 2(r)>  (dashed) that is obtained by fitting to the 
simulation data, using a tanh form for e(r), with three adjustable 
parameters. The simulation data for state (D7), to which the fit was made, 
is shown as the solid curve.
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adjusted for the best least-squares fit.

The agreement between this fitted curve and the data from the simulation is seen 

to be very good. The use of a simple scalar function of tanh form for zs (r) does, 

therefore, appear adequate to describe our results, at least in this case. This is a vast 

improvement at large r , compared to the simple sharp and stepped interface results 

shown in figure (7.4). At small r ,  however, there is very little difference between this 

new calculation and the previous results.

Similar fits have been performed for a number of the longer Stockmayer runs for 

which the function <M2(r)>  was measured. In addition to the several SI drops, fits 

have also been made for the two S3 states studied. Table (7.1) summarises the results 

obtained for the various parameters.

Table 7.1

Pot. SI S3

State (D6) (D10) (D7) (D12) (D13) (D14)

Np 450 800 450 900 450 450

T 0.734 0.744 0.809 0.913 1.20 1.25

t v 1.018 1.027 1.032 1.048 1.09 1.12

t/ 13.1 13.2 10.2 8.8 29.3 26.2

Rk 4.72 5.74 4.57 5.77 4.48 4.30

R* 4.70 5.64 4.65 5.52 4.42 4.26

D 1.52 1.62 1.76 2.10 2.05 2.24

D t 1.53 1.52 1.47 2.32 1.69 1.75

P i 0.879 0.866 0.850 0.812 0.828 0.797

Table 7.1: Results obtained for the dielectric profiles of various drops 
assuming a hyperbolic tangent form for the function e^(r). Data for the 
density profile is also shown for comparison.
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The dielectric surface width and “half radius” (Dt and /? J  may be compared to 

the corresponding values obtained for the density profiles of the drops, which are also 

given in table (7.1). We note that these values are generally very similar. There is a 

slight tendency for R t to be less than Rh, but only by ~0.1, and this difference is 

reversed in one state. The variation between the two sets of surface width parameters 

is slightly greater, though without any clear trend.

Figures (7.6) to (7.9) illustrate the fits obtained with the parameters given in 

table (7.1) for a selection of states. As for the previous example, these figures show 

that the fits are reasonably close to the data. The two S3 drops show slightly poorer 

agreement than the other SI results. The higher value of the liquid dielectric constant 

in the S3 drops means that the function <M2(r)>  has to change more rapidly through 

the surface region and thus may represent a more severe test of the theory.

We note that, in the case of the SI drops, the variation of et through the surface 

is such that both the fit and the data for <M2(r)>  increase monotonically with r. 

However, in the case of the S3 drops, figs. (7.8) and (7.9), there is a significant 

“bump” in the <M2(r)>  profile. This is probably a vestige of peak that was seen in 

figure (7.4) for a sharp dielectric profile.

Calculations have been made by Gubbins and Thompson9 of the anisotropy of 

dipole orientations in the planar liquid-vapour interface for the Stockmayer fluid. 

They found only slight anisotropy in the case of the SI potential, but this effect was 

much more noticeable with the highly polar S3 potential. Similar correlations can be 

expected in the curved interfaces of the drops simulated in this work and are likely to 

be associated with an increase in the anisotropy of the dielectric tensor within the 

surface as the dipole moment is increased. Hence it might be more useful to 

investigate the possibility' of fitting a tensorial form for the dielectric constant in highly 

polar drops, such as the S3 ones. This has not however been attempted in this work.
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Figure 7.6: As in fig. (7.5), but for state (D12), Np = 900 and a temperature
of T  =0.913.
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Figure 7.7: As in fig. (7.5), but for state (DIO), N p = 800 and a temperature
of T  = 0.744. P ^
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Figure 7.8: As in fig. (7.5), but for state (D14), Np = 450 and a temperature
of T  =  1.25, using the S3 potential (p2 = 3).
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Figure 7.9: As in fig. (7.5), but for state (D13), Np = 450 and a temperature
of T  = 1.20, again for the S3 potential.
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7.4.4. An alternative form for €s (r )

While the results obtained with the tanh form for t s(r) are quite good, this 

particular choice of function is rather arbitrary. An alternative approach that has been 

investigated is based on the Kirkwood equation, (6.11), which relates to the density 

and the correlation factor g in an homogeneous system. The low density of the vapour 

surrounding the drops will give a value of g that must be very close to unity, whereas 

the dielectric constant values for the bulk liquid indicate that g is of the order of 1.5 

to 2.0 within the drops. If, as before, we assume that a simple scalar function, es (r ), 

is adequate to describe the surface behaviour, then we can directly define the related 

function, g (r,p(r)) using equation (6.11), in conjunction with the density profile p(r). 

For simplicity we shall assume that this effective g factor can be expanded in terms of 

just the density at r , i.e.,

£(p) = l+ a p + b p 2+ ......  (7.8)
which gives g = 1 in the limit p-»0. It must be emphasized that this is an empirical

approach and that the function g(p) within the surface cannot be related to the true

Kirkwood correlation factor for a homogeneous system at the same density. In fact it

might be more correct to include other terms in equation (7.8), such as (dp/dr), but

this has not been investigated.

Thus by using equations (7.8) and (6 11), a form for the dielectric profile, ^ ( r ) ,  

can be obtained in terms of the set of coefficients {a ,b ,...}. Using the same numerical 

methods as for the tanh curve, a least squares fit can be performed to determine the
for

best values for these coefficients. This has been doneAa number of states, but here we 

shall just use the data for drop (D7) as a typical example. Two different expressions 

were employed for g(p), a Unear one, g(p) = l+ u jp  and a quadratic form, 

g(p) = 1 + a 2p+£'2P2- F°r this particular state the optimum values found for these 

coefficients were a 1 = 0.747 for the first fit and a2 — 1.855, b2 -  —1.545 for the 

second one. In figure (7.10) we compare the simulation data with these Unear and
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quadratic results for < M \r)> . The agreement is quite good in both cases, though 

slightly better for the quadratic form, as would be expected. The ^ ( r )  profiles given 

by these fits are shown in figure (7.11), along with the hyperbolic tangent result. We 

note that all three methods give similar results for the dielectric profile, especially in 

the surface region. However, the linear expression for g gives a larger value of in 

the centre of the drop than the other two methods, indicating that a single parameter 

function may not give adequate flexibility. The estimate of the bulk liquid dielectric 

constant for the quadratic fit is very close to the value obtained by the tanh method.

It is possible to use more terms in the expansion for g(p), hut it was found that 

this only gives a slight improvement in the <M 2(r)>  fit, and the coefficients 

themselves tend to change quite significantly as the order of the polynomial is 

increased. The dielectric profile obtained in the surface and vapour regions is not 

greatly effected by such changes, but the higher powers can lead to strange behaviour 

of g(p) for large p.

This method of expressing eJ(r) in terms of the density gives results which are 

consistent with those obtained with the tanh form, but it appears to be slightly less 

satisfactory. Also, the fit parameters themselves (a j and a2, b2) have no clear 

physical meaning, such as can be associated with the width and radius values of the 

tanh fit. Hence, we shall limit further discussion to the results given in table (7.1) 

using the tanh representation for (r).

7.5. Comparison with previous dielectric measurements

A number of workers have calculated values of the static dielectric constant at 

various liquid densities for the SI and S3 potentials. Computer simulation studies 

have almost exclusively been based on homogeneous systems with periodic boundary 

conditions. Long range corrections are applied by either lattice summations techniques 

or the reaction field method, which are mentioned in chapter six.
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Figure 7.10: The function < M \r)>  obtained by fits based on the expansion 
of the Kirkwood g in terms of the density. The data for state (D7) is again 
shown as a solid curve, while a linear fît (g(p) = 1+üip) gives the dashed 
result. The chained curve corresponds to the quadratic fit 
(£(p) = l + a 2P+^2P2)-
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Figure 7.11: The dielectric profiles, e(r), obtained for state (D7) by three 
different fits to the <M2(r)>  data. The result of using a tanh form for c(r) 
is shown by the solid curve. The dashed curve corresponds to the linear 
expression for g (r), while the quadratic form gives the chained curve.
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Adams and Adams1 give results for e* for the SI potential at state points close to 

the values found in the central regions of our drops. In figure (7.12) we have drawn 

two tentative curves representing the temperature dependence of at the two densities 

p = 0.8 and p = 0.85, through the five points given by Adams and Adams. The bulk 

liquid values, es j , given in table (7.1), are also marked on the figure. Our results for 

the SI states he between p = 0.88 at T = 0.735, (D6), and p = 0.812 at T = 0.924, 

(D12), so they do not he on an isochore, but are close to the coexistence curve.

The drop values for are lower than would be indicated by those of Adams and 

Adams at the three lower temperature points. However, the higher temperature point, 

state (D12), seems to be above the value than would be expected from Adams and 

Adams. Hie accuracy of the results hj given by Adams and Adams is not explicitly 

stated, but they also report a number of measurements for the same states using an 

applied electric field, and observing the resultant polarization. The dielectric constant 

is then obtained directly, using equation (6.2), though the thermal fluctuations of the 

polarization mean that a very intense field has to be used. Results for es calculated in 

this way can vary by more than 20% from the zero applied field values. Part of the 

difference may be associated with saturation effects, but it seems that there is still a 

significant uncertainty, even in the zero applied field results.

The two SI drops at the lowest temperatures, states (D6) (N = 450) and (D10) 

(N — 800), were chosen to be as close as possible in temperature to investigate the 

dependence of our results on system size. It is reassuring to note that the values 

obtained for are very close, which indicates the a system size of N = 450 should 

be sufficient, at least for measuring the liquid dielectric constant for the SI potential. 

The values for the dielectric surface width, Dt, are also found to be very similar in 

these two cases.

It was noted earlier that varying the weights used in the fitting process might 

effect the relative accuracy of es i  and other quantities. However, in practice
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Figure 7.12: The dielectric constant of the SI liquid as a function of 
temperature. Five results (due to Adams and Adams) are shown, for the 
liquid densities of p = 0.80 (A ) and p = 0.85 (V ). The four SI results 
reported in table (7.1) are marked as ( ^ ) .
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increasing the weighting of the data in the bulk liquid only had a quite small effect on 

the results obtained from the fit. We estimate the accuracy of the values of e5 / as 

abouts ±1 for the SI drops in table (7.1). This is in addition to the uncertainties 

mentioned in chapter three for the temperature ani liquid density of the drop.

Previous results for the S3 fluid seem to be more restricted. Several workers have 

reported measurements of at the temperature T = 1.35 and a density of p = 0.8. 

For example, Pollock and Alder10 found e* = 38 for this system, using either 108 or 

256 particles. Another S3 state point that has been studied is T = 1.15 and 

p = 0.822. While Adams and Adams1 found — 48 for this state, more recent and 

extensive simulations of this system by Neumann et aP yield a value of = 66±2. 

Moreover they get the same result by both lattice summation and reaction field 

techniques, and so this value appears more reliable than that of Adams and Adams.

While it is difficult to accurately interpolate the p and T dependence of from 

just these two points, it is clear that they would suggest values of es between about 40 

and 50 for our S3 drops, at T = 1.2 and T = 1.25 (with p = 0.83 and p = 0.8 

respectively). This is significantly higher than the values of 26 and 29 that are 

actually found. Hence this method may be inadequate for the highly polar S3 system, 

when used with only 450 particles. Obviously it would be desirable to investigate 

larger S3 drops at the same state points, but insufficient time was available to do this.

Hesse-Bezot et a/11 have recently published details of a similar method to the one 

used here, but only for finding the liquid dielectric constant. They use an isolated 

liquid drop that is contained by a soft wall potential (this introduces some density 

oscillations near the wall, but they are not very great). The type of method described 

in §7.3.2 is employed to find , assuming a sharp surface. They only report results 

for one state point, at T = 1.35 and p = 0.8, with p,2 = 2.7. Two large systems were 

studied, one with N = 913 and the other with N = 1472. The smaller system gave the 

result es = 22±6 where as the larger one gave = 28±2. A conventional
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calculation by Pollock and Alder10 at a very similar state yielded es = 29±1. Thus it 

seems likely that larger drops are required to find the actual bulk liquid dielectric 

constant of highly polar systems.

7.6. The MSM at small r

The MSM plots such as that shown in figure (7.3), clearly fall well below the 

macroscopic curve for r <  —2.4 . A sphere of radius r = 2.4 at the centre of any 

given drop will contain a mean number of molecules <n{r)>  = (4ir/3)r3p~46. For 

r = 1 the expected number of molecules is only 3, and at r —0.67 this value reaches 

unity. For a spherical volume so small that the probability of two molecules been 

within it simultaneously is negligible, the value of <M 2(r)>  is determined directly 

from the density as,

< M \r)>  = (m- h)pV = -y -^ p p 2 (7-9)

and hence,

(7.10)<M2(r)>  _  4rrpp.2 
3kTr2 ~  9 kT

For state (D7) this gives the limit that the M SM -1.47 as r - 0 ,  and this value is 

marked in figure (7.3). Considering the statistical uncertainties in the data at small r , 

this value agrees well with simulation results.

The behaviour of the MSM in the “transition region” , between the micro and 

macroscopic limits, is more difficult to calculate, but will clearly depend on the 

distribution function h^(r).  If this function were known, the mean moment of any 

given sphere could be obtained by integration over all possible configurations within 

the volume. However, there is the complication that /¡A( r ) may vary with the radial 

position, and is, in any case, not very well known, so we shall not attempt to calculate 

this here.
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7.7. Conclusions

It has been seen that the liquid drop systems used in this work allow the bulk 

dielectric constant of moderately polar systems to be calculated. For strongly polar 

fluids it may require drops of significantly more than 450 particles to find the bulk 

dielectric constant. If this is indeed the case than it may be more economic to use 

more conventional techniques, such as reaction field methods to find t s at a given 

density' and temperature. It is nevertheless important to show that homogeneous 

simulations with such artificial long range corrections do give consistent dielectric 

results, and simulations of large drops represent a good way of avoiding all such 

corrections.

The analysis of the dielectric surface properties has been made in terms of a 

simple scalar function, €J(r). This is clearly an over simplification, but is adequate to 

describe most of the drop results found here. A surface dielectric profile of similar 

width and position to the density profile is observed. A better theoretical treatment of 

the surface, allowing for its microscopic structure, and the fact that the dielectric 

constant should really be a tensor, may help to remove some of the discrepances that 

are found, particularly for the S3 drops.
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Chapter Eight: The dynamic dielectric constant

8.1. Introduction

In this chapter we present some results for the time correlation functions that have 

been measured for the Stockmayer drops. It was hoped that the correlation functions 

(CFs) for the total dipole moment within spheres would allow the calculation of the 

dynamic dielectric constant, as discussed in chapter six. However theoretical and 

statistical problems lead to significant difficulties in finding e(a>) reliably in this way 

and some of the reasons for this are considered.

The procedures used to measure both the single particle and total moment CFs 

during in the simulations are outlined in §8.2, while some typical results are presented 

in §8.3. The calculation of e(o)) from this data is examined in section 8.4 and some of 

difficulties involved are pointed out. The final section discusses this method in 

relation to some other studies that have been made on e(o>).

8.2. Calculation of the correlation functions

8.2.1. The total moment correlation function

In chapter seven we examined results for the dependence of the mean square 

dipole moment on the radius of the sphere within which it was measured. For most of 

our larger drops we also calculated the more general quantity, <M (0).M (/)>r . This is 

the time auto correlation function of the total dipole moment within a sphere of radius 

r . Extending the notation used in chapter six we shall write the normalised version of 

this quantity as <br (f) = <M (0).M (i)>r/<M 2(r)> .

To investigate the r dependence of <I>r (/), this quantity was evaluated for 25 

separate radii, these being equally spaced, with the largest one equal to half the 

periodic box side (this gives a resolution of ~0.48 in r). In the programme a large 

array was used to store the vector moment within each sphere at every fourth time step

146
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for the last 240 steps of the simulation. These particular sampling frequencies were 

chosen as a compromise between accurately studying the time and r dependence of 

<J>r (r), while avoiding excessive use of computer resources (in particular the limited 

disk and memory space). The CFs are obtained by averaging over the appropriate 

products of vectors from this array.

8.2.2. The single particle correlation function

The auto correlation function for individual molecules was also calculated during 

these simulations. This is just the expectation value <p.(0).p.(r)>/p,2. Since this 

function may, like <I>r (i), be dependent on the radial position of the molecule, 

separate averages were evaluated in shells about the drop centre of mass. For 

convenience the same radial divisions were used as for the total moment CF. However 

it must be noted that this single particle function, which we denote as 

<J>r5(r) = <p.(0).p.(/)>r/p,2, refers to just the particles within the shell at r ,  whereas 

<C>r (r) is measured for all the particles in the sphere, radius r .

8.3. Results for the correlation functions

8.3.1. The radial dependence of <!>/(*)

Figure (8.1) shows some typical examples of the results obtained for the single 

particle CFs. These values are for the SI state (D7), Np = 450 and T =  0.81. Only a 

few of the 25 separate results for d>/(r) are shown, since many of these are similar to 

one another. As might be expected there is some difference between the CF found in 

the vapour region and that obtained for the bulk liquid inside the drop. The CF is 

seen to decay slightly more slowly in the liquid than in the vapour, at least for 

i ̂ —1.5. At longer times the CF in the vapour also goes quite negative, whereas this 

feature is much less significant in the liquid. For free reorientation (i.e. the low 

density limit) the form of this CF is known to be given by Kummer’s function1, and
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Figure 8.1: Time dependence of the single particle correlation function 
d>/(i), measured for a number of spherical shells about the drop centre of 
mass. Each shell is of width Ar = 0.48, and the r values given are for the 
outer radii of the shells. This data is for the SI state (D7), at T =0.809. 
The equimolar radius is Re = 4.7.
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the response in the vapour region has been found to be quite close to this limiting 

form.

8.3.2. The radial dependence of <Fr (f)

Figure (8.2) shows a similar set of curves for the function $ r(r), again for the SI 

state (D7). At very small r (e.g. 0.48 - 0.96) this CF decays very rapidly, faster even 

than the single particle function 4>/(i). This is due to the fact that there are very few 

molecules within such a volume and those that are present are frequently exchanged 

with others from the surrounding fluid, so that correlations are “forgotten” sooner 

than they would otherwise be. Such volumes are obviously not large enough to yield 

the CFs for a macroscopic sample. As r is increased the CF decays more slowly (i.e. 

the correlation time increases). The effect of molecules drifting in and out of the 

volume then becomes relatively less important.

The form of the CF is found to be approximately constant for r in the range of 

abouts 2 - 2.8, at which point the correlation time reaches a maximum. Beyond this 

range the CF again changes, presumably due to the effects of the surface region. This 

variation is most noticeable in the range of r from about 3.3 to 4.8. The initial decay 

of the CF again becomes more rapid, and a strong negative feature appear^ at times 

above f —1.5. At larger r still the CF measured beyond the drop surface seems to 

show a strongly damped oscillatory form. This changes little with further increase in 

r , since the relatively few particles in the vapour have little effect. Similar oscillatory 

behaviour is predicted by Neumann et al for an S3 system2.

8.3.3. Trends in the correlation functions

The CFs that have been measured are, of course, sensitive to the temperature and 

density of the drop, and we shall compare some data from a few of the various state 

points. In figure (8.3) we compare the single particle CFs for three SI drops. The 

states (D6) and (DIO) are of similar temperature (7’~0.74) and liquid density, but
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Figure 8.2: As for fig. (8.1), but for the total moment correlation functions, 
‘t'r (f) • These values are measured over all the particles within the given 
radius, r .
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Figure 8.3: The normalized single particle correlation functions 
= <M'(0) p-(/ )> r/p,2 against time for three SI states. These are values 

measured well within the drop (r~2.5). The data for the higher 
temperature state, (D12), with = 900 and T = 0.913, is marked as (□). 
The other results are for states (DIO), Np = 800 and T = 0.744 (data as (+ )) 
and (D6), Np = 450, T = 0.735 (data as (x )).
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differ in size (Np = 450 and Np — 800 respectively). The values of <Prs( t) shown are 

for molecules well within the bulk liquid, and it can be seen that the results are very 

similar for these two states, as would be expected. As the temperature is increased, 

the correlation times will fall and this is illustrated by the other curve in the figure. 

This represents <Prs( t) within the liquid region of state (D12), which is at the 

temperature T = 0.91. The CF in this case decays more rapidly, as expected.

Figure (8.4) makes a similar comparison for the total moment CF, <!>,(/). These 

are the results found well within the drops, but not at very small r where microscopic 

effects dominate (typically r —2.5). The data shown is for the same three states 

considered above.

As before we find that the CFs measured with the two systems of differing size, 

but similar temperature, are reasonably consistent with each other. The discrepances 

that do occur at longer times are probably due to statistical errors. The higher 

temperature state again gives a more rapidly decaying CF, as expected.

We note that for the SI states in general, the single particle correlation function 

always decays more quickly than the total moment function, at least beyond very short 

times, where the response is limited by inertia. This is in qualitative agreement with 

the observations of Pollock and Alder3. They have measured similar CFs in the 

Stockmayer fluid at a temperature of T = 1.35 and density p = 0.8 using a range of 

dipole strengths. Normal periodic boundary conditions plus Ewald summations were 

employed in their work. The results are not directly comparable due to the higher 

temperature and the fact that they use a moment of inertia 20% greater than ours. 

Moreover the total moment CF obtained using Ewald sums is not the same as that for 

a sphere immersed in its own medium, though it is expected to be similar (see chapter 

six and Neumann and Steinhauser4 ).

Figure (8.5) shows some of the CFs that were found for the S3 drops, states (D13) 

and (D14). The decay is much slower for both the single and multi-particle CFs in
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Figure 8.4: As for fig. (8.3), but for the total moment correlation functions, 
<I>r (i) = <M (0).M (/)>r/<M 2> . These are results measured at r —2.5 so 
that the spherical region lies well within the drop, but still encloses a 
significant number of molecules.
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Figure 8.5: The correlation functions <£/(/) (dashed curves) and <J»r (i) (solid 
curves) for the S3 drops. The CFs of the higher temperature state, (D14) 
with T = 1.25 (marked as (c ))  are seen to decay more rapidly than the 
corresponding results for (D13), T =  1.20 (marked as (£ )).
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this fluid, despite the higher temperatures. As is also apparent in the results of Pollock 

and Alder, the increased dominance of the dipolar interaction for the S3 potential 

leads to a greater difference between <J>r(r) and <J>/(r). We again note that the 

correlation functions decay more rapidly for the higher temperature system, as before. 

Beyond the short time (inertia) limit, the behaviour is close to exponential, as was 

found by Pollock and Alder*.

8.4. Calculation of e(o>)

In chapter six some methods for the calculation of e(a>) from the total moment CF 

were discussed. The two main results are equations (6.21) and (6.22), the first 

applying to a macroscopic sphere immersed in its own medium and the second to a 

sphere in vacuum. For sufficiently large drops it should be possible to obtain the CF 

for an effectively immersed sphere, as long as r is such that (r/Re )3« 1 .  However r 

must still be large enough that the volume can be treated macroscopically. On the 

other hand, if the vapour density is very low and the effect of the surface width can be 

ignored, then we would expect to obtain the CF given by equation (6.22) from 

measurements made for r >Re.

It is not clear how a full generalization, like that used for the function <M2(r)>  

in the previous chapter, can be derived for the time CFs that correspond to “partially 

immersed” spheres. Following the static case, one can derive an analogous formula 

for a sphere within a larger sphere within a vacuum. However this still requires that 

e(oo) is independent of r ,  within the whole dielectric drop. A more complete 

macroscopic treatment would require an expression for the dielectric constant as a 

function of both o) and r , which we do not attempt to find here. Hence we have just

t  In fact it can be shown5 that the total moment CF for a “Debye dielectric” sphere immersed 
in its own medium is composed of two exponentials,
4>,(i) =  (2t, + l ) ' 1[2ei exp(-t/TD)+ e x p (-t i i/TD)], where i p  is the Debye relaxation time. The 
geometry used by P&A would give a single relaxation time4.
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examined the results obtained by using equations (6.21) and (6.22) on the appropriate 

CFs that were measured in the simulations, to see if a consistent form for e(o)) can be 

found. Because these calculations have not, so far, proved very successful, only a 

short description is given of the methods used.

Having chosen to use either the immersed sphere or sphere in vacuum relation (or 

some intermediate version), the first problem is always to calculate the Fourier-Laplace 

transform which we shall denote as,

1—i o )f <ï>r (t )e ~iu* di (8.1)

A number of techniques may be used to find this, perhaps the most obvious of which is 

to employ a numerical FFT on the data. However, due to the noise that arises in the 

CFs at long times, we instead chose to use a fitting procedure to express the given CF 

in terms of a series of functions for which the transform in equation (8.1) may be 

found analytically. The required result can then be calculated directly from the 

coefficients of the fit. Hie functional form that we used was,

^ ( 0  = e - ^ [ i u „ L nO 0 ]  (8.2)
V =1

where L„(x) is the n th order Laguerre polynomial (e.g. see Arfken6 ) and the 

parameters 3 and an are to be fitted to the data. These functions are orthogonal and 

their transforms can easily be found. The only difficulty is in constraining the fit to 

give the correct form of <b(r) in the limit r-0 . It can be shown that the finite inertia, 

/ ,  of the molecules requires that d>(0) = 0 and <T>(0) = —(2ji2M T//)/<M 2> , where N 

is the mean number of molecules within the sphere (for details see e.g. Scaife7 ).

Once such a transform has been made, e(w) can then be calculated from the data. 

For the sphere in vacuum CF (eqn. (6.22))the required formula is,

, \ 2a(o )) +  le(o>) = w ,  v 1—a(<i)) (8.3)

using the notation a(o)) =  y-■ -  ■- FL [—<£(/)]. In the immersed sphere case (eqn.
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(6.22)) we have to solve a quadratic equation for e(co),

e(w) =  l+ a ( o ) ) ± [ ( l + a ( g)))2+81ly2 (8 4)

with in this case, a(oj) =  — — —— ----—P/, [—<i>(r)], and we have to take the positive

root to get e(0) = . This latter form highlighted some of the inadequacy of the

method used here, since it generally yielded unphysical results for €(uj) as a)-°o. In 

particular the solution has to obey both the conditions e(0) = e, and e(°°) = 1. What 

we found was that, starting from the zero frequency limit and using (8.4) to find e(aj) 

as co increases, we would end up on the wrong root, with e '(oo)<0. This is clearly 

unacceptable and use of the equations for a partially immersed macroscopic drop did 

not correct this deficiency.

To understand how the above problem can occur, we consider the case of a Debye 

dielectric, the CF for which is5, «!>(/) = (2es + l)~1[2zse th° + e Transforming

this and using (8.4) leads to two solutions for e(oj). The first of these gives the 

expected semi-circle (if plotted in a Cole-Cole plot) which runs from e(0) = to 

e(oo) = l. The second, unwanted, solution is a smaller arc from e(0) = —1/(2^) to 

e(°°) = —1/2. Now as the form of the function a  (w) departs from the Debye limit these 

two solutions remain distinct until a “cross-over” point is reached, beyond which the 

curve starting from e(0) = €J goes continuously to e(°°) = —1/2. The other solution 

then goes from e(°°) = 1 to e(0) = — l/(2e5). This is not due to problems as to which 

value to take for the complex square root. In practice the form of a(oj) must be such 

that this cross-over cannot occur, or if it does then there must be another “cross-over” , 

possibly associated with h e  long time behaviour of the CF, such that correct limiting 

values are obtained. Note that this problem does not occur with reaction field or 

lattice summation simulations, since a linear relation then holds between e(a)) and the 

appropriate a(o))4.
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Calculating e(o>) from equation (8.3) using the isolated system CF also avoids the 

difficulties associated with getting a consistent solution from a quadratic equation, but 

it is not very satisfactory for other reasons. Apart from the presence of the 

surrounding vapour, the surface width of the drops used in this work is not negligible 

in comparison to the radius, Re. To see how important this is we can calculate the 

“mean” density seen by the molecules within the drop, which we define by
R

p = f  dr4vr2p2(r)/N , N  being the number of particles within radius R . For R just
o

outside the surface of the drop it is found that this mean density is typically 20 to 40% 

lower than the measured value at the centre of the drop. Hence the assumption of a 

uniform system is not a very good approximation.

These problems are illustrated by figure (8.6) which shows the results for e((o) 

obtained by the two different methods in the form of a Cole-Cole plot. This data is for 

state (D7) at 7 =0.81, using the SI potential. The difference between the curves is 

greater than is immediately apparent from the Cole-Cole plot because the frequencies 

are not shown. Both case show a divergence from the Debye result that is more 

marked than that found by either Hesse-Bezot et al or Neumann et al for the S3 

potential. This casts further doubt on the reliability of our data. We note that there is 

some indication of a “bump” at high frequencies, at least for the immersed sphere 

Cole-Cole plot, qualitatively similar to a feature found by Neumann et al.

8.5. Discussion

No very satisfactory results have been obtained for e(a)) by this method. Part of 

the problem maybe that our runs were not long enough, and we note that Neumann et 

aP used production runs of 100000 steps in their studies of the CF for a homogeneous 

S3 sample (Np = 512). Nevertheless it seems likely that we would have to use a 

significantly larger number of particles to be confident of having the true “immersed 

sphere” CF. To calculate the CF for an isolated sphere it might be better to adopt the



Figure 8.6: Cole-Cole plots for the dynamic dielectric constant e(co) for state 
(D7). The dashed curve is the result obtained from the total moment CF 
within the drop, using the immersed sphere formula. The upper solid curve 
is that obtained from the CF at large r assuming the system to be a sphere in 
vacuum. The Debye semicircle is also shown for comparison.
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approach used by Hesse-Bezot et afi. Their simulation of 1472 particles contained 

within a spherical “wall” potential avoids any complications due to the vapour, and 

limits the surface region to some extent. They claim to be able to calculate e(a)) 

satisfactorily from the CF <J>(r) for the whole sphere, though they do not give details of 

the measured form of the CF and only state that the Fourier-Laplace transform was 

made numerically. There is some difference between the Cole-Cole plots for e(to) 

obtained by Hesse-Bezot et al and by the reaction field calculations of Neumann et al, 

though the latter used a larger dipole moment and a lower temperature. It would be 

interesting to perform calculations of e(to) for the same state point by both methods to 

make a better comparison.

Hesse-Bezot et al find that their statistics are too poor to allow the calculation of 

e(oo) from the immersed CFs obtained from their simulations. Their main run was of 

7000 steps, with At ~  0.035.

A number of relations that exist between the various correlation times in such 

systems are also mentioned in the above paper^, and for the immersed sphere and 

sphere in vacuum CFs the ratio is given by,

TW = 3et(2e5 +1)
7imm (ti + 2)(2ei2 + 1)

Some rough calculations for the S3 state (D13) give = 3.2±0.2 and 

tvac = 0.65±0.1. Thus the ratio of these correlation times is ,timm/tvac ~  5±1, whereas 

using the calculated dielectric constant for this state in equation (8.5) implies that this 

ratio should be ~10. This is a further indication of the discrepancy between the two 

functions.

Neumann et al and Pollock and Alder have given some results for the S3 

correlation times at temperatures above and below those of states (D13) and (D14).

3D
t  The definition of the correlation time used is t = )d/

o
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However due to the long range corrections they use, these times are not equivalent to 

the ones we measure, as is explained by Neumann and Steinhäuser4. It is possible to 

predict the true immersed CF from the CFs that they measure, and Neumann et al 

have done this for 7  = 1.15, and we estimate the correlation time (from their graph) 

to be TBnm~ 6 ± l .  Pollock and Alder’s data only allows an upper bound to be easily 

found for the correlation time at 7 = 1.35, which is <3.7. Thus our result of 

Timm = 3.2 at 7 = 1.2 is probably too low, but not drastically so. We conclude that 

longer runs with drops of over ~1000 particles may yield more satisfactory results for 

e((j), but that the cost of such simulations would be very great. This has to be 

contrasted with methods such as that of Neumann et al, who used systems of 512 

dipoles to find this function.
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Conclusion

In this work we have investigated a number of different properties of small drops 

in equilibrium with their own vapour. These highly inhomogeneous systems have been 

studied over a range of temperatures from just below the triple point to abouts half 

way between T, and Tc . It has been found most convenient to work with systems of 

about 450 particles, since these are large enough to give a significant region of 

constant density liquid within the drops, while not requiring excessive time to 

compute. However, a range of system sizes have been used and this enables checks to 

be made on the sensitivity of measured quantities to the number of particles employed.

The measurement of surface tension in this highly curved system, via use of the 

Kelvin equation, has been shown to be feasible, at least for large drops at temperatures 

near T,. It seems that the effects of the surface curvature on y  are quite small, even 

for systems of only —1000 atoms. However, it is necessary to know the coexistence 

vapour pressure quite accurately as well as making a long simulation to ensure reliable 

data for the vapour density outside the drop. With the falling cost of computing, and 

making use of the corrections to the Kelvin equation as suggested by Powles1, this 

could become a viable technique for the determination of y to moderate accuracy, 

avoiding the complexities necessary in methods such as that of Miyazaki et a/2. 

Q  early there is much further work that could be performed on this topic and in 

particular we would have liked to have investigated the surface tension of the 

Stockmayer drops, had their been sufficient time. It is possible that y  would show a 

significantly greater size dependence in such systems due to the long range nature of 

the dipole interactions.

The study of the surface width of drops has been shown to be consistent with a 

range of theoretical predictions of this quantity for the LJ12-6 fluid, when the effect of 

surface oscillations are included. As we noted, there is still some uncertainty7 as to the 

exact contribution that capillary waves make to the theoretically calculated widths3.
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Further simulations to improve the accuracy and range of surface width measurements 

would be useful in this respect. Also, work on improving the capillary wave analysis 

for small drops (for example by including the fact that an intrinsic width is already 

present) would allow better comparisons to be made.

Tire static dielectric constant of the SI fluid, as obtained from <M2> 

measurements within drops, is found to be consistent with data from homogeneous 

simulations that use Ewald summation techniques. However, for the S3 potential the 

calculated value of e* is rather lower than expected from similar homogeneous 

simulations. Only systems of 450 particles were employed in the S3 measurements, 

and this probably indicates that larger samples are required in such strongly polar 

cases. It would be desirable to make a more detailed study of S3 drops.

The variation of the mean square moment through the surface of drops has been 

used to find the effective dielectric profiles for a number of states. These results 

indicate a variation of e(r) that is quite similar to that of the measured density profile. 

A simple scalar function for e(r) is found adequate to explain most of our data, 

though clearly further work is required on the theoretical interpretation of the 

dielectric constant within the liquid-vapour interface.

Investigations are currently been made in this laboratory by J.G.Powles, 

M.L.Williams and W.A.B.Evans on the properties of similar isolated drops, but using 

a hard spherical wall to contain the system. This offers a number of advantages over 

the systems discussed here. In particular, the necessary equilibration times should be 

reduced, the need for a truncation of the interaction potential is completely eliminated 

and it is possible to study densities greater than the coexistence value at the given 

temperature. The undesirable restriction to temperatures significantly less than Tc is 

also removed. Work has been made on the pressure tensor within such systems and on 

the meaning of virial pressure4.
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The simulation of drops has proven useful for the calculation of both properties of 

the surface and of the bulk liquid. With the falling cost of computing power, the 

range and size of systems that can usefully be simulated is constantly increasing. This 

will make methods like those discussed here more viable and there is clearly great 

scope for further work along these lines. One of the most pressing needs is for the use 

of more realistic interaction potentials. In particular it is known that the Stockmayer 

model is a far from perfect representation of a real polar liquid and it is desirable to 

include the effects of molecular shape, polarizability and higher order electric 

moments. One such model has recently been proposed by Murad5’6. Since our 

ultimate goal is to explain the interactions of real liquids such models must be adopted 

in future.
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Appendix A: Listing of the LJ simulation programme

This appendix gives a listing of a version of the Fortran-77 programme used in 

the LJ simulations. The subroutine to locate the cluster (GETDRP) is not included, 

since this is given in appendix C. To reduce the size of these listings, a shorthand 

notation is used here, where by a common block is just listed by its name in angle 

brackets(e.g. <COMMON /VEQ, ..> ) after the first occurance, and all the names 

within each block are kept the same.

PROGRAM LD4
C L iq u id  cPop s im u la t io n  prog-amme. Uses LJ12-6 in te ra c t io n  
C on drop surrounded by vapour in  la rg e  p e r io d ic  c e l l .
C MP= n u ttie r o f  p a r t ic le s ;  M3= number o f  d iv is io n s  fo r  d e n s ity  p r o f i le  

PARAMETER ( KP = 800 , ft) = 50 )
cottcn / vec /  x0 ( mpi . vetMP) ,Z0(hP) , x i  (kpi , y i  in p ) , zl  (np> .X2(NP),

+ Y 2(rP ),Z2(N P ),X 3(N P ),Y 3(rE >),Z3 (N P ),X 4(N P ),Y 4 ffP ’) ,Z 4 (T P ),
+ X5(NP), Y5(TP) ,Z50\P )

COrrCN /FORCE/ FX (hE ),FY (N P ),FZ ftE )
COmOM /NJ1/0ELTA,FOJT,SIDE,TIME,NQJUST,NINIT,niNSTP,nAXSTP 

+ , IPRFQ, IDTPFQ, IGOPFQ, IOPFQ, IRESFQ,TFI)ED
COTTON /SUnS/SLf1<,SLrK2,SLMJ,SUnJ2,fPPROF(0:MD),Mr(0:KD),

+ NCDIST (NP) .SUMP
cotton /RES/ e to t . e k in . u . v ir  
COTTON /F ILE S / FDATA.FUn.FPROF 
CHARACTERS FDATA.FLDM.FFROF 
LOGICAL OLD 
CALL SETUP(OLD)

C For a new ru n  do ten  s teps a t  DELTA/10 to  ge t d e r iv a t iv e s  r ig h t .
IF  (.NOT.OLD) TFEN 

CALL SETZER
CALL OEELT ( OELTA/10. )
DO 35 I — 1 ,-1 0 ,-1  

TIIE=TirE4DELTA 
CALL PREDIC 
CALL FORCES 
CALL CORREC 
CALL DATA(I)
CALL RESCAL(I)

35 CONTINUE
CALL CFDELT ( DELTA*10.)
CALL SETZER 

ENDIF
C A n e g a tiv e  s tep  number is  used to  in d ic a te  the in i t i a l i z a t i o n  p e r io d .

IF(MINSTP.LE.0) THEN
DO 40 I=M IN S TP -1,-N IN IT ,-1  

TUE=TirE-tDELTA 
CALL PREDIC 
CALL FORCES 
CALL CORREC 
CALL DATA ( I )
CALL RESCAL(I)

40 CONTINUE
CALL SETZER 
niNSTP=0 

ENDIF
C Main p ro d u c tio n  run  loop. MINSTP is  s tep  a t  which c o n f ig u ra t io n  was saved. 

DO 50 I41INSTP+1.MAXSTP 
TIIE=TirE+OELTA 
CALL PREDIC 
CALL FORCES 
CALL CORREC

1G5
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CALL DATA( I )
CALL RESCAL(I)

50 CCKTI NUE
E F IT E I* , ’ ( / ’ ’ FINISHED” ) ’ )
STOP
EM3

SLEFÜLTTINE PREDIC
C P re d ic t  new p o s it io n s  and d e r iv a t iv e s .

PARAMETER ( M5 -  800 )
<cormi /vec/, / h j v  >

DO 10 i = 1,I\P
X 0 ( I)  » X0ÜI+X1 ( I )+ X 2 ( I)+ X 3 ( I)+ X 4 ( I)+ X 5 ( I)
V 0 U ) -  Y0(I)+Y1 ( I )+ Y 2 ( I)+ Y 3 ( I)+ Y 4 ( I)+ Y 5 ( I)
Z 0 ( I )  = Z 0 ( I)+ Z 1 ( I)+ Z 2 ( I)+ Z 3 ( I)+ Z 4 ( I)+ Z 5 ( I>
X I ( I )  -  X I( I)+ 2 .* X 2 ( I) - t3 .* X 3 ( I)+ 4 .# X 4 ( I)+ 5 .* X 5 ( I)
Y 1 ( I)  -  Y1 ( I )+ 2 .* Y 2 ( I )+ 3 .# Y 3 ( I )+ 4 .* Y 4 ( I )4 5 .ü:Y5(I)
Z 1 ( I )  -  Z1 ( I )+ 2 .* Z 2 ( I)+ 3 .* Z 3 ( I )+ 4 .# Z 4 ( I )+ 5 .* Z 5 ( I)
X 2 ( I)  -  X 2 ( I )+ 3 .*X 3 ( I)+ € .*X 4 ( I)+ 1 0 .* X 5 ( I)
Y 2 (1 ) -  Y 2 ( I)+ 3 .*Y 3 ( I) -Æ .*Y 4 ( I)+ 1 0 .*Y 5 ( I)
Z 2 ( I )  « Z 2 ( I)+ 3 .* Z 3 ( I)+ 6 .* Z 4 ( I)+ 1 0 .* Z S ( I)
X 3 ( I)  -  X 3 ( I)+ 4 .*X 4 ( I)+ 1 0 .* X 5 ( I)
Y 3 ( I)  -  Y 3 ( I)+ 4 .*Y 4 ( I)+ 1 0 .* Y 5 ( I)
Z 3 ( I )  -  Z 3 ( I )+ 4 .* Z 4 ( I)+ 1 0 .* Z 5 ( I)
X 4 ( I ) -  X 4 ( I)+ S .*X 5 ( I)
Y 4 ( I)  -  Y 4 ( I)+ 5 .*Y 5 ( I)
Z 4 ( I )  = Z 4 ( I )+ 5 .* Z 5 ( I)

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE FORCES
C Most tim e  consuming p a r t  o f  the s im u la t io n ;  c a lc u la t io n  o f a l l  fo rc e s . 

PARAMETER < NP -  800 , UTMDL = 48. , NE = 50 )
<corraj a s / ,  / force/ ,  / n j v , / res/  >

U=0.
VIR=0.
SICE2=SIDE/2.
FCLrT2=FDJT*FCLIT 
SF=2.*ND/SIDE 
DO 10 1=1, NF 

F X (I)= 0 .
F Y {1)=0.
F Z ( I)= 0 .

18 CONTINUE 
DO 20 1=2, NP 

FXI=0.
FYI=0.
FZI=3.
X I= X 0 (I)
Y I= Y 0 (I)
Z I= Z 0 ( I)
□0 30 J = 1 , I-1  

X =X 0(J)-X I 
Y=Y0(J)-Y I 
Z =Z 0 (J)-Z I 
R2= X*X+Y*Y+Z*Z 
IF  (R2.GT.FCUT2) TEEN 

IF  (X.GT.SIDE2) TEEN 
X=X-SIDE

ELSE IF  (X .LT.-S IDE2) TEEN 
X=X+SI0E 

EMDIF
IF  (Y.GT.SIDE2) TEEN 

Y=Y-SI0E
ELSE IF  (Y .LT.-S IDE2) TEEN 

Y=Y+SIDE 
EMDIF
IF  (Z.GT.SIDE2) TEEN 

Z=Z-SIDE
ELSE IF  (Z .LT .-S ID E 2) TEEN 

Z=Z+SIDE
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ENDIF
R2- X*X+Y*Y+Z*Z 
IF  (R2.GT.FOJT2) GOTO 30 

ENDIF
RINV2-1./R2
RITIV6=R1NV2*RINV2*RINV2 
U=(RINV6-1. )*RINV6+UI 
A=(2 .*RINV6-1 .)  *R  I NY6*RINV2 
VIR1=0.
F=A*X 
FX1-FXI-F 
FX(J)=FX(J)+F 
V IR l-V IR l+XnF 
F=A*Y 
FYI=FYI-F 
FY(J)=FY (J)+F 
VIR1=VIR1+Y*F 
F= A#Z 
F Z I-F 2 I-F  
FZ (J ) =FZ (J)+F 
VIR1=VIR1+Z»F 
VIR=VIR+VIR1 

30 CONTINUE
F X (I)= F X (I)4 F X I 
F Y (I )=FY(I)-tFYI 
F Z (I)= F Z (I)+ F Z I 

20 CONTINUE
D=12. *CELTA*DELTA/UTnOL 
DO 40 1=1, TP 

FX ( I ) = F X (I)*D  
F Y ( I ) = F Y (I)*D  
F Z ( I)  = F Z ( I) *0  

40 CONTINUE 
U= U*4./N P 
VIR=VIR*24.
RETURN
END

SUBFDJTITE CORREC 
C A pp ly  Gear c o r re c t io n  s tep .

PARAMETER ( TP = 800 )
<COTEN /VEC /, /NUM/, /FORCE/ >

DATA F02,F12,F32,F42,F52
+ /■15 ,.69727222 ,.61111111 ,.16666667,.016666667/

DO 10 1=1, TP
XCOR = X 2 ( I) -F X ( I)
YCOR = Y2( I ) —FY( I )
2EOR = Z 2 ( I ) -F Z ( I )
X 0 I I )  = X0 ( I ) -XCOFUF02 
X I ( I )  = X I(I)-XC0R#F12 
X 2 ( I)  = X 2( I ) -XCOR 
X3 ( I ) = X3(I)-XC0R*F32 
X4 ( I ) = X4(I)-XCGR*F42 
X 5 ( I)  = XS(I)-XC0R*FS2 
Y 0 ( I)  = Y0(I)-YCOR*F02 
Y1 ( I ) = Y1(I)-YC0R*F12 
Y 2 (I)  = Y2(I)-YC0R 
Y 3 ( I)  = Y3(I)-YC0R*F32 
Y4 ( I ) = Y4(I)-YC0R*F42 
Y 5 ( I)  = Y5(I)-YC0R#F52 
Z 0 ( I )  = Z0(I)-ZCOR>tF02 
Z1 ( I ) = ZKD-ZC0RHF12 
Z 2 ( I )  = Z 2( I ) -ZCOR 
23 (1 ) = Z3(I)-ZC0R*F32 
Z4 ( I ) = Z4(I)-ZDDR*F42 
Z 5 ( I )  = Z5(I)-ZC 0R*F52 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

SUBRDLfTITE DATA(I)
C C a lc u la t io n  o f  a l l  averages and p r in t in g  o f  r e s u lts  c a r r ie d  ou t



C by t h is  s u b ro u tin e .
PARATETER I N3 -  800 , UTTEL -  48. . ND -  50 )

<C0rtEN /VEC/, / M i l / ,  /RES/, /SUT1S/, /F IL E S / >
CHARACTERS FDATA.FLDfl.FPRDF 
INTEGER CLUST(NP)
LOGICAL CALI
save o u s t , c a l i , xsm .vsuM .zsuri
DATA C A L l/.TR U E ./XSU M ,YSU ri,ZSU n/0.,0 ..0 ./P I4/12.5G 637/
SF- 2 .*fD /S ID E  
IF  ( CALI ) THEN

CALL GETDRPI CLUST,LEN,3.G1 )
CAL1=.FALSE.

ENDIF
CALL CmSSI XSUn,YSLn,ZSUH,CLUST,LEN )
V2=0.

C Sample the  d e n s ity  p r o f i le  o f  the uho le  system and the c lu s te r  
DO 10 J J - l.N P  

J*QJUST (JJ)
R= SORT! (X 0 (J ) )* *2  + (Y 0 (J ) )* *2  + (Z 0 (J ) ) * * 2  )
NBOX=SF»fi
IF  (NBOX.GT.ND) NB0X=ND 
NDPROF INBOX) -NDPROF INBOX)+1 
IF  (JJ.LE.LEN) NDC INBOX) -NEC (NBCDO +1 
V2-V2+X1 (J)**2+Y1 (J)**2+Z1 (J ) * * 2  

10 CONTINUE
V2= V2/(NP*0ELTA*CELTA)
PRESS= (NP/SIDE**3) *  (EKIN*2. /3 .  + V IR /13. *N P ))
SUTP-SUTP+PRESS 
EKIN= V2*Lrrrt)L/2.
SULK- SLTK+EKINWDELTA 
SLTLR SUMD+LWELTA 
SLMU2=SIElJE-aj**2>iCELTA 
SLrK2=SLfK2+EK I N**2*CELTA 
IF  I NODII, IGCPFQ) .EQ.0 ) TEEN 

CALL GETDRPI CLUST,LEN,3.G1 )
NCLLBT4BLUST+LEN

ENDIF
IF I nO O II, IPRFQ) .EQ.0 ) TEEN 

AVCL-REALI(NCLUST*IGCPFQ)) / I  
AVU= SUMU/TINE 
AVK= SUTK/TINE 
AVE= AVU+AVK 
AVP=SLTP/I
SIGK= SORT! SUTK2/TIrp-AVK**2 )
SIGU= SORT! SUMJ2/TirE-AVU**2 )
0PEN(2,FILE=FUJ1)
CALL FSEEK(2 ,0 ,2 )
IB IT E I2 , ’ ( IS ,5 F 9 .5 ,F 9 .2 ,IS ,S F 8 .4 ,2 E 1 1 .4 E 1 )’ )I.AVE,AVK,AVU, 

+ SIGU.SIGK, AVCL.LEN.XSUn, YSLM,ZSUn,EKIN, U, PRESS, AVP
CLOSE(2)
IF  I MOO(I,IOPFQ).EQ.0 ) TEEN 

OPEN(3,FILE=FPR0F)
CALL FSEEK(3 ,0 ,2 )
IB IT E I3 , ’  (IG .F 3 .5 ) ’ ) I,S ID E  
E R IT E I3 ,’ (1717 )’ JNDPROF 
WRITE 13 ,’ (1717)’ )NCC 
CLOSE (3)
IB IT E I4 , ’ (3 IG )’ ) I , IGCPFQ,NP 
IPUTEI4, ’ (10IG) ’ ) NCDIST 

ENDIF 
ENDIF
IF I HOOII, ICTPFQ) .EQ.0 ) TEEN

OPB'J(8,FILE=FDATA,FORTl=’ UNFORnATTED’ , STATUS-’ OLD ’ )
REWIND (8)
NPN-NP
IB IT E I8 ) NPN.ETOT,DELTA,SIDE
IB IT E I8 ) X 0,Y 0,Z0,X 1,Y 1 ,Z1,X 2 ,Y 2 ,Z2,X 3 ,Y 3 ,Z3,X 4 ,Y 4 ,Z4,

+ XS,Y5,Z5
LPITEI8) NDPROF,NDC,SUNK,SUnU,SUrK2,SUniI2,

+ sun3,,TINE,NfEF,NCLUST,NCDIST, I
CLOSE(8)
IF  (IO fPFQ .LT.0) STOP



ENDIF
RETURN
ETC

SUBROUTINE CMASS ( XSJ1,YSUn,ZSUM,CULBT,LEN )
C T h is  r o u t in e  perfo rm s a s im p le  t r a n s la t io n  on the  whole system 
C so th a t  the  c e n tre  o f  mass o f  the c lu s te r  is  a t  (0 ,0 ,0 ) .

PARATETER ( TP = 800 )
<COTDN /VEC/, /NUTV >

INTEGER CLUST (l\P)
X=0.
Y=0.
Z=0.
SIDE2=SI0E/2.
DO 10 1=1,LEN 

I1=CLUST(I)
X - X+X0(I1)
Y= Y+Y0(I1)
Z= Z+Z0U1)

10 CONTINUE 
X=X/LEN 
Y-Y/UEN 
Z=Z/LEN 
DO 20 1=1, N3 

X 0 ( I)= X 0 ( I) -X  
Y 0 ( I)= Y 0 ( I) -Y  
Z 0 ( I)= Z 0 ( I) -Z  
IF  (X0(I).G T.S IO E2) TIEN 

X 0( I ) =X0( I ) —SIDE 
ELSE IF  (X 0 (I).L T .-S ID E 2 ) TFEN 

X 0(I)=X 0(I)+S ID E  
EMDIF
IF  (Y 0(I).G T.S ID E2) TTEN 

Y 0 (I)= Y 0 (I)-S IO E  
ELSE IF  (Y 0 (I).L T .-S ID E 2 ) TTEN 

Y 0(I)=Y 0(I)+S IO E  
ENDIF
IF (Z 0(I)-G T .S I0E 2) TTEN 

Z 0 (I)= Z 0 (I)-S ID E  
ELSE IF  (Z 0 (I) .L T .-S ID E 2 ) TTEN 

Z 0 (I)= Z 0 (I)+ S ID E  
ENDIF 

20 CONTINUE 
xsun=xsun+x 
YSun=YSun+Y
zsun=zsurwz
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE RESCAL(II)
C Rescale a l l  v e lo c i t ie s  to  keep to ta l  k in e t ic  energy co n s tan t.

PARAMETER ( NP = 800 , ND = 50 )
<COmON /VEC/, /NU1/, /RES/, /F IL E S / >

CHARACTERS FDATA.FLDfl.FPROF 
LOGICAL TFIXED 
IF  (.NOT.TFIXED) TTEN 

OIFF=£TOT- (EKIN+U)
IF  ( (ABS(DIFF) .L T .0 .001) .AND. (HOO(I I , IRESFQ) .NE.0) ) RETURN
DIFF=OIFF+EKIN
IF ( (D IF F ).L T .0 .0  ) TTEN

URITE( * , ’ ( ”  -SORT ” , I S ) ’ ) I I  
SF=0.1 

ELSE
SF= SORT( 0 IF F J /E X IN  )

ENDIF
ELSE

SF=S0RT(ETOT/EKIN)
IF  (HOO (I I ,  IRESFQ). EQ.0) 1PITE (2, ’ (F9.G) ’ ) SF 

ENDIF
DO 10 1=1,TP

X 1 (I)=  X I (I)#SF 
Y 1 ( I)=  Y 1(I)*S F



Z 1 ( D -  Z 1 (I)*S F  
10 CONTINUE

1RITE(2, ’  ( ”  EK RES ” ,F 1 2 .7 r )S F
RETURN
END

SLBROUTINE SETZER
C Reset a ! I  sums to  ze ro  and s t a r t  ave rag ing  from  sc ra tch .

PARAMETER ( NP -  800 . ID  -  50 )
<COMMON /NLM, /S IT E / >

T irE  = 0.
sine - 0.
SUTK2 -  0.
sunu - 0.
SUMJ2 -  0.
SUf"P=C.
DO 10 J= 0 .ID  

NDPRQF (J)«0  
NDC(J)-0 

10 CONTINUE 
NCLUST-0 
DO 30 J=1,NP 

NCDIST (J)=0 
30 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE MELTIDELNEU)
C Change tim e  step

PARATETER ( NP = 800 )
<C0ftEM /VEC/, /NLM/ >

X -  DELNEU/DELTA 
Y = X
DELTA = DELNEU
k R IT E I* , ’ ( / ”  DELTA CHANGED TO : ”  ,F 7 .4 ) ’ IDELTA 
DO 10 I -  l.N P  

X I ( I )  = X 1 (I)*X  
Y 1 (I)  = Y1 (I )*X  
Z l ( I )  -  Z 1 ( I) *X  

10 CONTINUE 
X ■= X*Y 
DO 20 I -  l.N P  

X 2 ( I)  -  X2 (I )*X  
Y 2 (I)  -  Y 2 (I)*X  
Z 2 ( I )  -  Z 2 ( I) *X  

20 CONTINUE 
X = X*Y 
DO 30 I •= 1,NP 

X 3 (I)  = X 3 (I)*X  
Y 3 (I)  = Y 3 (I)*X  
Z 3 ( I ) -  Z 3 ( I) *X  

30 CONTINUE 
X -  X*Y 
00 40 I = l.N P  

X4 ( I ) = X 4 (I)*X  
Y 4U ) -  Y 4 (I)*X  
Z 4 ( I ) -  Z 4 ( I) *X  

40 CDNTINUE 
X m X*Y 
DO 50 I *  l.N P  

X 5 ( I)  = X 5 (I)*X  
Y S (I) = Y 5 (I)*X  
Z 5 ( I)  = Z S (I)*X  

50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE SETUP(OLD)
C In te r a c t iv e ly  read param eters fo r  run .

PARAMETER ( NP = 800 , ND = 50 )
<C0tTEN /VEC/. /NUM/, /SUMS/, /R ES/, /F ILE S / >

CHARACTER SUFFIXES,PARAM»6.FDATA>Kl4.FLDn*14,FPR0F*14,FCLUST*14



LOGICAL OLD.TFIXED
PRINT’ ( / ”  LIQUID DROP SIHJLATION” ) ’
PRINT’ ( / ”  INPUT SUFFIX FOR FILENAMES” ) ’
READ !*,’ (AE) ’ ) SUFFIX 
FDATA=’ DD4’ //SUFFIX
OPEN (8, FILE-FDATA, FORTW ’ UNFORHATTED’ , STATUS-’ OLD’ )
FLDTI-’ LDD’ //SUFFIX 
INOJIRE (FILE-FLDD.EXIST-OLD)
OPENl2,FILE-FLOf1)
CALL FSEEK(2 ,0 ,2 )
FPHOF-’ PROF’ //SUFFIX 
0FEN(3,FILE-FPR0F)
CALL FSEEK(3 ,0 ,2 )
FQJJST-’ CLUST ’ //SUFF I X 
0PEN(4,FILE=FCLUST)
CALL FSEEK(4 ,0 ,2 )
REWIND (8)
READ (8) NI N, ETOT, DELTA, SIDE 
FCUT=SI0E/2.
IF(NIN.NE.NP)TFEN

PRINT’ ( / / ”  * * * * * * * *  ERROR -  INCORRECT DATA FILE” , / /
+ ”  NP=” , I 4 , ”  NIN=” , I 4 ) ’ ,NP,NIN

STOP 
EJDIF
FEAD(8) X 0 ,Y 0 .Z 0 .X 1 ,Y l,Z l,X 2 ,y2 ,Z 2 ,X 3 ,Y 3 ,Z 3 ,X 4 ,Y 4 ,Z 4 ,X 5 ,V S ,ZS  
IF  (OLD) TFEN

PRINT’ ( ”  RUN-OLD ” ) ’
READ (8) NPR0F,NDC,SHK,SUHJ,SUH<2,SUrU2,

+ SUnP,TirE,NREF,NCLUST,NCDIST,niNSTP
ELSE

PRINT’ ( ”  RLN=NEW ” ) ’
EMEU F 
CLOSE (8)

10 PRINT’ ( ”  ALTER PARATETER ?” ) ’
READ(* ,  ’ (AG)’ )PARAM 
IF  (PARAD.EQ.’ ETOT ’ ) TFEN 

READ*,ETOT
ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ. ’ SIDE ’ ) TFEN 

READ*,SIDE
ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ.’ FCUT ’ ) TFEN 

READ*,FCUT
ELSE IF  (PARAD. EQ. ’ NI NIT ’ ) TFEN 

READ*,NINIT
ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ.’ DAXSTP’ ) TFEN 

READ * , DAXSTP
ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ.’ IPRFQ ’ ) THEN 

READ*, IPRFQ
ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ. ’ IU P FQ ’ ) TFEN 

FEAD*, IDTPFQ
ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ. ’ IGOPFQ’ ) TFEN 

FEAD*, IGDPFQ
ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ.’ IOPFQ ’ ) TFEN 

READ*,IDPFQ
ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ. ’ IFESFQ’ ) TFEN 

READ*, IFESFQ
ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ.’ TFIXED’ ) TFEN 

TFIXED-.TRUE.
ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ.’ DELTA ’ ) TFEN 

READ*,DELNEU 
CALL CHOELT(DELNEU)

ELSE IF  (PARAD.EQ.’ ? ’ ) TFEN
PRINT’ ( ”  ET0T=” ,F 1 2 .6 , / ”  DAXSTP-” , 1 8 , / ”  N INIT=” , I8 ,

+ / ”  DELTA-” , F 8 .5 , / ”  S IDE-” , F 8 .3 , / ”  FCUT-” ,F 8 .3 ) ’ ,
+ ETOT,DAXSTP,NINIT.OELTA.SIDE.FCUT

PRINT’ ( ”  IPRFQ 1 7 , / ”  IDTPFQ - ” , I S , / ”  IGOPFQ-” , IS , 
+ / ”  IOPFQ - ” , I 7 , / ”  IRESFQ 1 6 )’ .IPRFQ, IDTPFQ, IGDFFQ,
+ IDPFQ,IRESFQ

ELSE IF  (PARAD.NE. ’ NO ’ ) TFEN 
PRINT’ ( ”  ???” / ) ’

ENDIF
IF  (PARAD.NE.’ NO ’ ) GOTO 10 
IF  (OLD) TFEN



URITE( 2 , ’ ( / ’ * RESTART” ) ’ )
FI SF

URITE ( 2 , ’ ( / ”  R U N - ” , A B ,”  ETÜT -  ” ,F 8 .4 ) ’ )SUFFIX,ET0T 
URITE( 2 /  ( ”  SIDE -  ” ,F 9 .4 , ”  DELTA -  ’ ’ ,F 8 .5 ) ’ )SIDE,DELTA 
URITE( 2 , ’ ( ”  TFIXED -  ” ,L 2 ) ’ ) TFIXED 

ENDIF 
DLDSE(2)
RETURN
END

BLOCK DATA
PARATETER ( N 5 = 800 )

<DOmON /NUM/ >
LOGICAL TFIXED
DATA NI NI T,f1INSTP,NAXSTP/800,0 ,10000 / IPRFQ, IDTPFQ, IGCPFQ,

+ IDFFQ.IRESFQ /  500,100 ,10 ,1000,100  /
+ TFIXED /  .FALSE. /

END



Appendix B: Listing of the Stockmayer programme

This appendix gives a listing of the lastest version of the Fortran-77 programme 

used in the Stockmayer simulations. The subroutine to locate the cluster (GETDRP) 

is omitted, since this is given in appendix C, as is the subroutine CMASS, which is 

identical with the version in appendix A. Following appendix A, common blocks are 

represented by the short hand notation < COMMON ...> , after the first occurance. 

Running on a VAX 11-780 computer (4.2bsd unix(TM)) a 450 particle simulation 

required approximately 30 seconds CPU time per step.

PROGRAM STOCK
C Stockmayer s im u la t io n  programme v e rs io n  3 .1  (31 /5 /84)
C Im p o rta n t param eters:
C fP  = number o f  m olecu les
C M3 = number o f  d iv is io n s  used fo r  d e n s ity  p r o f i le
C M3D= number o f  d iv is io n s  used fo r  c o r re la t io n  fu n c tio n s
C

PARAMETER ( NP -  450, MD = 50 , M il  « MD/2 , HAXST -  50 )
COTON /VEC/ X0(M3),Y 0(M 3),Z 0 (M 3) ,X l(N P ) ,Y l(M 3) ,Z l( M 3) ,X 2 f fP } ,

+ Y 2(N P ).Z 2 (fP ),X 3 (M :>),Y 3 (fP ) ,Z 3 (rp ) .X 4 (N P ),Y 4 a p ) ,Z 4 (M 3) ,
+ XStM’ I.Y S IM ’ J.ZSiNP)

COTTON /QUAT/ AX0(NP),AY0(M3),AZ0(M :,),AQ0(M3),AX1(M 3),AY1(M :)) ,
+ AZ1 ( IP ) , AQ1 (M3) , AX2 ( IP ) , AY2 (M3) , AZ2 OSP), AQ2 (NP). AX3 ( IP ) ,
+ AY3 (TP), AZ3 ( IP ) , AQ3 (NP), AX4 (M3) , AY4 (NP), AZ4 O P ), AQ4 (M3) ,
+ AX5 (M3) , AY5 ( IP ) , AZ5 (M3) , AQ5 (IP)

COTTON /DIPOLE/ ALX (NP), ALY(M3) , A LZ (IP ), IPX (l\P ), 1PY(NP), IPZ (NP)
COTTON /T0RF0R/ TXiM3) , TY (IP ) .TZ iM 3) ,FX (M3) ,FY (IP ) ,FZ dP )
COTTON /NUn/OELTA,FDJT,SIOE,TirE,NCLUST,NINIT,niNSTP,MINSEG 

+ .MAXSEG.NSSEG, IPRFQ, ISGDIE, IGOPFQ, IDPFQ, IRESFQ, IDfTTFQ.DIPn
+ , F I , TFIXED,ICD0TS

REAL*8 SUTK,SUT1<R,SUrTO,SUrTO,SUri<2,SUT1<R2,SlJlJL2,
+ surtJD 2 ,s ijrp ,su riJ i2 ,su riaD S ,S Lrri0T ,S Lm i,su riJ0T  

cotton /s u n s /su ri< ,su ri< R ,su riL ,su rtr,su ri< 2 ,sm < R 2 ,su n u L 2 ,s iitJD 2 ,
+ M3PR0F (0 :MO) ,MDC 10:MD) ,SLTP,SIM30S (0:M3)
+ ,SLI"012 (0:M3) , SLTM0T (0:MIM,0:f1AXST) ,SUTT1(3,0:M3ri)
+ ,SUrU8T(0:MJ1,0:MAXST)

COTTON /RES/ ETOT.EKIN.UL.UD.VIR
COTTON /F IL E S / FDATA,FRES,FPROF,FCLUST,FMCORR,s u f f ix
cotton / e t im /  c pu , ic s t p s

CHARACTERS FDATA,FRES,FPRQF,FCLIJST,FMC0RR,SLFFI)<#6 
REA- T (2)
LOGICAL OLD 
CALL SETUP(OLD)
CPU=ETirE(T)
ICSTPS=0
IF  (.NOT.OLD) TEEN 

CALL SETZER(0)
CALL CrCELT ( DELTA/10. )
DC 35 I — 1 ,-1 0 ,-1  

TITE=TIfE-iCELTA 
CALL PREDIC 
CALL F0RT0R 
CALL CORREC 
CALL DATA(-1 ,0 )

C Data o n ly  c a l le d  to  ge t e k in  e tc .  fo r  re s c a le  e tc .
CALL RESCAL(I)

35 CONTINUE
C Above 10 s te p s  w ith  sm all d e lta  h e lp  p re d ic to r /c o r re c to r  a d ju s t as v e lo c i t ie s  
C a re  re s c a le d , n e x t is  n i n i t  i n i t i a l i s a t i o n  s tep s  fo r  c lu s te r  to  reach eqm. 

CALL CH3ELT( DELTA*10.)
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CALL SETTER (0)
EMDIF
IF(M INSTP.LE.0) TTEN

DO 40 1411NSTP-1, -N IN IT ,-1 
TirE-TirE+CELTA 
CALL PREDIC 
CALL FORTOR 
CALL CORREC 
CALL DATA(1,0)
CALL RESCAL(I)

40 CONTINUE
CALL SETTER (0)

EM3IF
00 50 J-niNSEG+-l,mXSEG

00 70 I-l.NSSEG 
TIME*TirE+OELTA 
CALL PREDIC 
CALL FORTOR 
CALL CORREC 
CALL DATA(I.J)
CALL RESCAL(I)

70 CONTINLE
80 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE

CPU=ETirE(T)-CPU 
TOTAL=ICSTPSh-. IE -10
PRINT’ ( ”  FINISFED RUN ” ,A , ”  STEPS-”  ,F 8 .0 , ”  CFU=” ,F 12 .3 , 

+ / ”  T l iE  PER STEP-” ,F 1 2 .3 ) ’ ,SUFFIX,TOTAL,CPU,CPlJ/TOTAL 
STOP 
EMU

SUEFtDTINE PREDIC
C P re d ic t  th e  new s e t o f  c o o rd in a te s  and th e re  d e r iv a t iv e s
C a t  the  n e x t tim e  s tep

PARAMETER ( NP = 450 )
< c o rm i / v e c / ,  / ouat/ ,  / nuti/>

1 CSTPS- ICSTPS+1 
DO 10 I -  1,NP

X 0 (I)  -  X0(I)+X1 ( I)+ X 2 ( I)+ X 3 ( I)+ X 4 ( I)+ X 5 ( I)
Y 0 ( I ) = Y0(I)+Y1 ( I )+ Y 2 (I)+ Y 3 (I)+ Y 4 (I)+ Y S (I)
Z 0 ( I )  = Z 0 ( I)+ Z 1 ( I)+ Z 2 ( I)+ Z 3 ( I)+ Z 4 ( I)+ Z 5 ( I)
X I ( I )  -  X I ( I )-4-2.* X 2 ( I> + 3 .*X 3 ( I ) -t-4.*X4( I ) -t-5 .*X 5(I)
Y1 ( I )  = Y1 ( I )+ 2 .* Y 2 ( I )+ 3 .* Y 3 ( I ) - f4 .* Y 4 ( I )4 5 .* Y 5 ( I )
Z1 ( I ) -  Z 1 ( I )+ 2 .* Z 2 ( I)+ 3 .* Z 3 ( I )+ 4 .* Z 4 ( I )4 5 .* Z 5 ( I)
X2 ( I ) = X 2 ( I)+ 3 .*X 3 ( I) - t€ .» X 4 ( I)+ 1 0 .*X 5 ( I)
Y 2 ( I)  = Y 2 ( I)+ 3 .*Y 3 ( I)4 € .*Y 4 ( I)+ 1 0 .* Y 5 ( I)
Z2 ( I ) = Z 2 ( I)+ 3 .* Z 3 ( I) - f€ .» Z 4 ( I)+ 1 0 .* Z 5 ( I)
X 3 ( I !  = X 3 ( I)+ 4 .*X 4 ( I)+ 1 0 .*X 5 ( I)
Y3 ( I ) = Y 3 ( I)+ 4 .# Y 4 (I)+ 1 0 .*Y 5 (I)
Z 3 ( I )  -  Z 3 (I)4 4 .*Z 4 (I)+ 1 0 .*Z S (1 )
X4 ( I ) = X4 (I >+5.*X5 ( I )
Y4 ( I ) = Y 4 ( I)+ 5 .*Y S (I)
Z 4 ( I ) -  Z 4 ( I )+ 5 .* Z 5 ( I)
AX0 ( I ) =AX0 ( I ) -tAXl ( I ) +AX2 ( I ) +AX3 ( I ) 4AX4 ( I ) +AX5 ( I )
AY0( I ) =AY0( I ) +AY1 (I)+ A Y 2 (I)+ A Y 3(I)+ A Y 4(I)-tA Y 5 (I)
AZ0 ( I ) =AZ0 ( I ) +AZ1 (I)+ A Z 2 (I)4 A Z 3 (I)+ A Z 4 (I)+ A Z 5 (I)
AQ0 ( I ) =AQ0 ( I ) +AQ1 ( I ) +AQ2 ( I ) 4AQ3 ( I ) 4AQ4 ( I ) +AQ5 (I )
AX1( I ) =AX1( I )+ 2 .*AX2( I )+ 3 .*AX3( I )+ 4 .*AX4 ( I ) + 5 .*AX5( I )
AY1 (I)=AY1 ( I)+ 2 .*A Y 2 (I)+ 3 .*A Y 3 (I)4 4 .*A Y 4 (I)4 5 .*A Y 5 (I)
AZ1( I ) =AZ1( I )+ 2 .*AZ2( I )+ 3 .*AZ3( I )+ 4 .*AZ4 ( I ) + 5 .*AZ5( I )
A Q i( I ) =AQ1 ( I ) + 2 .*AQ2( I )+ 3 .*AQ3( I ) 4 4 .*AQ4( I ) + 5 .*ACB ( I )
A X 2 (I)= A X 2(I)+ 3 .*A X 3 (I)+ G .*A X 4 (1 )+ 10 .*A X 5 (I)
A Y 2 (I)= A Y 2 (I)+ 3 .*A Y 3 (I)+ S .*A Y 4 (I)+ 1 0 .*A Y 5 (I)
AZ2 ( I ) =AZ2 { I ) +3. *AZ3 ( I ) -*€. *AZ4 ( I ) +10. *AZ5 ( I )
AQ2( I ) =AQ2 ( I )+ 3 .*AQ3( I )+6. *AQ4( I )+ 1 0 .*A 0 5 ( I ) 
A X 3 (I)= A X 3 (I)+ 4 .*A X 4 (I)+ 1 0 .*A X 5 (I) 
A Y 3 (I)= A Y 3 (I)+ 4 .*A Y 4 (I)+ 1 0 .*A Y 5 (I)  
A Z 3 (I)= A Z 3 (I)+ 4 .*A Z 4 (I)+ 1 0 .*A Z 5 (I)
AQ3 ( I ) =A03 ( I ) +4. *AQ4 ( I ) +10. *AQS ( I )
AX4 ( I ) =AX4 (I )+ 5 .*A X 5 (I)
AY4 ( I ) -AY4 (I )+ 5 .*A Y 5 (I)
AZ4 ( I ) =AZ4 (I )+5.*AZ5 ( I )



A Q M I)-A Q 4 (I)+ 5 .*A Q 5 (I)
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
EM)

SUBROUTINE FORTOR
C C a lc u la te  fo rc e s  and to rques a c t in g  on a l l  m olecules 
C -  t h is  is  the most tim e consuming p a r t  o f  the proçramme 

PARATETER ( NP -  450, HTML -  48. , M  -  50 )
«COTTON /VEC/, /TORPOR/, /OUAT/, /DIPOLE/, /TUTV, /RES/ >

DIPM2C—3.*D IP ft*O IP n/24 .
UL=0.
UD=0.
VIR=0.
S IDE2-S I0E/2.
FCUT2=FOJT*FCUT 
DO 10 I-1 ,N P  

F X (I)= 0 .
F Y (I)= 0 .
F Z (I)= 0 .
A L X (I) -2 .* (A Y 0 ( I)*A Z 0 ( I) -A X 0 ( I)*A O 0 (I) )
A L Y (I) - -2 .* (A X 0 (I)*A Z 0 < I)- tA Y 0 (I)*A Q 0 (I) )
A L Z (1 )-A Z 0 (I)*# 2 + A Q 0 (I)**2 -A X 0 (I)*# 2 -A Y 0 (I)**2
T X (I)= 0 .
TY (I >=0.
T Z (I )=0.

10 CONTINUE
C T h is  doub le  loop runs over a l l  un ique p a ir s  o f  m olecules to  
C c a lc u la te  the to rques and fo rc e s  (th e  long c u t - o f f  (FCUT) means 
C th a t  th e  m a jo r ity  o f  terms have to  be in c lu d e d , so neighbour l i s t s  
C a re  u s e d ).

DO 20 1 -2 ,NP 
DO 30 J -1 ,1 -1  

X -X 0(J ) -X 0 ( I )
Y -Y0(J ) -Y 0 ( I )
Z -Z 0 (J ) -Z 0 (I)
R2= X*X+Y*Y+Z*Z 
IF  (R2.GT.FCUT2) HEN 

IF (X.GT.SI0E2) TrEN 
X-X-SIDE

ELSE IF  (X .LT.-SIDE2) HEN 
X-X+SIDE 

E M IF
IF  (Y.GT.SI0E2) HEN 

Y-Y-SIDE
ELSE IF  (Y .LT.-SIDE2) HEN 

Y-Y+SIDE 
E M IF
IF (Z.GT.SIGE2) HEN 

Z-Z-SIOE
ELSE IF  (Z .LT.-S ID E2) HEN 

Z-Z+SIDE 
E M IF
R2= X*X+Y*Y+Z*Z 
IF  (R2.GT.FCUT2) GOTO 30 

E M IF
RINV2-1./R2
RINVB-RINV2*RINV2#RINV2
UL=UL+(RINTYG-l.)*RINiYG
A=(2,*RINVS-1.)*RINV6*RINV2
VIR=VIR+A*R2
R-SQRT(R2)
DNT NLLALX ( I ) *ALX ( J) -tALY ( I ) *ALY ( J ) +ALZ ( I ) *ALZ (J)
DNIR =ALX (I)*X +A LY (I)*Y +A LZ(I)#Z  
DNJR =ALX(J)*X4ALY(J)*Y+ALZ(J)*Z 
RINV3-RINV2/R 
RINV5=RINVG#R
UD=UEWININL)^INIV3-3.*ONIR>OLJR*RINIV5
FR=DNINJ-5.*ONIR*ONLFi*fiINIV2
F=0IPrt2C*(FR^4DNJR*ALX (I )-tONIR*ALX (J) )*flINV5-A*X
F X (I)= F X (I)-fF
FX (J)=FX (J)-F



F4)IPf12C*(FR*Y+ONJFt*ALY(I)+ONIft*ALY (J))*ftIN V5-A*Y
F Y (I)*F Y (I) - tF
FY (J )-F Y  (J )-F
F4)IFT12C*(FR*Z+0NJR*ALZ(I)-fCNIR*W_Z(J))<fiINV5--A*Z
F Z (I)« F Z (l) - tF
FZ (J )-F Z  (J )-F
TX (J) =TX (J) -ALX ( I ) *R I NY3+3. *CNIR*RI NV5*X 
TY (J) =TY (J) -ALY ( I ) *R INY3+3. «ONI R*R I NVS*Y 
TZ (J) -TZ (J) -ALZ ( I ) *R INV3+3. *ON I Ft*R I NVS*Z 
TX (I)=TX (I)-ALX(J)*R lN V3+3.»£ILF t*fiIN V5*X  
TY ( I ) =TY ( I ) -AL'Y (J ) * f i  INV3+3. *CNJR*R I NV5*Y 
TZ ( I ) -TZ ( I ) -ALZ (J) afl I NV3+3. *CNJR*fi I NV5*Z 

30 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

DO 40 J=1,NP 
TXX=TX(J)
TYY-TY(J)
TZZ-TZ(J)
TX(J)=ALY(J)»TZZ-ALZ(J)*TYY 
TY (J ) -ALZ (J) »TXX-ALX (J) *TZZ 
TZ(J )-A L X (J)*TYY-ALY(J)*TXX 

40 CONTINLE 
UL- U U 4./N P  
UD= LD*OIPrWDIPTVTP 
VIR-V IR *24.
RETUFiN
EM)

SUBROUTINE CORREC
C A pp ly  the  Gear c o r re c t io n ,  u s in g  the r e s u lts  fo r  the fo rce s  and 
C to rq u e s  in  the new p o s it io n s .  The Gear c o e f f . ’ s a re  the F 02 .F 12 .. e tc . 

PARATETER ( NP = 450 , HTML -  48. )
PARAIETER ( F02 -  3 ./1 G . , F12 -  2 5 1 ./3B0. , F32 -  1 1 ./1 8 . ,

+ F42 = 1 . /6 .  , F52 = 1 ./6 0 . )
<C0MTM A t C / ,  /QUAT/, /DIPOLE/, /NUTI/, /TORFOR/ >

REAL TPX{NP),TPY(NP),TPZ(NP),TPa(IE)
C-(DELTA**2)* (D1PM#*2)/ ( 2 .  * F I )
D=12. *tELTA*OELTA/UTTEL 
DO 5 1=1, N 3

F X (I)=  F X ( I) * 0  
F Y (I)=  F Y (I)*D  
FZ ( I ) = F Z (I)*D
E 1 1 = -A X 0 (I)**2 + A Y 0 (I)**2 -A Z 0 (I)**2 + A Q 0 (I)**2
E 1 2 = 2 .*(A Z 0 (I)*A Q 0 (I) -A X 0 (I)*A Y 0 {I) )
E l3 = 2 .* (AY0( I ) *A Z0( I ) +AX0( I ) *AQ0( I ))  
E 2 1 = -2 .* (A X 0 (I)*A Y 0 (I)+ A Z 0 (I)*A Q 0 (I))  
E 2 2 = A X 0 (I)*A X 0 (I)-A Y 0 (I)*A Y 0 (I)-A Z 0 {I)*A Z 0 (I)+ A Q 0 (I)*A Q 0 (I) 
E 2 3 = 2 .* (A Y 0 (I)*A Q 0 (I) -A X 0 (I)*A Z 0 (I) )
TPX( I ) = (E l1 *T X ( I ) -t£12*TY( I ) +E13*TZ( I i ) *C 
TPY(I) = (E 21*T X (I)+E 22*T Y (I)+E 23*T Z (I))*C  
TPZ ( I ) =0.
TPQ(I) —  (AX1 (I)#*2+AY1 (I )**2+A Z l (I)**2+AQ1 ( I)*# 2 )

5 CONTINUE 
DO 10 1=1,IE

XCOR = X 2 ( I ) -F X ( I)
YCOR = Y2 ( I ) —FY ( I )
ZCOR = Z 2 ( I ) -F Z ( I )
X 0 ( I)  = X0(I)-XCOR*F02 
X I ( I ) = X I ( I ) -XC0R*F12 
X2 ( I ) = X 2( I ) -XCOR 
X 3 ( I)  = X3(I)-XC0R*F32 
X 4 ( i)  = X4(I)-XC0R#F42 
X 5 ( I)  = X5(I)-XC0R*F52 
Y 0 ( I ) = Y0(I)-YOOR#F02 
Y K I )  = Y1(I)-YC0R*F12 
Y 2 (I)  = Y2(I)-YC0R 
Y3 ( I ) = Y3(I)-YC0R»F32 
Y4 ( I )  = Y4(I)-YC0R*F42 
Y5 ( I ) = Y5(I)-YC0R*F52 
Z 0 ( I)  -  Z0(I)-ZCOR*F02 
Z 1 ( I )  = Z1(I)-ZC 0R*F12 
Z 2 ( I )  = Z 2 ( I ) -ZCOR



Z 3 ( I )  -  Z3(I)-ZC 0R *F32 
Z4 ( I ) -  Z4(I)-ZC0R»F42 
Z 5 U ) -  Z5(I)-ZC 0R *F52
AXC0R=AX2 ( I ) - 0 .5 *  ( -AZ0 ( I ) *TPX ( I ) -AQ0 ( I ) *TPY ( I ) +AX0 ( I ) *TPQ ( I ))  
AYCOR=AY2(I)-0.5*( A Q 0< I)*TP X (I)-A Z 0(I)*T P Y (I)-*A Y 0(I)*T P Q (I)) 
AZC O R -A Z2(I)-0 .5*( A X 0 (I)*T P X (I)+A Y 0 (I)*T P Y (I)-tA Z 0 (I)*T P Q (D ) 
A Q C C R =AQ 2(I)-0.S#(-AY 0(I)#TPX(I)+AX0(I)*TPY(I)-tAQ 0(I)*TPQ (I))
A X 0 (I) b AX0( I ) -  AXCOR*F02
A X l( I ) B A X 1(I) -  AXC0R*F12
AX2 ( I ) - A X 2(I) -  AXCOR
A X 3(I) B A X 3(I) -  AXC0R*F32
AX4 ( I ) B AX4 ( I ) -  AXC0R*F42
A X 5(I) = A X 5(I) -  AXC0R*F52
A Y 8(I) . AY0( I ) -  AYCORaf 02
A Y 1(I) « A Y l( I ) -  AYC0R*F12
AY2( I ) B A Y 2(I) -  AYCOR
AY3( I ) = AY3( I ) -  AYC0R*F32
AY4 ( I ) B AY4 ( I ) - AYCCR*F42
AYS(I) - AY5 ( I ) -  AYC0R*F52
AZ0( I ) . A Z 0(I) - AZCOR*F02
A Z 1(I) B A Z 1(I) - AZCORaf 12
AZ2( I ) - AZ2 ( I ) -  AZCOR
A Z 3(I) - AZ3 ( I ) -  AZCOR*F32
A Z 4(I) B AZ4 ( I ) -  AZC0R*F42
A Z 5 (I) = AZS(I) -  AZC0R*FS2
AQ 0(I) B AQ0( I ) -  AQCOR*F02
m m B AQ1(I) -  ADC0FUF12
AQ 2(I) B AD2 ( I ) -  ADCOR
AQ3(I) B AQ3(I) -  AQC0R*F32
AQ4 ( I ) B AQ4 ( I ) -  AQC0R*F42
ADE(I) = AOE(I) -  ADC0R*F52
IP X ( I) B 2 .# (-A Z 0 (I)*A X l( I)+ A Q 0 (I)# A Y l( I)+ A X 0 (I)*A Z l( I)

+ —A Y0 ( I ) *AQ1 (I))/D E LTA
NPY(I) -  2 .* ( -A Q 0 (I)» A X l (I)-A Z 0 U )*A Y 1  (I)+AY0(I)*AZ1 ( I )

+ -fA X 0(I)*A Q l(I))/O E LT A
C Ensure th a t  sum o f  squares= l & upz=0 fo r  a l l  molecules 

U P Z(I)=0 .
Q=AX0(I)**2+AY0(I)*nt2+AZ0(I)no»2+AQ8(I)itc*2 
Q=SQRT(Q)
A X 0 (I)= A X 0 (I)/Q
A Y 0 (I)= A Y 0(I)/Q
A Z 0 (I)= A Z 0 (I) /Q
A Q 0(I)=A Q 0(I)/Q
AX1 ( I ) =-OELTA* ( (AZ0 ( I ) niPX ( I ) +AQ0 ( I ) *P>Y ( I ) )  / 2 . )
AY1 (I )=  [E L T A *( (A O 0 { I)n iP X ( I) -A Z 0 ( I)< tP Y ( I) ) /2 .)
AZ1 ( I )  = E E LTA *((A X 0(I)*lP 3X ( I ) 4 A Y 0 { I) * lP Y ( I ) ) /2 .)
AQ1 ( I ) -  [E L T A * ( ( -A Y 0 ( I) j| iP X ( I)+ A X 0 ( I} * iP Y ( I) ) /2 .)
ALX(I >=2 .*(A Y 0(I ) * A Z 0 ( I ) -AX0U )*A Q 0 (I) )
ALY (I)« -2 .# (A X 0 (I)*A Z 0 ( I)+ A Y 0 (I)*A O 0 (I) )
ALZ ( I ) =AZ0 ( I ) **2+AO0 ( I ) **2-A X 0 ( I ) **2-AY0 { I ) #*2 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
BP
SUBROUTINE DATAIISTEP, JSEG)

C T h is  ro u t in e  d e a ls  u i th  th e  c a lc u la t io n  o f  the va rio u s  averages 
C in  the  cou rse  o f  the  s im u la t io n  and the re g u la r  dumping o f  da ta  
C in  case a crash  occu rs .

PARAMETER ( NP = 450,UTnOL = 4 8 . , fd  -  50,hO1 = ND/2, ISHTFIM  ) 
PARAJETER ( MAXST = S0 )

<COTDN /V E E /, /OUAT/, /D IPO LE/, /NUTV, /RES/ >
REAL*8 SUTK,SUri<R,SUnUL,SLnJD,SUrK2,SUri<R2,SLnJL2,

+ surra,surp.surra,surra,surmr.sumi.surtjeT
CHARACTER*14 FEIATA,FRES,FPR0F,FCLUST,n'E0RR,SLFFIX*6 
INTEGER CLUST (NP) .NSEELL (NP)
REALMS SX,SY,SZ,DdX (0:ND) ,DMY (0:ND) ,DT1Z(0:ND)
l o g ic a l  CALi.SArprrr
SAVE CLUST,CALl,XSUM,YSUn,ZSU1
DATA C A LI/.TR U E ./X S U n,Y S LM ,ZS U n/0 .,0 .,0 ./
SF= 2.*N D/SI0E
IF  ( CALI. OR. I STEP. ED. 1 ) TPEN

CALL GETDRP( CLUST,LEN,3 .6 1 ,X0,Y0,Z0 )



CAL1-.FALSE.
ENDIF 
I - I  STEP
IF I I .G T .0 )  I-I+(JSEG-1)*NSSEG 
IF  ( MOO(I,IGCPFQ).EQ.0 ) TEEM

CALL GETORPI CLUST.LEN.3.B1.K0,Y0.Z0 ) 
NCLUST-NCLUST-tLEN 

ENDIF
CALL CMASSI XSUn,VSLI1,ZSLn,QJUST.LEN )
V2*=0.
U2=0.
RV-0.
DO 9 J=0,MD

o n x u )= 0 .
□ n Y ( j) -0 .
□ n z u )= 0.

9 CONTINUE 
DO 10 JJ=1,NP 

J-CLUST(JJ)
R- SORT! (X 0 (J ) ) * *2  + (Y 0 (J ) )* *2  + IZ 0 (J ) )* *2  ) 
NBOX=SF*fi
IF  (NBOX.GT.ND) IBOX=NO 
NSEELL (J) -NB0X/2 
NDPROFINBOX)-NDPROFINBOX)+1 
IF  (JJ.LE.LEN) TFEN 

NBC INBOX) = N T  INBOX) +1 
ENDIF
SLMCOS INBOX) =SUMCOS INBOX) + 1 (X01 J) *ALX I J) +Y0 (J) *ALYI J) + 

+ Z 0 (J )*A L Z (J ))* *2 ) / IR *R )
onx in bo x ) -ortx in bo x ) +a l x  i j )
OTTY INBOX) -O IY  INBOX) +ALYI J)
DT1Z INBOX) =OMZ INBOX) +ALZI J)
V2=V2+X1 (JJ)**2+Y1 (JJ)**2+Z1 (J J )* *2  
UI2=U2+UPX (JJ) **2-0P Y  I JJ ) **2-fLPZ I JJ) * *2  

10 CONTINUE 
SX=0.
SY=0.
SZ=0.
DO 12 J=0,ND 

SX=SX-tOf1X(J)
SY=SY+CMY (J)
SZ=SZ-tOriZ(J)
s u rn rc  u )  = s u o i2 u )  +sx* s x +sy*s y +sz* sz

12 CONTINUE
V2= V 2 / (NP*OELTA*OELTA)
U2=U2/NP
EKINT= V2*UITTEL/2.
EKINF= U 2 *F I/2 .
EKINLEKINR+EKINT
PRESS= (NP/ (S ID E )**3 )*IE K IN ^ ./5 .+ V IR /3 ./N P -tU D )
SUTK= SLTK-tEK I NTuCELTA 
SLfKR= SUTKR4EKINR*0ELTA 
SUMLJL= SUnUL+LLuBELTA 
SUrU_2=SLnjL2+UL»*2*aELTA 
SLMJD= SUMJMJDtOELTA 
SUTlJ02=&jriJD24lJD**2*0ELTA 
SUrK2=SLTK24EK I NT**2»0ELTA 
SUNKR2=SUIKR2+EK I NF**2*OELTA 
SUrP=SUrP-tPRESS*OELTA 

C Sample th e  tim e c o r r e la t io n  fu n c tio n s
IF  I HQOII ,4 ) .EQ .0. AND. I .G T.0 ) TEEN

s a n r it = inoo 11, i  srrrFQ ). e q . 0)
CALL HSOni NSEELL, SATFMT )
IF  ISATPHT) ICf10TS= ICM0TS+1 

ENDIF
C p r i n t  ru n n in g  averages

IF  I NOOII, IPRFQ) .EQ.0 ) TEEN 
AVCL=REALIINCLUST*IGOPFQ)) / I  
AVUL= SUTUL/TINE 
AVUD= SUTUD/TirE 
AVK= SUTK/TINE 
AVKR=SUTKR/TINE



AVE- AVUL+AVUQ+AVK+AVKR 
AVP=SLTP/TirE
SIGK- SORT( SUMCVTirE-AVK**2 )
SIGKR- SORTÌ SUrKR2/TIME-AVKR**2 )
SIGUL- SORTÌ SLMJL2/TIrE-AVUL**2 )
SIGUD- SORTÌ SLnUD2/TirE-AVUO**2 )
URI TE ( 2 , ’ ( I5 ,5 F 3 .5 ,E 1 0 .3 E 1 ,F 8 .1 ,I5 .4 F 8 .4 ) ’ ) I , AVE,AVK,AVKR,

+ AVlD.AVUL.AVP.AVCL.LEN.EKINT.EKlNR.tJL.UD
URI TE ( 2 , ’ (7F10.G)’ ) SIGK.SIGKR.SIOJL.SIGUO.XSUn.YSUri.ZSUM 

C u r i t e  d e n s ity  p r o f i le  and o th e r da ta  ou t
IF  ( rC D ÌI ,NSSEG*IOFFQ) .EQ.0.AND.1.GT.0 ) T)EN 

URITE ( 3 , ’ ( I6 .F 3 .5 ) ’ ) I,S ID E  
URITE( 3 , ’ (1717) ’ INDPROF 
UFI T E G ,’ (1717)’ )NDC 
URITE( 3 /  ( ”  COS” ) ’ )
U F IT E Ì3 ,’ (10E12.5E1)’ ) (SUnCOS(J)/(NDPROF(J)+l.E-7),J-0,ND) 
URITE( 3 , ’ ( ”  < fT2>” ) ’ )
X=DIPn»OIPn/ (JSEG*NBSEG)
URITE( 3 , ’ (10E12.5E1)’ ) (SLrtJ12(J)*X,J=0,ND)

ENDIF
IF  ( MOD ( I , IOtTTFQ) .E Q .0 .M D . I.G T .0 . AND. ICT10TS.GT.0 ) TVEN 

URITE(7) I ,S ID E ,ICM0TS 
URITE(7) SUNT10T 
URITE(7) SOTTI 
URITE(7) SUMJ0T 

ENDIF 
ENDIF

C save th e  c u r re n t  c o n f ig u ra t io n  in  case o f  system crash 
C o ld  d a ta  over w r i t te n

IF  (TED ( ISTEP, NSSEG). EQ. 0. OR. I STEP. EQ. -N IN I T) TVEN 
REFUND (8)
NPI-NP
URITE(8) NPI.ETOT,DELTA.SICE.FI,D IR I
URITEÌ8) X0, Y0.Z0.X1, Y1.Z1.X2, Y2.Z2.X3, Y3,Z3,X4,Y4,Z4,

+ XS.YS.ZS
URITE (8) AX0, AY0, AZ0, AQ0, AX1, AY1, A Z I, AQ1, AX2, AY2, AZ2, AQ2, AX3, 

+ AY3,AZ3,AQ3,AX4,AY4.AZ4,A04,AX5,AYS, AZ5.AQ5
URITE(8) NDW,NCC.SLi1<,SIJri<R,SljnUL,SUnUD,SUriC,

+ s u r i< R 2 ,s if iL 2 ,s iJ iJ D 2 ,S L rp ,s u rtr i2 ,
+ s m c o s ,s u m 0 T ,s u tJ 0 T ,S L itn ,
+ ICM0TS,TIME,NCLUST, ISTEP, JSEG,SUFFIX

CALL DDUTP 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END

SLBFOJTINE DQJTP
C Ensure a l l  da ta  w r i t te n  to  f i l e s  by opening and c lo s in g  them 
<C0m0N /F ILE S />

CHARACTERS FmTA,FRES,FFRCF,FCLUST,FNC0RR,SUFFIX»6 
CLOSE(8)
OFEN (8, FILE-FDATA, FORM-’ UNFORMATTED’ , STATUS-’ OLD’ )
CLOSE (2)
OPEN (2, FI LE-FRESI 
CALL TCEOF(2 ,1 )
CLOSE(3)
0FENÌ3.FILE-FPR0F)
CALL T0E0F(3,1)
CLOSE (4)
0PEN(4,FILE=FCLUST)
CALL TOEOF(4 ,1 )
CLOSE (7)
OPEN (7 , FILE-FMCORR, FORM-’ UNFORMATTED’ )
CALL TOEOF(7 ,0 )
END

SUBROUTINE TOEOF (ICH, IFMT)
C P o s i t io n  f i l e  a t  end -  system dependent ro u t in e  

CALL FSEEK(ICH,0 ,2 )
END

SUBROUTINE CMASS( XSUM,YSUn.ZSUM.CLUST.LEN )



PARAMETER ( M> = 450 )
C T h is  ro u t in e  is  id e n t ic a l to  th a t  used in  the LJ programme,
C so we o m it the  l i s t i n g  here.

ETC

SUBFQJTIIP FESCAL(II)
C re s c a le  v e lo c i t ie s  to  keep to ta l energy con s tan t -  re sca le  fa c to rs  recorded 

PARATETER ( NP = 450, ND = 50 )
<comoN /vec/, / q uat , /dipole/, /num/, /res/ >

LOGICAL TFIXED 
IF  (.NOT.TFIXED) TTEN 

DIFF=ETOT-(EKIN+LL-+LD)
I F ( (ABSfDIFF) .L T .0 .001) .A fC . (MQDU I , IRESFQ) . f£ .0 )  IRETLRN
DIFF=OIFF+EKIN
IF  ( (DIFF) .L T .0 .0  ) TFENI

IP IT E t * , ’  ( ”  -SORT ” , I 5 ) ’ ) I I  
SF=0.1 

ELSE
SF= SORT ( (DIFF)/EKIN )

ENDIF
ELSE

SF-SQRT ETOT/EKIN)
ENDIF
IF (MODd I ,  IRESFQ). EQ.0) IPITEC2, ’ (F9.B) ’ ) SF 
DO 10 1=1,NP

X 1 ( I)=  X 1 (I)*S F  
Y 1 ( I)=  Y 1 (I)*5 F  
Z 1 ( I )=  Z 1 (I)*S F  
IPX ( I ) =SF*iPX ( I )
LPY ( I ) =SF*LPY ( I )
A X 1(I)=AX1(I)#SF 
AY1 (I )=AY1 (I )*SF 
AZ1 ( I ) =AZ1 ( I  )*SF 
A Q 1(I) =AQ1(I)#SF 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE SETTER (ISUFEF)
PARATETER ( fP  = 450, NO = 50 , MJI = ND/2 , MAXST = 50 )

<C0m0N /NUM, /SUMS/ >
REAL*8 SLFK,SUrtGT,SUMUL,SUMUD,SLTI<2,SLrKR2,SUMUL2,

+ S Ln jD 2,surp ,suM O M 2,suncos,sum 0T,a jtn ,suM Lj0T  
T irE  = 0.
SUNK = 0.
SLTK2 = 0.
SUTKR = 0.
SUTKR2 = 0.
SLTLL = 0.
SUMUL2 = 0.
SUMLE = 0.
SLMJD2 = 0.
SLTF=0.
NCLUST=0 
IO10TS=0 
DO 10 J= 0,ND 

MOPROF(J)=0 
NOC(J)=0 
SLTCOS(J)=0.
SLrEn2(J)=0.

10 CONTINUE
DO 20 J=0,MJ1 

S L m i ( i , j ) = 0 .  
s u m i ( 2 , j ) = 0. 
s u r m ( 3 , j ) = 0 .
DO 20 JJ=0,MAXST 

SUMU0T(J ,J J ) =0.
20 su rri0T ( j , j j ) = 0.

RETURN
END



SUBROUTItE OCELT(DELNEU)
PARAMETER ( NP -  450 )

<£orm i / vec/ ,  / ojat, / nun/  >
X -  0EUG4/DELTA 
Y -  X
DELTA -  DELNEU
U TITE f*, ’ ( ’ ’ DELTA»’ ’ ,F 7 .5 ) ’ ) DELTA 
DO 10 I -  1,NP

X-Y
XI ( I )  -  X 1 (I)*X  
Y l ( I )  = Y 1 (I)*X  
Z l ( I )  -  Z 1 ( I) *X  
AX1 (I I-AX1 (I )*X  
A Y 1(I)-A Y 1 (I)#X  
A Z 1 (I) =AZ1(I)*X  
AQ 1(1)-AQ 1(I)*X  
X=X*Y
X 2 ( I) -  X 2 (I)*X  
Y 2 (I) -  Y2(I )*X  
Z 2 ( I)  » Z 2 ( I) *X  
A X 2(I)«A X 2(I)#X  
A Y 2(I)=A Y 2(I)*X  
A Z 2 (I)=A Z 2 (I)*X  
A Q 2(I)-A Q 2(I)*X  
X=X*Y
X3(I) » X3(I)*X  
Y3(I) = Y3(I)*X 
Z3(I) = Z3(I)*X  
AX3(I)=AX3(I)#X 
AY3(I)=AY3(I)*X 
AZ3(I)=AZ3(I)*X 
AQ3 (I ) =AQ3 {I ) skX
y_y* y

X4 ( I ) = X 4 (I)*X  
Y 4 (I)  « Y 4 (I)*X  
Z 4 ( I)  » Z 4 ( I) *X  
AX4(I)-=AX4(I)*X 
A Y 4(I)=A Y 4(I)*X  
AZ4 ( I ) =AZ4 ( I )
AQ 4(I)=AQ 4(I)*X
X=X*Y
X5(I) = X5(I)*X 
YS(I) = Y5(I)*X 
Z5(I) = Z5(I)*X 
AX5(I)«AX5(I)*X 
AY5(I ) =AY5(I ) *X 
AZ5(I)=AZ5(I)*X 
AQS(I )=AQ5 (I )#X 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE SETUP(OLD)
C Read c o n f ig u ra t io n  f i l e  and prompt fo r  tlti param eters in te r a c t iv e ly  

PARANETER ( NP = 450, ND = 50 , NDM = ND/2 , NAXST = 60 )
<carm i / nun/ ,  / suns/ ,  / res/ ,  / f ile s /  >

REAL*8 SUT1<,SUriOT,SUNUL,SLNUD,SijrK2,SLn<R2,SUNlL2,
+ surtJD2,sijrp,SLrai2,suncos,ajTi0T,surrri,surieT 

CHARACTERS SUFFIX»6,PARAN*6,FDATA,FRES,FPR0F,FCLLBT,FNC0RR 
LOGICAL OLD.TFIXED
PRINT’ ( / ”  LIQUID DROP SIMULATION” ) ’
PRINT’ ! / ”  INPUT SUFFIX FOR FILENATES” ) ’
READ!*,’ (AG)’ ) SUFFIX 
FDATA=’ SFD’ //SUFFIX
OPEN (8, FILE=FDATA,FORFi=’ UNFORMATTED’ .STATUS»’ OLD’ )
FRES=’ RES’ //SUFFIX 
0PEN(2,FILE=FRES)
CALL TOECF (2 ,1 )
FPROF»’ PROF’ //SUFFIX 
OPEN(3,FILE=FPROF)
CALL TOEOF(3 ,1 )
FCLUST=’ CLUST’ //SUFFIX



0PEN(4,FILE-FELUST)
CALL TCEOF(4 ,1 )
RTXPR-’ nCORR' //SLFFIX  
0PEN(7,FILE-FT1XIELF0Rn.’ IJ 'lrQRMATTED’ )
CALL TOECF (7 ,0)
CALL IN3ATA(OLD,SUFFIX,0)
FCUT-SIDE/2.
IF  (OLD) TEEN

PRINT’ ( ”  RUN-OLD ” ) ’
ELSE

PRINT’ ( ”  RUN-NEU ” ) ’
EM3IF

C Long i f  loop to  a llo w  in te ra c t iv e  s e le c t io n  o f  param eters 
10 PRINT’ ( ”  ALTER PARATETER ? ” ) ’

READ(*,’ (AE)’ IPARAn 
IF  (PARAM.EQ.’ ETOT ’ ) TEEN 

READ*,ETOT
ELSE IF  (PARAn.EQ.’ TFIXED’ ) TFEN 

TFIXED=.TRUE.
ELSE IF  (PARAM.EQ.’ NEU ’ ) TEEN 

CLD=.FALSE.
ELSE IF  (PARAM.EQ.’ OLD ’ ) TEEN 

OLD-.TRUE.
ELSE IF  (PARAN.EQ.’ SIDE ’ ) TEEN 

READ*,SIDE
ELSE IF  (PARAM.EQ.’ FCUT ’ ) TEEN 

READ*,FCUT
ELSE IF  (PARAM.EQ. 'N IN IT  ’ ) TEEN 

FEAD*,NINIT
ELSE IF  (PARAT1.EQ. ’ MAXSEG’ ) TEEN 

READ *,riAXSEG
ELSE IF  (PARAn.EQ.’ NSSEG’ ) TEEN 

READ *,NSSEG
ELSE IF (PARAM.EQ. ’ IPRFQ ’ ) TEEN 

READ*,IPRFQ
ELSE IF  (PARAN.EG. ’ IGOPFQ’ ) TEEN 

READ*, IGDPFQ
ELSE IF  (PARATI.ED. ’ IDFFQ ’ ) TEEN 

READ*,IOPFO
ELSE IF (PARAM.EQ.’ IRESFQ’ ) TEEN 

READ*, IRESFQ
ELSE IF  (PARAM.EQ. ’ IDTTTFO’ ) TEEN 

READ*,IDMTFQ
ELSE IF  (PARAM.EQ.’ DELTA ’ ) TEEN 

REAQ*,DELNEU 
CALL CECELT (OELNEW)

ELSE IF  (PARAM.EQ.’ DIPM ’ ) TEEN
READ*,DIPM

ELSE IF  (PARAM.EQ.’ FI ’ ) TEEN
READ*,FI

ELSE IF  (PARAM.EQ.’ ? ’ ) TEEN
PRINT’ ) ”  ET0T=” ,F 1 2 .6 , / ”  MAXSEG=” , I 8 , / ”  N IN IT -’ ’ , 18,

+ / ”  DELTA=” ,F 8 .S , / ”  S ID E .”  , F 8 .3 , / ”  FOJT=”  ,F 8 .3 , ) ’ ,
+ ETOT, MAXSEG, NINIT, DELTA, SIDE, FCUT

PRINT’ ( ”  DIPM =” ,F 1 2 .7 , / ”  F I - ” ,F 12 .7 ,
+ ) ’ , DIPM,FI

PRINT’ ( ”  IPRFQ - ” , I 7 , / ”  IG D PFQ .” , IS ,
+ / ”  IDPFQ =” , I 7 , / ”  IRESFQ = ” , IB) ’ .IPRFQ, ¡GDPFQ,
+ IDPFQ,IRESFQ

PRINT’ ( ”  NSSEG - ” , I 5 , / ”  TFIXED =” , L I ) ’ .NSSEG, TFIXED 
ELSE IF  (PARAM.NE.’ NO ’ ) TEEN

PRINT’ ( ”  ???” / ) ’
EM3IF
IF  (PARAM.EE.’ ND ’ ) GOTO 10 
IF  (OLD) TEEN

LPITE(2, ’ ( / ’ ’ RESTART” , 2 IS ) ’ ) MINSTP.MINSEG
ELSE

WRITE (2, ’ ( / ’ ’ R U N . ” , A B ,”  ETOT -  ”  ,F 8 .4 ) ’ )SUFFIX,ETOT 
U R ITE(2,’ ( ”  SIDE .  ” ,F S .4 , ”  DELTA .  ’  ’ ,F8 .5 ) ’ )SIDE,DELTA 
LEITE( 2 , ’ ( ”  DIPM = ” ,F 9 .4 , ”  F I -  ”  ,F 8 .5 ) ’ )DIPM,FI
UR ITE(2,’ ( ”  TFIXED -  ” ,L 2 ) ’ ) TFIXED 
MINSEG.0



niNSTP=0
ENDIF
RETURN
END

SLBRDUTINE INDATAi OLD,SUFFIX,ICALL )
C A ctua l ro u t in e  to  read c o n f ig u ra t io n  f i l e

PARATETER ( NP -  450, ND - 50 , N il - ND/2  . IVOGT - 60 )
<corrtM / vec/ ,  / cljat/ ,  /nut/ ,  /suns/ >

REAL*8 SUT1<,SUiWT,SUriJL,SUMLID,SLrK2 ,SUrKR2 ,SUMUL2 ,
+ SUnUD2 ,SUTE,SUrtil2 ,SUrt3K,SUrt10T ,Sim i,SLn j0T 
CHARACTER SUFFIX*6 ,0LDSUF*£
LOGICAL OLD 
REUIND(8)
READ(8)NIN,ETOT,DELTA,SI DE,FI, DIPH 
IF(NIN.f£.hP)TEEN

PRINT’ ( / / ”  * *  ERROR - INCORRECT DATA FILE” , / /
+ ”  N>-” , I 4 , ”  NIN=’ ’ , 14) ’ .EP.NIN

STOP
ENDIF
READ(8) X0 ,Y0 ,Z0 ,X1 ,Y1,Z1 ,X2 ,Y2 ,Z2 ,X3 ,Y3 ,Z3 ,X4 ,Y4,Z4 ,X5 .Y5 ,ZS 
READ (8) AX0 , AY0 , AZ0 , AQ0 , AX1 , AY1 . AZ1 , AQ1 , AX2 , AY2 , AZ2, AQ2 , AX3 ,

+ AY3 ,AZ3 ,AQ3 ,AX4 ,AY4 ,AZ4 ,AQ4 ,AX5 ,AY5 ,AZ5 .AQ5
READ (8 , IOSTAT-IERR) NJTOF,NDC,SUrK,SUiKR,SUriJL,SUMU0 ,SUrK2 ,

+ suri<R2 ,sunLJL2,SLnjD2 ,surp,surDri2,
+ su n co s ,su m 0 T ,S L M J0 T ,s^m ,
+ ICT10TS,TirE,NCLi6 T,NINSTP,niNSEG,OLDSLF

IFdCALL.EQ.l.AND. I ERR. I\E.0) TEEN 
PRINT’ ! ”  10 ERROR IN INDATA” ) ’
STOP

ENDIF
OLEMIERR.EQ.0) .AND. (SUFFIX.EQ.OLDSUF)
RETURN
END

BLOCK DATA 
<C0t1EN /N il/  >

LOGICAL TFIXED
DATA NINIT,NINSTP,I1INSEG,nAXSEG/800,0 , 0 , 100/  NSSEG, IPRFQ,

+ IGOPFQ, IDPFQ, IRESFQ, IDT1TFQ /  150,508, 10,5 , 10,1000 /
+ ISGDIE/0/

DATA D IP n ,F I / l. ,l ./  TFIXED /.FALSE./
END

SUBFLDUTIAE MSOM( NSEELL.SATETTT )
C S u b ro u tin e  to  measure tim e dependent c o r r .  fn ’ s fo r  the to ta l moment 
C <FI(0) .t1(t)>  and s in g le  p a r t i c le  <U (0) . U ( t )  >

PARAMETER ( N 5 = 450 , N D « 5 0 , N H  = ND/2 , MAXST -  60 ) 
<corrtDN / sums/ ,  / dipole/  >

INTEGER NSFELL (NP),LSEELL (NP)
REAL*8 SUrE,SUrKR,SUnUL,SUMLJ0 ,SUrK2 ,SUPKR2 ,SUnUL2,

+ SLMUD2 ,surE ,surtJE ,SLm D s.sum 0T,surrM,SLnj0T 
REAL ITT (3 , 0 :NDt1, 0 :l1AXST), AL0 (3 ,I\P)
LOGICAL f1TFULL,SATPf1T 
SAVE MTFULL,IPTH,AL0 .LSFELL 
DATA MTFULL /.FALSE./ IPTEI / 0/
IF(IPTH.EQ.MAXST+1) TFEN 

rTFULL=.TRUE.
IPTH=0

EN3IF
IF (IPTEI.EQ.0)TEEN 

DO 4 J-l.E P
AL0 (1 , J)=ALX(J)
AL0 (2 , J)=ALY (J)
AL0 (3 , J)=ALZ(J)
LSEELL (J) =NSEELL (J)

4 CONTINUE 
ENDIF
DO 5 J=0 ,NDM 

nT(l,J,IPTH)=0 . 
rrr{2 ,j,iPTH)=0 .
(IT(3 , J,IPTH)=0 .



5 CONTINUE 
DO 10 J - l . f f 3

m i l , NSPELL( J ) , IPTH)4TT(1 ,N 9 ÍL L (J ) , IPTH)+ALX(J) 
m  (2 ,NSFELL ( J ) , IP TH )-m  (2 ,NSÆLL ( J ) , IPTH) +ALY(J)
MT (3 ,NSFELL(J), IPTH) -MT (3 ,NSÆLL ( J ) , IPTH) +ALZ(J)

10 CONTINUE 
DO 15 J-1 .N J1

M T íl, J ,  IPTH)-MT(1 ,J , IPTH)+MT (1, J - l ,  IPTH)
MT(2, J , IPTH) -MT (2, J , IPTH) +MT(2, J - l , IPTH)
MT(3, J , IPTH)=MT(3, J , IPTHJ+MT(3, J - l ,  IPTH)

15 CONTINUE 
DO 17 J - l , N 3 

IH-SFELL(J)
SUMJ0T( I , IP T H )-S JU 0 T (I, IPTH)+AL0(1, J)*ALX(J)+AL0(2, J)*ALY<J) + 

+ AL0I3, J )*A L Z (J)
17 CONTINUE

IF  (MTFULL. AND. SATPMT) THEN 
DO 20 J=0,MAXST

JJ4 T D  ( I PTH+J+1, MAXST+1 )
DO 30 1=0,NDM

s u r w r  ( I , J ) - s u r m r  ( I , J)-tMT ( 1 ,1, JJ) »MT (1 ,1, 1PTH)+
+ MT( 2 ,1, JJ)*M T ( 2 ,1, IPTH)+MT( 3 , I , JJ )*M T(3 ,1 , IPTH)

SUTT1 ( l . D ^ U T T K l .D - f f f l - (1 ,1 , JJ)
s u n t i  (2, i  ) - a m i  (2, i  ) -+MT (2, i , j j )  
s u rm  g , i  ) - s u n t i  o ,  i  ) +MT o ,  i , j j )

30 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE 

ELSE
SATPMT-. FALSE.

ENDIF
IPTH-IPTH+1
RETlPN
END



Appendix C: Determination of the drop location

1- Introduction

In the simulation of small droplets in equilibrium with their vapour it is often 

necessary to accurately locate the centre of the droplet, which can drift away from it’s 

original position. If the number of particles in the vapour phase is significant, the 

centre of mass of the whole system is not an accurate guide to the center of the 

droplet.

We assume spherically symmetric particles, and say that any two are 

“neighbours” if their center to center separation is less then some value Rn. Then 

particle B is in the same group as A if they are neighbours, or a neighbour of A is in 

the same group as B. With a suitable choice of R„ , the largest of these groups defines 

the droplet. The center of mass of the droplet is then readily found. For the Lennard- 

Jones 12-6 interaction it was found that the largest cluster size was virtually 

independent of Rn for Rn in the region of 1.9 o (see figure (C.1)) and so that was 

taken as the criterion for separating the drop from its vapour and in defining the center 

of the drop. The difference between the center of mass of the whole system, and that 

of the cluster is of the order 0.3 a  for a 260 particle system.

2. Simple-minded sorting

At first w'e used a simple-minded routine for finding the largest cluster, which is 

listed in section 4. This assumes that one particle (number IQ  is already known to be 

within the cluster. We then search for the nearest neighbours of IC , according to the 

distance criterion Rn, and any that are found are recorded in the array NCL. The 

search then proceeds to find the neighbours of these that are not already recorded in 

NCL, and repeats this until the size of the cluster in NCL does not increase. The first 

NC elements of the array NCL then contain the index numbers of atoms within the

185
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cluster. This method has been found to be extremely slow and takes many times longer 

to compute then one simulation step. Since we need to relocate the cluster fairly 

frequently (say every ten steps) to follow changes, it slows the simulation to an 

intolerable degree. The coding given in section 5 is more complex, but is about 50 

times faster. No doubt experts on sorting could improve this further, but as the routine 

takes rather less then the time for a simulation step, such improvements would have 

little effect on the total time taken.

3. More sophisticated sorting

This FORTRAN77 subroutine is composed of three parts:

(1) For each atom, find all the unique neighbours (i.e. if 2 is a neighbour of 1, do 

not count 1 as a neighbour of 2). All the neighbours are stored in the large array 

LIST.

(2) Go through the list obtained above assigning "group numbers" to each atom such 

that two atoms have the same group number if they are linked via neighbours.

(3) Find the largest group and return the members of it in the array ICLUST.

In more detail the sections work as follows:

(1) The loops DO10 and DO20 run over all possible pairs. RCUTSQ is the square of 

Rn. Any neighbours that are found for a given atom I are stored in the array 

LIST, with the "pointer" array elements IPTT(I) and IPTH(I) giving the start 

(Head) and end (Tail) of its neighbours.

(2) The integer array IGROUP contains a "group number" for each atom that is 

initialised to zero, indicating no neighbours. The loop DO40 then processes each 

atom and its neighbours. The code up to label 50 stores any non-zero group 

numbers that these atoms have in the array IGNUM, with IPTGN giving the top 

element. If more than one group number has been found, then these groups are 

all linked together by the present atom. Hence the loop DO70 makes all the
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other group numbers equal to the first one. If no group numbers are found, a 

value of I is used. The loop DO90 ensures that all the neighbours have the 

correct group number.

(3) The final loop DOIOO finds the first group to contain more than one third of the 

total number of atoms (NP), and returns them as the first LEN elements of the 

array ICLUST. The choice of one third is arbitrary, but works at most reasonable 

temperatures.

Note that the size of NLIST required depends on NP and the value of Rn used.

4. Simple subroutine

C p o s it io n s  o f  p a r t ic le s  are  in  a rra y s  X ,Y ,Z  
NC=1
N C L d M C  

2 NCP-NC
DO 10 11=1,NC 

I=NCL (I I )
DO 20 J=1,NP 

DO 21 JJ=1,NC
21 IFU .E Q .N C L(JJ)) GOTO 20

R2= (X ( I ) —X ( J) ) **2 +  (Y (I ) —Y (J) ) »*2+ (Z ( I  ) -Z  ( J ) ) * * 2  
IF(R2.GT.RCUTSQ) GOTO 20 
NC=NC+1 
NCL(NC)=J 

20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE

IF(NC.GT.NCP) GOTO 2

5. More sophisticated subroutine

SUBROUTINE GETDRP1 ICLUST.LEN.ROJTSQ )
PARAMETER (NP = 900.NLIST = 12000 )
ccrmi /pos/ xínpi , yinf*) .zíní3)
INTEGER ICLUST (NP)
INTEGER LIST (NLIST). I PTH (NP), IPTT (NP). IGNITI (50), I GROUP (NP) 
LC0UNT=1 
DO 10 I=1,NP-1 

IPTH d ) =LCOUNT 
DO 20 J=I+1,NP

R2= (X (J) -X ( I ) ) **2 +  ('Y(J ) - Y ( I ) ) **2 +  (Z (J ) - Z ( I ) ) * * 2  
IF  (R2.LT.RCUTSQ) THEN 

LIST (UC0LNT)=J 
LC0UNT=LC0UNT+1 

EMDIF
20 CONTINUE

I PTT( I ) =LC0UNT-1 
10 CONTINUE 

DO 30 1=1, NP



30 IGROUP(I) —0
DO 40 I - l . N P - l  

IPTGN=0
IF  (IGFOJP(I ) .NE.0) TFEN 

IPTGN=IPTGN+1 
IGNUMUPTGNMGROUPd)

ENDIF
DD 50 J - IP T H ÍI ) , IP TT (I)

NJ4-IST (J)
IF  (IGROUP(NJ).NE.0) TFEN 

DO E0 K=l,IPTGN
60 IF  (IGNUMdO-E0. IGFOJPtNJ) ) GOTO 50

IPTGN=IPTGN+1 
I GMJMt IPTGN) = I GROUP (NJ)

ENDIF 
50 CONTINUE

IF  (IPTGN.GT.0) THEN 
DO 70 K=2,IPTGN 

KG=IGNLJ1(K)
DO 80 KK=1,NR

80 IF  (IGROUPOOO.EQ.KG) IGFBDLP(tOO — IGNLT1 (1)
70 CONTINUE

ELSE
IG N UM ÜM

ENDIF
I G R O U P ( I M G N U m i )
DO 90 J = IP T H (I) ,IP T T (I)

N J Ü S T U )
IGROUP(NJ)=IGNLJ1(l)

90 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 

LEN=0
DO 100 1=1,NP

IF  (IGROUP(I).GT.0) TIEN 
ICOUNT=l 
I G= IGFOJP ( I )
IGROUPd ) =-IG  
DO 110 J=I+1,NP

IF  ( I GROUP (J ) .  ED. I G) TIEN 
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l 
I GROUP (J)=-1GROUP(J)

EMDIF
110 CONTINUE

IF (ICOUNT.GT.NR/3) TFEN 
LEN=ICOUNT 
IG— IG
DO 120 J=1,NP

IF (IGROUP(J).EQ.IG) TEEN 
ICLUST(ICOUNT)=J 
I COUNTED COUNT-1 

EMDIF
120 CONTINUE

ENDIF 
EMDIF 

100 CONTINUE
IF  (LEN.EQ.0) TFEN

URITE ( * ,  ’ ( ’ ’ * * * * * * * * *  NO CLUSTER > NP/3” ) ’ )
STOP

ENDIF
RETURN
END
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Appendix D: Method of calculating the MSM

In chapter seven it was shown how the mean square moment (MSM) could be 

found at any radius within a uniform macroscopic dielectric sphere. To treat the 

surface in more detail, the case of a drop composed of a number of shells is 

considered. These shells are also assumed to be uniform and isotropic, the i ,h one 

having a dielectric constant e ,.

Given such systems, we need to find the Maxwell field within each shell, and also 

the cavity field that exists within any chosen radius r , in terms of the applied field at 

infinity (£„). We write, E = \ f o r  the Maxwell field and Ea = §E X for the cavity 

field (in the notation of chapter seven, (8E0/dE) = For a few dielectric layers,

4> and 4» can be found analytically, but a general solution is more easily found 

numerically.

The potential within each shell must satisfy the Laplace equation and for this 

geometry the potential in shell i is of the form <F,(r) = —(A,/r2+B1r)cos0. At each 

boundary the tangential component of E (£, = — r _1(d4>/d0)) and the radial 

component of D (Dr = — €(d<I>/dr)) must be continuous, which requires that,

A, A. +1
—  +B,r = ~ ^ -+ B l+1r (D .l)
r i

and,

2A,
«« ~  e!+l

2 A i + i
B,- (D.2)

where r is the radius of the dividing surface between shells i and / +1. These can be 

rearranged to give,

A+i 3

fi' +1 "  3

l ^ L A i+r35ill=5LB_
e/+1 

i C i+ l-C i
r 3 I eI+]

A,+

ei+ l

2e,-+ i+e,
e«+1

B,

(D.3)

(D.4)
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Thus we take the components of the solution in the central region (including 

R = 0 )  to be, A i = 0 and = 1, since the potential must be finite at the origin. 

Then (D.3) and (D.4) allow us to work outwards through the shells to find all the 

other components. This allows the required ratios to be obtained, since the value of i|> 

for shell i is just i|>, = £, /£* = Bl/BN , if the outermost shell is the Nlh one. The same 

approach works for the cavity field, just by taking the dielectric constant as unity for 

the inner shells.

The actual equation for the MSM at a given shell boundary follows quite straight 

forwardly from the equations of chapters six and seven. From the analysis used to find 

(6.8), the total moment of the sphere bounded by r},

<M2(rj)> <M (rj).e> <M(r; ).e>
m  = ~Ea = fy E l

The total moment of all the shells within this radius is given by equation (7.5) as,

(D-5)

<M (r,).e> =
iSj

where V, is the volume of shell i . Finally this gives,

(D.6)

< M \rj)>  _  i
3 kT

v r  i \  Vi (D.7)

This allows the calculation of the MSM for any arbitrary set of concentric dielectric 

shells.

In the case of a continuous dielectric profile, e(r), two coupled differential 

equations are obtained for the components A, and B, , which then also become 

continuous functions. However, we can obtain the MSM for a given form of e(r) by 

just using a large number of shells, each of dielectric constant e(r,), which is 

equivalent to a step-wise solution of the differential equations.


